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Tuesday, 12 October 1982

The PRESIDENT (the Hon. Clive Griffiths)
took the Chair at 4.30 p.m., and read prayers.

SMALL BUSINESSES

"Phil Ward's Small Business Newsletter'-
Ministerial Statement

THE HON. 1. 0. MEDCALF (Metro-
politan-Attorney General) [4.31 p.m.]: I seek
leave to make a statement.

Leave granted.
The Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF: I draw members'

attention to the fact that a Mr Phil Ward, pub-
lisher of a publication called "Phil Ward's Small
Business Newsletter" is using the new national
companies and securities legislation in a mischiev-
ous way so as to promote the sale of his newslet-
ter. The publication is aimed at small
businessmen who, in all probability, are not affec-
ted by the companies legislation.

In his publication dated 12 July 1982, he called
for a protest letter to be sent to State Attorneys
General and members of Parliament. Mr Ward
used the technique of highlighting a provision of
the legislation and distorting its application. For
example, he stated-

From July 1, it is illegal to ask anyone to join
you in a business partnership. You cannot
even ask your spouse or your brother if they
would care to join you in a business venture.
This means-(]) no new small business can
start up-except sole traders, (2) no existing
small businesses can merge, (3) no existing
small businesses can expand by taking on
new partners or shareholders.

This statement is, of course, not true and it ap-
pears that he draws his conclusion from the mean-
ing of "offer or invitation to the public", which
meaning was broadened and designed to protect
investors.

His statement relating to partnerships seems to
suggest that an offer by a person to have others
join him in a partnership would require a prospec-
tus. This is so only in circumstances where the
person making the offer is in the business of
offering partnerships.

The incorrect statements made by Mr Ward
should be condemned as he is clearly creating
these false beliefs for his own financial benefit.

Similar mischievous information is included in
his letter dated I September 1982, headed

"Horrifying New Anti-Business Legislation". The
letter claims that persons writing cheques after I
July risk a $1 000 fine. No doubt Mr Ward is
referring to the requirement that various docu-
ments issued by a company in a jurisdiction other
than its place of incorporation must state the
place of incorporation of the company.

Mr Ward (ails to mention that wide publicity
has been given to the fact that the inclusion of a
reference to cheques in the list of documents was
made in error and is currently the subject of an
amending Bill before the Federal Parliament.

The letter claims also that simple "human
error" by a company manager makes that person
liable for damages, a fine, and a gaol term. This
statement is inaccurate and misleading. The
Companies Code imposes on all senior officers of
a company an obligation to act with reasonable
care and diligence when discharging their duties.

An officer would be liable only if his actions
were found to be unreasonable in all the circum-
stances. Ordinary human error would not consti-
tute an offence. Furthermore, no prison term is
applicable to such an offence.

I would like to inform members that the
National Companies and Securities Commission
has written to Mr Ward pointing out that the
statements in his newsletter are grossly mislead-
ing to the business community and indicating that
consideration will be given to taking action
against him if he continues to publish such state-
ments.

If members receive letters from constituents re-
lating to Mr Ward's newsletter, perhaps they
could refer them to my statement today and
suggest that if they have any real concern they
should contact the Commissioner for Corporate
Affairs (Mr Smith), or the legal officer (Mr
O'Connor), who will give them the correct infor-
mation.

BILLS (11): ASSENT

Messages from the Governor received and read
notifying assent to the following Bills-

I. Money Lenders Amendment Bill.
2. Child Welfare Amendment Bill.

3. Bulk Handling Amendment Bill.
4. Western Australian Institute of

Technology Amendment Bill.

5. Act Amendment (Agricultural Products)
and Repeal Bill.

6. Local Government Amendment Bill (No.
3).
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7. Coal Mine Workers (Pensions) Amend-
ment Bill.

8, Millstream Station Acquisition Hill.
9.

10.
1i.

Prisons Amendment Bill.
Mine Workers' Relief Amendment Bill.
Motor Vehicle Dealers Amendment Bill

(No. 2).

QUESTIONS

Questions were taken at this stage.

SETTl'LEMENT AGENTS SUPERVISORY
BOARD

Annual Report: Alinisierial Statemcnt
THE HON. R. G. PIKE (North Metropoli-

tan-Chief Secretary) [5.02 p.m.]: I seek leave of
the House to make a statement relating to the
annual report of the Settlement Agents Supervis-
ory Board tabled in this House today.

Leave granted.
The Hon. R. G. PIKE: I draw the attention of

the House to the annual report tabled today of the
Settlement Agents Supervisory Board constituted
under the provisions of the Settlement Agents
Act. I wish to comment on a statement made by
the board under the heading of "The Act" on the
finalI page.

The board states-
The board has been advised by the Hon.
Minister of his intention to introduce into
Parliament an amendment to the Act to
allow qualified real estate and business
agents, and business agents who wish to ar-
range and effect Setttements free of charge to
be excepted from the licensing provisions of
the Act.
The board has expressed to the Hon. Minis-
ter its strong reservations regarding the wis-
dom of the proposed amendments.

it is import-ant to note that, notwithstanding the
view of the board, the Government has proceeded
with the amendment which has now been passed
by the Parliament with the support of the Oppo-
sition.

Members will recall that when the Settiement
Agents Bill was introduced to Parliament in the
second session of 1981, it was thought that li-
censed real estate agents who carried out settle-
ments free of charge would be able to continue to
do so. However, subsequent Government legal ad-
vice confirmed the view of the Settlement Agents
Supervisory Board that persons who carry out
settlements, irrespective of whether or not a
charge is made, are required to be licensed under

the Act. This legal advice was contrary to the
intention of the Government.

In the current session, the House agreed to a
Bill to amend the Settlement Agents Act. Briefly.
the Bill provided that licensed real estate agents
who carry out settlements free of charge may con-
tinue to do so, provided they are granted an
exemption from the Act by the Settlement Agents
Supervisory Board.

Early this year when this amendment was being
considered, the Government-as is normal prac-
tice-asked the Settlement Agents Supervisory
Board for its opinion on the matter. The board's
opposition to an amendment was based on two
points. The first was that it would be
inappropriate to allow licensed real estate agents
to conduct settlements free of charge, without
being licensed under the Settlement Agents Act.

The board felt that such a move would be
against the basic reason For the enactment of the
Act; that is, the protection of the public. In the
opinion of the board, licensed real estate agents
are not necessarily qualified to carry out real es-
tate settlements.

Secondly, the board doubted that the real es-
tate and business agents fidelity guarantee fund
could be used to satisfy a claim which involved
moneys held by a real estate agent for the settle-
ment of a real estate transaction.

For the benefit of the House, in light of the
comments of the Settlement Agents Supervisory
Board in its annual report, I refer to the recent
amendments to the Act which overcome the
points raised by the board. Clause 3 of the Bill,
which is now awaiting Royal assent, provides that
before an exemption may be granted the Settle-
menit Agents Supervisory Board must be satisfied
that an applicant for exemption possesses the
same qualifications required of a person seeking
to be licensed under the Act.

In respect of the second point raised by the
board, Crown Law Department advice is that the
real estate and business agents fidelity guarantee
fund could be used to satisfy a claim involving de-
falcation of trust moneys held by a real estate
agent for the purpose of effecting settlement of a
real estate transaction. This is because an
exempted real estate agent carrying out real es-
tate settlements free of charge can be said to be
acting in the course of his business as a licensed
real estate agent.

Further, the amendment provides that a person
exempted from the provisions of the Settlement
Agents Act must produce a notice to his client
indicating that the client is not protected by the
provisions of the Settlement Agents Act.
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I am satisfied that these provisions in the
amending Bill overcome the concern expressed by
the Settlement Agents Supervisory Board.

LIQUOR AMENDMENT BILL (No. 3)

Second Reading

TIHE HON. R. C. PIKE (North Metropoli-
tan-Chief Secretary) [5.06 p.m.j: I move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.

The Australian Hotels Association recently ap-
proached the Government concerning the declin-
ing viability of retail liquor outlets. The Govern-
ment is mindful of the effect of the granting of
additional licences on the livelihood of licence
holders.

The purpose of the Bill now before the House is
to provide that the Licensing Court when con-
sidering the grant of an hotel or tavern licence
will be required to have regard to existing store li-
cences in the affected area. At present when de-
termining whether hotel licences in an affected
area are sufficient to meet the requirements of the
public the court must take into account other ho-
tels, taverns, and public accommodation facilities
existing in the affected area.

The Bill will add store licences to those prem-
ises to be considered by the Licensing Court when
dealing with applications for new hotel licences.

When considering whether the granting of a
tavern licence is in the public interest or will
achieve greater efficiency and economy in the in-
dustry, the Licensing Court must take into ac-
count the number of existing hotel and tavern Ii-
cences in the affected area.

The Bill will add store licences to those licensed
premises which the court must take into account
when considering the grant of a new tavern li-
cence.

It is believed the measures taken in this Bill will
be of benefit to the liquor industry as a whole.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by the Hon. Peter
Dowding.

JUSTICES AMENDMENT DILL

Third Reading

Bill read a third time on motion by the Hon. 1.
G. Medcalf (Attorney General), and transmitted
to the Assembly.

LEGAL AID COMMISSION AMENDMENT
BILL

Report

Report of Committee adopted.

RAIL DILL

Assembly's Amendments

Amendments made by the Assembly now con-
sidered.

In Committee

The Chairman of Committees (the Hon. V. J.
Ferry) in the Chair: the Hon. 1. G. Medcalf
(Attorney General) in charge of the Bill.

The CHAIRMAN: The amendments made by
the Assembly are as follows-

No. 1.

Clause 3, page 4, lines 14-24-Delete the
definition of "offence" and substitute the fol-
lowing-

" "offence" means any act, omission
or conduct which renders the person
doing the act, making the omission or
engaging in the conduct liable to any
punishment, and includes an alleged of-
fence: but nothing in this definition shall
limit the operation of subsection (4) or
section 15(2);

No. 2.

Clause 3, page 6. after line 8-Add after
subelause (3) the following subelause-

"(4) Where a person has been ar-
rested under section 17 or 20L of the
Offenders Probation and Parole Act
1963 or section 36(3), 36(4), 38, 39G or
39K of the Child Welfare Act 1947-

(a) he shall be deemed to have
been arrested and to be in
custody and awaiting an ap-
pearance in court for the of-
fence for which the probation
order, or community service
order, or order under section
34 or 348 of the Child Welfare
Act 1947 was made or for
which the fine was imposed (as
the case may be);
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(b) the first appearance in court,
after the arrest shall be
deemed, for the purposes of
sections 5(l) and 8(l) and
clause I of Part A and clause 7
of Part C of the Schedule, to
be the initial appearance in
court for that offence; and

(c) the proceedings following the
arrest shall be deemed to be
proceedings for that offence.".

No. 3.
Clause 20, page 17, line 14-Delete "to

the defendant".
No. 4.
Schedule, part A, paragraphs (iv) and (v)

of clause 7(a), page 48-Delete the para-
graphs.

No. 5.
Schedule, pa rt C, clause 6, page

52-Delete the clause and substitute the fol-
lowing-

"6. A probationer or offender under
the Offenders Probation and Parole Act
1963 who is in custody under section 16,
17 or 20H of that Act, or a child who is
in custody under section 38 of the Child
Welfare Act 1947, shall be deemed, for
the purpose of determining whether
clause 4 applies, not to have been con-
victed of the offence for which the pro-
bation order, community service order or
order under section 34 or 34B of the
Child Welfare Act 1947 (as the case
may be) was made.".

The Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF: I move-
That the amendments made by the As-

sembly be agreed to.
These amendments deal with community service
orders and probation orders made under the
Offenders Probation and Parole Act or the Child
Welfare Act. They have been made in the Bill to
provide for the situation which occurs when a per-
son is arrested and brought before the court for a
breach of a community service order or probation
order or even as a result of the extension Or vari-
ation of a community service order or probation
order.

It was necessary to change the definition of
"offences" so that it includes the cases I have just
mentioned and to provide that, where a person is
arrested and brought before the court for breach
of one of those orders, the question of bail shall. be
considered not in relation to that particular
breach, but in relation to the original offence for

which the person received the community service
order or probation order. That is the substance of
the amendments; they simply follow that pattern.

It was necessary for the amendments to be
made in the Assembly because of pending
changes to the Child Welfare Act which could nut
be anticipated when this Bill passed this
Chamber.

I seek the Committee's approval of the amend-
ments.

Question put and passed; the Assembly's
amendments agreed to.

Report

Resolution reported, the report adopted, and a
message accordingly returned to the Assembly.

ACTS AMENDMENT (BAIL) BILL
Assembly's Amendments

Amendments made by the Assembly now con-
sidered.

In Committee

The Chairman of Committees (the Hon. V. J.
Ferry) in the Chair; the Hon. I. G. Medcalf
(Attorney General) in charge of the Bill.

The CHAIRMAN: The amendments made by
the Assembly are as follows-

No.1.
Clause 47-Delete the clause.
No. 2.
New clause, page 12-Add a new clause to

stand as clause 53 as follows-
scciion 39c "$3. Section 39C of the principal Act is
u mended amended in subsection (2) by deleting

"and, where it does so, shall release
the child on bail, with or without
sureties, to appear at the adjourned
hearing ".

The Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF: I move-
That the amendments made by the As-

sembly be agreed to.
These amendments follow the pattern of the Acts
Amendment (Bail) Bill which takes provision for
bail out of a series of Acts. Bail procedures now
are completely included in the codified version of
the new Bail Bill, which has been before this
Chamber already. The amendments made by the
Assembly are simply an extension of that prin-
ciple. The Assembly has deleted clause 47, which
refers to a section of the Misuse of Drugs Act, a
section which already had been deleted. Therefore
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it is unnecessary to have clause 47 in this Bill. I
ask the Committee to approve the amendments.

Question put and passed; the Assembly's
amendments agreed to.

Report

Resolution reported, the report adopted, and a
message accordingly returned to the Assem bly.

INDUSTRIAL ARBITRATION AMENDMENT
BILL (No. 2)

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 16 September.
THE HON. D. K. DANS (South Metro-

politan-Leader of the Opposition) [5.19 p.m.]:
This House has heard me on a number of oc-
casions say, "I support the Bill before the House
in principle and in detail", but this Bill is one that
I oppose in principle, if indeed it has any prin-
ciple, and certainly most vehemently oppose in
every detail.

I intend to deal now with the principle of the
Bill, and in the Committee stage I will deal with
the detail of the Bill. In dealing with this principle
I will try to ascertain at some stage from the Min-
ister for Labour and Industry what he really
meant by a number of his utterances about this
legislation. It has been said often that one does
not have to take notice of a second reading speech
given in this place, one simply has to read the Bill.
On this occasion we must consider carefully the
second reading speech because in many instances
it is at variance with the Minister's public
utterances; certainly the speech does not measure
up, at least in my opinion, with the detail of the
Bill.

I do not think I have ever seen a second reading
speech put together as this one was. It used the
most inflammatory language; it used phrases that
could have come from a thriller magazine. When
I was able to obtain a copy of the second reading
speech I read it very carefully over the first week
I had it. After a member has been here for a
while generally he is able to pick up who wrote a
particular speech in terms of the various Govern-
ment employees who write such speeches How-
ever, I could not relate this speech to the style of
any Government speech writer of whom I was
aware. I did a bit of poking around and discovered
that four or five speeches had been written for the
Minister, but were not considered to be strong
enough.

I was able to ascertain that a speech was sent to
W. W. Mitchell for him to "jazz up", hence the
extravagant and way out language. The end result

was designed simply to inflame. I presume the
Government's first intention was to bring forward

this Bill in that kind of atmosphere in the hope
that the unions would react immediately by en-
gaging in some kind of industrial action which the
Government would be able to claim was a reason
for the proposed amendments. So far this has not
occurred, and I do not think it will occur. The
Government finds itself to be something like a
rugby player who has just received an excellent
pass, with the touch line in front of him, but un-
fortunately is off side.

For a few moments I will demonstrate what I
mean by the term "inflammatory language". I
will commence at the third paragraph of the sec-
ond reading speech, appearing at page 2926 of
Hansard. It states-

Now, we are necessarily strengthening pro-
tection from the excessive use of union power
against the individual.

This double protection has become essen-
tial as individual rights have been whittled
away in the workplace by various forms of
coercive behaviour.

The Minister did not give any example-at least
in his second reading speech-of an "excessive
use of union power" against individuals, and he
did not give any example of the use in the
workplace of "various forms of coercive behav-
iour".

To continue with the second reading speech-
This need was given the added recognition

it deserved in the Industrial Arbitration Act
of 1979.

One would think the Government could have
made more use of section 100. However, I will put
that matter aside for a short time. To continue-

... stronger protection for employees, con-
tractors, and subcontractors who are sub-
jected to threats, coercion, or industrial
blackmail by unions or managements;

When the Minister replies I hope he gives
examples of threats, coercion or industrial black-
mail by unions or management. The next part of
the speech which I will quote sounds like a head-
master's approach. The Minister said-

It does so by providing necessary extra
teeth where, anti-social behaviour prevails.

Who is the judge of what is anti-social behaviour?
Is it Mr Masters or Mr Mitchell? Is this a law to
stop standover men usurping these rights? All this
is inflammatory language of the worst kind.
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To continue-
However, too often, empire-building

unions have resorted not only to threats but
also to violence.

I do not know; I have never seen any violent be-
haviour in this area, and I would imagine that if
people resorted to violence in the workplace the
law as it stands outside industrial law would pre-
vail to protect the people Cram it. To continue-

Too often we have seen standover tactics
not only restricting inalienable individual
rights, but also reaching excesses described
by the Winneke report as criminal.

I do not remember Mr Justice Winneke inquiring
into the behaviour of unions in this State. He
certainly inquired in all States into the behaviour
of a Federal union-the Builders' Labourers' Fed-
eration. Whether I like the Builders' Labourers'
Federation, or like Mr Norm Gallagher, it must
be placed on record that the only offence of which
Norman Gallagher has been convicted at this
time is contempt of court-nothing else. in fact,
at this moment that conviction is subject to some
form of appeal.

I will give another couple of examples of the
nonsense put together by W. W. Mitchell. No
doubt he was paid a fee for this nonsense. That is
how good the Government is getting now! It hires
a public relations expert, and when he is not
writing stuff for tax avoiders, work fr which he is
well paid, he writes stuff for the Gvernment to
present in this place. The speech continues-

The Government has been appalled at the
examples of intimidation, extortion, and
standover tactics perpetrated by power
hungry unions such as t he Builders'
Labourers' Federation and the Transport
Workers' Union.

Both unions are federally registered. I will put
that point aside for a while because I want to
make further points about the Minister's speech.
It seems from what Mr Masters has been saying
about this legislation, he has been on a trip. Gee
whiz, if I were a member of the legal profession
and also a member of this House, I would leave
this place to hang my shingle down yonder to be
able to engage in the very lucrative field of indus-
trial law. There will be many trips to Magistrates
Courts, District Courts, Supreme Courts, and
High Courts. These trips will be taken not only by
unions, but also by management. To continue-

In effect, they have been obliged to join,
and pay union dues, as a kind of protection
racket.

What a slur on responsible unions, and in fact on
the whole of the trade union movement. If the
Minister wants to make statements like that, why

does he not name unions; but he has used a broad
brush to sweep across the canvas. He said also-

One example is a "no-ticket/no-start" -in-

sistence on everyone being a union mem-
ber-whether employee or subcontractor.

Again we are told where the Minister is going; he
is going down the path of chasing the Builders'
Labourers' Federation. If anytine asks Mr
Masters to say a filthy word, he says, "Builders'
Labourers' Federation" -that is all he ever talks
about.

The Minister, in his second reading speech, said
that the evil practice of forcing independent con-
tractors and subcontractors to join unions has be-
come more and more prevalent in recent years.

The Government has the right to bring in any
piece of legislation it likes and it has a perfect
right to support that legislation with a second
reading speech. However, I think it is amiss in its
public duty when it brings second reading
speeches of this nature to this Chamber. I ask Mr
Masters, as a matter of courtesy to the general
public of Western Australia and in particular to
the members of the Opposition, to tell us exactly
how much W. W. Mitchell was paid to write this
very inflammatory second reading speech. I must
concede that W. W. Mitchell is having a very
busy and lucrative time. He has been spirited in
his defence of those people who have had leveled
at them allegations of tax avoidance. He has been
well paid for that episode.

0( course this legislation is similar to the legis-
lation that was introduced into the Federal Parlia-
ment by Ian Viner and was rejected in the Senate
and is now the subject of a Select Committee
which already has delivered its interim report,
which makes very interesting reading. Now we see
Mr Masters, having failed in the Federal Court,
bringing the same type of legislation here. It is
peculiar that this type of legislation had its origins
in Western Australia. Of course, the people who
run the Liberal Party in this State are the people
for whom W. W. Mitchell works-those who have
had leveled at them allegations of tax avoidance.

Several members interjected.
The Hon. D. K. DANS: If anyone wants a copy

of the headings I have in front of me to help me
make a speech, he may have one.

The Liberal Party in this State is run by a
group of right-wing reactionaries and that is
spoken about even in Liberal Party circles. They
are the people who are pushing the Premier and
the Government into this and other foolish
courses of action which will come to light in the
not-too-distant future.
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The Opposition is not surprised that this legis-
lation was presented to this House in October, be-
cause early this year I prepared for my party a
paper, to which I will refer at the end of my
speech, in which I pre-empted a number of things
that would happen, and I laid down October as
the time the Government would tend 10 inflame
the trade union movement by way of some type of
anti-union legislation. It has not disappointed me.
The Government does not have to be very smart
and it does not have to get people to wri te
speeches for it, because the pattern has been laid
out already.

The Bill is not aimed at improving the climate
of industrial relations. It is a political Bill and it is
aimed at causing industrial disharmony. As I
heard, or read-I am not sure where-an inde-
pendent observer branded the Bill as being a
recipe for industrial disaster, and that is
exactly what it is. By bringing in a Bill of this
nature with such an inflamnatory second reading
speech the Government, or Mr Masters-after all
he is the Minister handling the Bill-shows he has
no appreciation of the Australian tradition with
regard to the arbitration system in this country
and the manner in which it grew up.

Mr Masters has no regard to the effect this
legislation will have on commerce, industry, and,
in the main, the community at large. He does not
care. At a function held at Mandurah-and this
was reported in the Press-he was asked what
financial assistance or support industry would get
if this Bill caused widespread and long industrial
dispute. His answer was, "None whatsoever." At
least he was honest on one point.

Underlying what I have said so far is that the
capitalist economic system is in a crisis situation
all over the world and the Government in this
State. along with the Federal Government, wants
people to carry the burden arising from that
crisis; but the people are rejecting that prop-
osition. Over the last 13 years we have had the
lowest ever level of industrial disputation and the
Government is now getting itself into a fix which
will destroy the climate that prevails today. The
low level of industrial disputation is the result of a
depressed economy.

Of course, the Government had other fish to
fry. Prior to 1979 it got giddy about preference
clauses. It did not understand preference clauses
and it made no endeavour to understand them be-
cause it did not want to. It is a fact that prefer-
ence clauses have been inserted in awards in one
way or another since 1904 and they are still being
inserted. In fact, something like 800-I may
stand corrected-awards operate under the Fed-
eral system and less than 300 of them contain

preference clauses. Therefore, there was nothing
for the Government to get giddy about, but it
chose to do so.

If one looks further one finds no evidence to
suggest that the granting of preference clauses
has ever been against the public interest. There is
no evidence that the granting of preference
clauses increases union power. If there is evi-
dence, let the Minister produce it. There is no evi-
dence that unions are made any weaker in terms
of power by the granting of preference clauses.
There is no evidence to suggest that preference
clauses react against individuals where sensible
industrial laws operate. We had sensible indus-
trial laws in this State until the Kelly report.

Senior Commissioner Kelly, as he was at that
time, brought down a report that the Government
chose to ignore. All the things the Government is
trying to do today under the guise of human
rights or rights of the individual-which can be
argued all day Iong-could have been accommo-
dated by the adoption of the proposition put for-
ward by Senior Commissioner Kelly.

The Hon. G. C. MacKinnon: In what year was
that?

The Hon D. K. DANS: For some time prior to
1976 one could be exempted from joining a union
on the ground of conscientious belief and, of
course, the payment of the relevant sum of money
to a charitable body.

In January 1978, at the request of the then
Minister for Labour and Industry, Senior Com-
missioner Kelly. commenced a review of the State
Industrial Arbitration Act 1912-1976 for the pur-
pose of rewriting it as necessary.

During the following few months the Senior
Commissioner, as a lead up to the rewrite,
interviewed a wide range of people involved di-
rectly in, and on the periphery of, the industrial
relations scene; visited other States and New
Zealand; and examined submissions made in re-
sponse to public notices seeking comment from
members of the general public. His review was
most thorough.

To my way of thinking that is the right way to
go about industrial relations. I have often said in
this Chamber that "industrial relations" is
another phrase for "human relations in the work
place". Senior Commissioner Kelly did a
thorough job in relation to the Act in the short
space of time available to him. The job he did was
the job that Ian Macphee, the Federal Minister,
will do in an IS-month time spread.

Later in the year, on a very restricted and
highly confidential basis, Mr Kelly circulated a
first draft of a proposed Bill and, subsequently, he
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again sought the comments of many of those
whom he had originally interviewed. What more
could one want?

In September. 1978, he presented to the
Government a 48-page report of his findings,
along with a re-drafted proposed industrial re-
lations Act. Copies of that report and the draft
Act are still available from the Government Print-
ing Office.

Paragraph 49 of his report deals with the sub-
ject of whether employees should be compelled to
join unions and the related question of whether
members of unions should be given preference in
or in relation to employment over persons who are
not members of unions. This, among other things,
is what the Minister addressed himself to in his
second reading speech.

With your permission, Mr Deputy President
(the Hon. V. J. Ferry), I propose to read para-
graph 49 because I believe it sums up accurately
the controversial issues involved and reaches a
conclusion which I believe is one of common
sense. I know probably it is not germane to the
Bill but I believe it is one of common sense.,
quote as follows-

An issue which has exercised my mind
greatly is that which arises from the question
whether employees should be compelled to
join unions, and the related question whether
members of unions should be given prefer-
ence in or in relation to employment over
persons who are not members of unions. If I
may judge from the various points, of view
expressed to me in the course of this review
the issue is one on which opinions differ
widely not merely from one interest group to
another but within each interest group itself.
For some it is an emotional issue, for others
an issue to be discussed dispassionately.
Some see it as a question of civil or religious
rights. others are concerned with what they
see as its political implications.

Some union officials take the view that
every employee should be compelled to join,
other union officials say that no employee
should be compelled to join, that the union
should have to "sell" itself to the employees
as something worth belonging to. Yet others
say that no one should be compelled to join
"but we won't work with them if they don't".
Some employers say that they should be free
to employ only unionists if they want to.
Others say they should be free to employ
only non-unionists if that is their wish .
Others, yet again, say that neither of those
points of view is valid. The one thing that

may be asserted with certainty is that there is
no point of view which has, or is likely to
meet with, universal approval, and it is an
issue on which many people will hold to their
opinion no matter how cogent the arguments
to the contrary may be.
The reasons for which I have made the re-
commendations which ind expression in sec-
tions 93(p.79) and 96(p.81) of the proposed
Act, and of course, in the definition
"industrial matter" (section 8) upon which
the jurisdiction of the commission is founded
are these. Freedom to work is a fundamental
human right and a very strong case can be
made out in support of the view that it should
not be conditioned or restricted by a require-
ment to belong to any association other than
society itself. The freedom of individual em-
ployees to form and join associations in their
common interests as employees is a right
under the international instrument which this
country has ratified, but it cannot exist as a
freedom unless there is freedom not to form
any such association.

I do not think Mr Masters would quarrel with
that; I certainly do not. To continue with Com-
missioner Kelly's remarks-

However, for as long as there have been in-
dustrial unions the employment of non-
unionists has frequently been a cause of dis-
putes. Initially those disputes had a foun-
dation in the struggle for the right to organ-
ise itself and in the threat to "union rates"
which unionists correctly saw would exist if
non-unionists could be employed at lesser
rates, particularly when work was scarce. In
the system of awards which has operated
under the Industrial Arbitration Act in this
State that threat has long been removed by
the requirement that unionist and non-union-
ist alike be paid the same rates and be al-
lowed the same conditions. That require-
ment, necessary as it was to protect the
award as a minimum standard, has thrown
up the argument that as the award rates and
conditions have been achieved by the union,
all those who enjoy those rates and conditions
should contribute to the union by way of
membership. That there are both factual and
logical defects in that argument is readily
enough apparent to all but those who do not
choose to see, but it contains enough truth
and enough force to make it necessary for
practical reasons to weigh it in the balance in
deciding what course to recommend.

In short I have concluded that there are two
classes of employee whose rights in employ-
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ment the State should declare in this Act and
subsequently use its force to protect, namely
those who are or who wish to be members of
unions and those who, for a reason other than
mere unwillingness to part with money, are
not and do not wish to be members of unions.
In our materialistic society, perhaps the most
widely accepted proof of the genuineness of
man's beliefs is his willingness to pay money
in order to be free to act in accordance with
them and section 93 of the proposed Act ac-
cordingly continues the existing arrange-
ments whereby a certificate of exempti on
from union membership may be obtained
upon payment of the equivalent of the rel-
evant union subscription; and the protection
given to unionists and intending unionists
under section 135 of the extending Act is,
under section 96 of the proposed Act, con-
tinued and strengthened and is extened to
apply equally to persons who hold a
certificate of exemption.

This proposal, generally speaking, would have
been acceptable, certainly to any reasonable per-
son. One other fairly important proposal of
Kelly's was that the money, which an objector
would pay to the registrar for an exemption
certificate, was to be paid by the registrar to the
distressed persons relief trust or such public chari-
table organisation or benevolent body or institute
as the applicant specified. I would have preferred
the only ground for opting out of a union to be
conscientious objection based on some grounds
which the applicant would have to prove. But I
would have to agree with the recommendation
made by Senior Commissioner Kelly in the terms
in which he put it; that is the correct decision.
After all, the granting of preference has a pri me
purpose, as does the granting of union
monopolies. The granting of compulsory unionism
is designed to prevent, in the first instance, and to
settle industrial disputes. If one looks at the argu-
ments advanced in 1904 for and against prefer-
ence, one sees they have not varied a great deal
since then.

Usually, a couple of contestants meet in the in-
dustrial arena, and the people who operate there
know the quicksands and the mud slides, and act
to get the best possible result for society at large.i
One would have thought the Government would
have accepted Commissioner Kelly's recom-
mendations, and not just parts of his report,' as a
matter of common sense having regard to the
wide-ranging investigation he undertook,' and re-
specting his undoubted expertise. The Govern-
ment did not do that. The then Minister for
Labour and Industry (Bill Grayden) wanted to

accept the report. He was well advised to accept
it, but the now Premier and Mr Masters, acting
for the extreme right wing of the Liberal Party
which is now running the party in this State-

The Hon. Peter Dowding: I think he is the tail
being wagged by the dog.

The Hon. D. K. DANS:-stood over the then
Minister for Labour and Industry, and through
the party system, forced him to insert section 100.
That section had the result that Mr Cooley and
others in this place told the Government it would
have. The Government has not used section 100
very often. Closed shop unions exist now in the
area of Government employment; I do not see
them going away. Is Mr Masters suggesting to me
that the Fire Brigade Union ceases to be a closed
shop union? Is he suggesting that the Prison
Officers' Union will suddenly cease to be a closed
shop union? Will he take'action against the Police
Union? One could go on. The Government has
had 21/ years to act, and it has not acted once.
Other Government unions are in a similar pos-
ition.,

I refer to the case of Mr Viner, whom I have
heard referred to as the last kamikaze, when
Malcolm Fraser put him in a plane with a spoon-
ful of petroll on a carrier with a flight deck four
feet long, and Mr Viner wondered why he crashed
into the sea. One must give credit to Mr Masters.
The same plane is now being fuelled, and evi-
dently Mr Viner will not be the last kamikaze.

The Hon. J. M. Berinson: He will be the second
last.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: I know where Mr
Masters will end up. However, where there is no
sense there is no feeling, so it will not hurt very
much when he smacks the water.

The Hon. G. E. Masters: You know the old
saying about sticks and stones.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: I am giving the Minis-
ter my advice because I believe that Mr Viner is
so dispirited after his crash that he is going co
leave Parliament. Now Mr Masters, on behalf of
the Government, is set on the same foolhardy
course. He is pushing on with this legislation de-
spite the advice of people most concerned that he
think again. The Government is determined to
push on despite the consequences to the economy
and the well-being of the people of Western Aus-
tralia. I am anxious to hear from Mr Masters
when he replies as to how he proposes to promote
industrial harmony with this sort of legislation. of
course, that is not the intention of the legislation.

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: It never has
been.
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The Hon. D. K. DANS: One can say about Mr
Masters that he is not a complete dill.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Are you sure?
The Hon. D. K. DANS: He knows where he

will succeed, and where he will fail. Does the
Minister really think-

Opposition members: Say no more!
The Hon. D. K. DANS:-that the mining in-

dustry would operate with non-union labour,
having regard to the traditions of miners' unions,
not only in this country, but also all over the
world? Fancy trying to send a non-unionist down
a hole in Wales, in the Ruhr, in France, or in the
United States. It would not work-he would be
knocked off.

The Hon. P. G. Pendal: Would you approve of
that?

The Hon. D. K. DANS: Certainly not; it is too
quick.

The Hon. P. G_ Pendal: You have shown your
colours now.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: That is what Mr
Pendal wanted me to say. He is part of the right-
wing group hiding behind the Premier's coat tail,
and the Premier adopts a low stance of crawling
along-

The PRESIDENT: Order! I ask the honourable
member to ignore interjections because they are
out of order.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: Mr President, I nor-
mally observe your directions and never react to
interjections.

History shows us that the solid foundations and
traditions-and Mr Masters thinks he can buck
thenm-of the trade union movement in Australia
were laid during the gold rushes of the I1850s. The
Labor Party was not around in those days, and
the Liberal Party certainly was not. The conserva-
tives have changed their name five or six times,
and I presume that after this tax avoidance
business they will change it again. It is an ex-
tremely pliant party.

Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
The Hon. D. K. DANS: This is a serious Bill

because of its consequences. I want to refer to the
Minister's second reading speech, and to point out
the track down which the Government is
travelling.

When I mention the formation of unions in this
country in the I 850s, it is a matter of interest that
the AEU, the forerunner of the Amalgamated
Metal Workers' Union-I am sure just about
everyone in the place would know this-was

formed on the ship Francis Walker on the way
from England in 1852. That was followed by the
formation or my union, the Seamen's Union, in
1872 as a national body. There were examples of
local seamen's unions operating before that time.
The Miners Association was the forerunner of the
Miners Federation.

Sitting suspended from 6.01 to 7.30 p.m.
The Hon. D. K. DANS: We do not have to look

very far to find the reason these people organised
themselves into unions and associations-it was
simply to defend their living standards. The pur-
pose of unions in this country or anywhere else
has not changed since 1852: people still join
unions and associations to defend their living
standards. The defence of living standards in Aus-
tralia has been uppermost in the minds of union-
ists and people generally since very early days.

No matter how reprehensible we may think it
was, that defence of living standards gave rise to
the white Australia policy. The forced kanaka
labour on the Queensland caneflelds was seen as a
threat to the livelihood of Australian workers. It
was not a racist policy as such, but people ob-
je cted to that sort of labour in Australia and so
the white Australia policy came into being. It was
a policy supported by all Australian political par-
ties until the time of the Launceston conference of
t he Australian Labor Party just prior to the
Whitlamn Government's gaining office. There is
plenty of other history relating to Australian
people generally wanting to defend their living
standards, and that desire has not diminished in
1982. People who fail to recognise this long
tradition in Australia are foolish indeed.

As reprehensible as it may seem, riots took
place against Chinese miners in the Ovens Valley
in Victoria and in northern Queensland in the
vicinity of Cooktown. These occurred for the very
simple reason that people generally saw Asian
labour as a threat to their very existence.

Mr President, you would know that in the east-
ern goldfields there were never any orientals ex-
cept for one old Japanese laundryman living near
the railway station, whom I saw as a boy. He was
looked on as some kind of oddity.

It was in the time of the Tonkin Government
that this Chamber passed a Bill repealing legis-
lation that prevented orientals going beyond
Northam.

Again we come to an incident bound up with
the tradition of the defence of living standards
and involving moves to worsen the working con-
ditions of the men and women or this country
which, in 1919, culminated in an incident at
Fremantle where a man lost his life. The incident
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is referred to as "Bloody Sunday". While it is
often recalled that that incident involved members
of the Waterside Workers Federation, if one looks
at the history of the incident in detail one finds
that people in Fremantle, to a man, manned the
barricades-to use a trade union term. After the
death of Tom Edwards, businesses in Fremantle
were shut for two or three days and members of
the Police Force took off their coats and went
over to the other side. So the defence of living
standards has a very rich history which is not
diminished in 1982.

Again, in 1933 very serious riots occurred in
Kalgoorlie, and for the same reason as the other
incidents to which I have referred. Quite
wrongfully, I think, members of the Kalgoorlie
community thought the southern Europeans i n
the area were underselling their labour,
prejudicing local residents, or people who were
not southern Europeans. That sort of thing is now
in the past and we hope now in 1982 that people
have more brains than to allow that to occur
again.

I could go on and on and refer to riots such as
those that occurred in Swansea in New South
Wales. The idea of defending our living standards
is deeply entrenched in Australian
society.

The Minister is very foolish indeed if he thinks
he can throw overboard that tradition with a Bill
such as this. He simply will not be able to do so. I
am interested to hear what he has to say to
answer the points I have been making. In fact, a
whole range of people, many of whom have never
been members of a union, and are never likely to
be members, will be interested to hear the Minis-
ter's comments.

This Bill is political. It is a brazen political
stunt which will do nothing for industrial re-
lations. It has nothing to do with individual rights.
It is a union-bashing Bill of the very worst type,
the sole aim of wbich is to cause widespread in-
dustrial disruption for political gain. At a time
when our economic circumstances are so bad, any
Government that attempts this exercise could be
regarded only as cynical and callous in its regard
for the community as a whole.

The Bill goes even further and appears to seek
to reduce the power of the Industrial Commission.
That is a very serious step. The more I think
about the Minister's second reading speech and
this Bill the more heinous they appear.

It is about time that Mr Masters told the truth
when he gets to his feet. Does he want to destroy
the Industrial Commission in Western Australia?
If he does, let him say so. If he wants to destroy

the union movement in Western Australia he
must be aware that the Industrial Commission
cannot operate without unions, because the whole
of our industrial law is based on the fact that
trade unions exist.

If he wants to go to a collective bargaining
system, let him say so. If he is to be truthful and
say, "Yes", let him explain what model he wants
to adopt. Does he want to adopt the American
model, the Scandinavian model, or the European
model? He has to be aware that each is different.
If he wants to go to a collective bargaining situ-
ation-and he seems to imply so in this Bill-and
if he wants to destroy the commission-because it
cannot work without unions-I would like him to
say so. I counsel very strongly against a collective
bargaining system.

I intend now to quote from an article which ap-
peared in the 2$ June edition of the Daily Com-
mercial News. It is a fairly long article but I want
to have it recorded in Hansard because it is ger-
mane to this Bill. The headline is, "You will rue
the day collective bargaining gets in". Let me add
to that. In the kind of society we have in Aus-
tralia, with the sorts of unions and businesses we
have, a collective bargaining system would be a
disaster.

We have plenty of unions and plenty of indus-
tries that could exist quite well with a collective
bargaining system, but there are far more unions
and industries that would go down the plug hole
because of such a system. The article reads as fol-
lows-

SYDNEY: The abolition of the Australian
arbitration system in favour of collective bar-
gaining would be a disaster for the country, a
leading industrial relations consultant
warned this week.

I know Mr Masters is very keen on collective bar-
gaining; he shows that with the Bill before the
House. To continue-

Addressing the monthly International
Cargo Handling Co-ordination Association
(ICHCA) luncheon Mr Kevin Lewis warned
against the adoption of collective bargaining.

Mr Lewis pointed that Australia had
chosen the British craft union system, rather
than the industry union system, thus creating
a number of unions where Americans would
have one.

Collective bargaining according to the
American system would, he said, require a
high level of negotiation and agreement from
unions.
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"Firstly, the unions might make the prom-
ise but they could not deliver.

"They lack the leadership, the expertise
and the support of the rank and file member-
ship to carry out their part of the agree-
ment."

Mr Lewis said he was quoting a well-
known militant left-wing trade unionist in
this matter.

Arbitration played an important role in
negotiating agreements, providing parties
with the opportunity to hold private talks.

This is something, of course, to which Mr Masters
seemed to object.

The Hon. G. E. Masters: True.
The Hon. D. K. DANS: The Minister has not

been in the real world. Mr Lewis continued-
Once these talks were concluded it was left

to the Arbitration Commission to ratify or
refuse agreements reached.

That is the final crunch. The article continues-
"The r ole of the Arbitration Commission is

to maintain a balance of power," Mr. Lewis
said.

It was therefore necessary to understand
that there were three aspects to industrial re-
lations-conflict, power and people.

Taking up the second issue Mr. Lewis said
the balance of power rested with unions
today as it has done since the 1960's.

The precedent for the use of strike action
as an effective weapon in disputes was set
with a wave of rolling national strikes in
1969 when unions protested the use of penal
laws against a trade unionist, Clarrie O'Shea,
the then secretary of the Tramways' Union in
Melbourne.

Since that time the number of stoppages
increased dramatically.

4.5 million days were lost through strikes
last year, the highest figure since 1974 when
six-and-a-quarter million days were lost dur-
ing the wages explosion.

Mr. Lewis defended the arbitration system
in the face of this saying that it provided the
opportunity for conciliation and was respon-
sible for settling an average of 70 per cent of
disputes.

He cited the waterfront as an example of
this.

"The problems are not because of the
system, but because of the attitudes of
people.

"The industrial climate
improved by more legislation
to collective bargaining."

will not be
or by changing

"If we had gone to collective bargaining
ten years ago, the wage explosion of 1974
would have looked like petty cash.

I hope the Minister is listening to this.
The Hon. G. E. Masters: Yes, I am listening to

it.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: The article con-
tinues-

While the current system was far better
than collective bargaining, the role of man-
agement in industrial relations fell short in
comparison with achievements in other areas
of business.

"Management's major mistake has been
not to recognise the change in the balance of
power."

l am not arguing that there has not been a change
in the balance of power. That was brought about
by imposing penalties. The article continues-

Mr. Lewis called upon management to
rethink its approach to industrial relations,
condemning the notion of some employers
that a dispute was best resolved by refusing
to give ground until confrontation before Ar-
bitration.

"Too many management decisions are
made without any or little regard for their ef-
fect on industrial relations.

"Few companies have industrial relations
experts on their staff."

The result of bad decisions from an indus-
trial relations point of view could have as
negative effect as a poor decision in market-
ing or finance.

In the area of retrenchments Mr. Lewis
said the highest number of industrial disputes
have come from termination of employment.

I suppose that will be called a managerial pre-
rogative and employers will say. "You are not
being retrenched, old boy, you are being sacked."
I do not know where the word "retrenchment"
comes from. I prefer the words "getting the sack".
Mr Lewis continues-

He said this was either through economic
pressures or the employer's dissatisfaction
with an employee.

He cited an example of a company which recently
issued termination notices in workers' pay packets
without any previous mention that the company
was closing down. That reminds me of
Woolcombers (WA) Pty. Ltd. in Fremantle where
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the employees came to work one day and found,
hey presto, 70 employees were sacked, some of
whom had been there for years. Most members
who have electorate offices would know that from
day to day the question of unemployment is mov-
ing away from young people and now includes
many people from middle management and other
areas who have been in employment for years and
who never thought it possible that their employ-
menit would be terminated.

All we can give those people is sympathy, and
they find it very hard to spend that. The article
continued-

A leading trade unionist commenting on
this to the Daily Commercial News said that
that type of action only angered unions.

He predicted that retrenchment would be a
major issue for the next twenty years.

The Bill makes no mention of the problem of re-
trenchments. In concluding his address, Mr Lewis
said-

-... there was a tendency to feel that unions
influenced too much power but this was no
reason for negative reactions from manage-
ment.

"Management should take positive steps to
operate in the existing climate in the same
way it has to adjust to the economic climate.

"Good industrial relations contributes to
the success of the enterprise."

That is very sound advice to the very hard area of
the waterfront and container companies. Con-
tainer operations are owned by established
companies and they are very eager to remain
profitable. They remain profitable because most
shipping companies have been in the game since
the days of pirates and buccaneers and they have
learned many things on the way through life.

Nothing in this Bill or the second reading
speech suggests to me that apy of the real prob-
lems facing workers in this country have been
looked at. It is a politically motivated,
intimidatory Bill, which endeavours to get people
to work for very little remuneration. The Bill
seeks to destroy the union movement and create a
multiplicity of awards and an open slather in the
workplace. Like many other people, I find it very
hard to follow the Minister's reasoning on this
matter.

Earlier tonight I said I would return to the
Minister's second reading speech: it is more im-
portant than the Bill as Mr Mitchell was given
full reign for his fee. The Minister keeps forget-
ting his lines and has to return for more
instructions to the Liberal uglies, the purple

people eaters, the creatures from the black
lagoon, and the bottom of Fremantle Harbour.
Given the Minister's track record in respect of
this and other Bills, that is understandable. I have
had tapes made of his public utterances and his
radio interviews, and they have demonstrated
what I believe to be a deliberate attempt by the
Minister to mask the real intentions of this Bill, It
is something like the wooden horse which was
wheeled up to the gates of Troy before all the
little men jumped out.

I turn to proposed section 96A. The Minister's
second reading speech did not shed any light on
the meaning of this section. The Minister might
tell me what it all means in his reply. Many legal
and lay people have looked at this Bill; whed I
looked at the Bill I referred it to other people in
this State. Of course, when I started to get a
glimmer of what the Minister was driving at, I
quickly referred it to people in another State.

It is no secret that I attended an industrial re-
lations convention in Mandurah. I have heard a
couple of other versions of it, but I do not want to
make anything out of that. The Minister spoke at
the convention, but it is not my right to refer to
that matter now and I do not intend to do so.

I have had extreme difficulty in understanding
the intentions of proposed section 96A. Unless the
Minister tells me what it is all about, I will find it
even more difficult when we reach the Committee
stage. It does not hurt to be truthful once in a
while; it makes the debate run better.

My colleagues will deal with other problem
areas in this Bill, but I want to flush out this one.
This legislation will be before the Magistrate's
Court, the Supreme Court and possibly the High
Court on numerous occasions. I ask the Minister
if new section 96A is a definitions clause. If it is,
there are three areas of concern. I know the Min-
ister will give me honest answers to this because
he knows all about the Bill. I will give him time
off to go to the bottom of the harbour if he has
forgotten his lines again.

The Hon. P. G. Pendal: He is hilarious tonight,
isn't he?

The Hon. D. KC. DANS: If the member does
not watch it, I will stick him in a barrel and roll
him there. It will not be very difficult.

The Hon. P. G. Pendal: You would know all
about being there.

The Hon. Tom Stephens: You are certainly
sensitive about the bottom of the harbour.

The PRESIDENT: Order!

The Hon. Carry Kelly: All your friends are
down there.
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The Hon. D. K. DANS: "Employee organis-
ation" is defined as meaning a union or an associ-
ation of unions of employees. That does not seem
relevant to me at this moment. The proposed sec-
tion begins, "in this Bill, unless the contrary
intention appears .. "The Minister can tell me
later whether I am right or wrong, but I believe
by those words the definitions in new section 96A
are intended to override any other definition that
might be found in the WA Industrial Arbitration
Act. If that is so, by reason of the definition of
".employee organization", it covers unions which
are registered at the moment under the Western
Australian Act, and those unions which are not
presently registered. That is an amazing situation.

Through you Mr President, I ask Mr Masters
whether as a matter of law a Federal registered
organisation which has a State branch operating
in Western Australia-let us take the Amalga-
mated Metal Workers' Union or the one that is
dearest to the Minister's heart, the Builders'
Labourers' Federation-is to be regarded as an
unregistered organisation? When the Minister
replies all he has to say is, "Yes" or "No."

The Hon. Fred McKenzie: You have asked him
that berore.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: I know Mr Masters
will come up with the answer because he will get
the necessary information.

It seems to me that the definition of "employee
organization" is intended to cover not only West-
ern Australian registered unions but also regis-
tered associations which are Federal registered
unions. I can imagine what the legal fraternity
will think of that if what I say is in fact correct.

The next definition which is relevant is round in
new section 96A(2) and I hope that Mr Masters
is listening.

The Hon. G. E. Masters: l am listening.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: It reads as rollows-

(2) A reference in this Part to-

(a) dismissal from employment in-
cludes-

And, Mr President, the following words are
almost unbelievable-

-a reference to termination of em-
ployment;

To be caught by proposed section 968 in respect
of dismissing an employee all one has to do is
refer to the possibility of employment being ter-
minated not now, but maybe in 10 years' time.
That is what it says. That is the long bow but that
is not good enough.

When this type of dragnet legislation is
introduced one does not know where it will end
and, of course, it will rebound. One could say, "I
think you have a job for 10 years, but then I will
have to terminate the position" or one could say,
"Your job is okay for another year and then you
may be fired, retrenched, sacked or terminated."
Those words all mean that one does not have a
job.

Proposed section 96A(2)(b) defines the word
"threatening"-what a wonderful word it is-as
including a reference to making a statement that
can reasonably be interpreted as a threat. What is
a reasonable threat and what is an unreasonable
threat? It is very interesting.

By way of digression I recollect an award I
used to handle stated, "Where sleep is seriously
disturbed by cargo handling operations". How
does one ever ascertain that sleep was seriously
disturbed? That provision caused endless argu-
ments and the expenditure of hundreds and thou-
sands of dollars. I can take a little credit, but
modern technology solved the problem for me. I
employed a firm that had a decibel machine be-
cause no Government department had one. As a
result we did not have to depend on an
interpretation and thousands of dollars were
saved. That is what one can call a "catch-all situ-
ation". If the local dogcatcher in Melville had
something like this he would be the happiest man
in the world.

The Bill means virtually that in the hot climate
of industrial relations that can and will occur
from time to time anywhere in the world, the
Government can legislate in this manner and as a
result an employee or employer can be subjected
to penalties under proposed section 96B. What I
am hoping is that the Minister, in his reply, will
tell mec that what I have said is hogwash and is
not true. I have a feeling he will say that. People
much wiser than I have a great deal of difficulty
in understanding the reason for the insertion of
this clause. Those people to whom I have spoken
have said the draftsman did a poor technical job.

Under proposed section 96B(l) and (2) it is an
offence for an employer to prejudice or threaten
to prejudice-members must keep in mind the
definition of "threatening", whether it be highly
threatening, lightly threatening or just a threat of
a dismissal-an employee or a potential employee
in a number of specific or broad-ranging ways be-
cause he is, or is not, a member of a union.

I go back to the definition of "union" because
that means an unregistered union-people who
are deemed not to be members of a union which
could be the Builders' Labourers' Federation, the
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waterside union, the Seamen's Union or the Mer-
chant Service Guild. All Federal unions are being
deemed non-union members under (lie WA
Act-what a dragnet! The unions only have to
think it might apply to them and we would have a
tiger by the tail. It would not take long in the
burly-burly of waterfront politics to set on fare the
oil on the water. That applies to persons who are
presently members of a Federal union and who
will be regarded as non-union members under the
Western Australian Act. Again, I hope Mr Mas-
ters will tell me that what I have said is not true. I
do not want to be in the centre of Fremantle
watching tug boats etc., stop to determine which
way they will go. The Government will have to
hire a plane to bring QCs from the other side of
the country to settle the dispute or it will have to
hire a plane to take the offenders to the QCs.
That is what will occur.

I refer now to proposed section 96B(3) and I
would like members to understand that I have
come to my conclusions after reading the Minis-
ter's second reading speech. On every second page
he has mentioned these filthy words-Builders'
Labourers' Federation and Transport Workers'
Union. Some people use four-letter words but to
the Minister these are the worst words he can use.

Under proposed section 96B(3) it is an offence
for any person to advise or encourage an employer
to engage in conduct that would constitute an of-
fence under subsections (1) or (2). This has me
baffled and no-one I have asked knows what it
means. It is an extraordinary provision and it
leads me to think this Bill was written in the Mad
Hatter's castle after the tea party, or after a visit
to the cooking sherry. What does it mean?

I would like to know, because I hope it does not
mean what I think it means. Could it mean that
union officers generally, industrial officers, or
managers would commit offences under new sec-
tion 968 simply by giving advice to an employee?
What would happen to me if someone sought my
advice and, without upsetting the apple cart, I
gave advice? Would I be guilty of an offence?

We come to the draconian proposed section
96E which deals with the question of onus of
proof and strikes at the roots of our democratic
system and the law as we know it. Again, these
are only my views and I am open to correction. I
am open to have the Minister tell me I am wrong;
because he speaks in broad-ranging terms about
the rights of individuals. One can go on about the
rights of individuals. Mr Masters thinks the rights
of individuals usually are associated with em-
ployees. If the rights of individuals are what some
unions think they are, what happens when both
the "left" and the "right" claim their rights? I

outlined that matter earlier tonight when I quoted
from Senior Commissioner Kelly's recommen-
dations in the report he prepared for the Govern-
ment in 1979.

It has always been a fundamental right in our
society in relation to industrial law that a person
is not guilty until the proof of guilt has been pres-
ented and accepted. That is what you were taught
at school, Mr President, and that is what all of us
believe, but it will not be the case in the future.

The penalties which may be imposed on an in-
dividual in relation to onus of proof range from
$400 to $5 000. As I said earlier, the minimum
penalty cannot be reduced in mitigation, no mat-
ter what circumstances gave rise to the commit-
ting of the offence. That is not the case in relation
to common criminals. The magistrate or the judge
has some degree of discretion when inflicting pen-
alties.

I am still dealing with the Minister's second
reading speech because it is the key to this whole
issue. The Minister intends to solve the problem
by the imposition of fines-it will not work.
Members will remember that some years ago the
boilermakers society, before it was affiliated with
the Amalgamated Metal Workers' Union, took a
case to the Privy Council in relation to the right
of the Arbitration Commission to inflict fines.

The union was proved to be correct. That is the
situation in broad outline. The Government of the
day, not to be outdone, introduced legislation
through the then Attorney General, Senator
Spicer,' setting up the Commonwealth Industrial
Court which certainly had the power to inflict
fines on unions. Then a remarkable thing hap-
pened, unheard of anywhere else in the
Westminster or British system. Having introduced
the Bill and piloted it through Parliament, brave
Senator Spicer resigned and became the first
President of the Industrial Court. What a remark-
able situation; the lawmaker became the law
giver, and hopefully the union breaker, because
that is what the legislation was designed to do.

That legislation allowed bans clauses to be
placed in union awards, and in the case of a par-
ticular union in which I was interested, the bans
clause provided for penalties of £1 500 a day.
That is similar to this legislation. Once one had
committed an offence, it was no good arguing that
one did not know the gun was loaded, and the ap-
pearance in court was a formality. I do not know
if the same spin-off is reflected in this legislation.
I am getting a funny feeling in my bones that that
is what it is all about. I do not want to go into de-
tail about the problems we had in those days but
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the fines of Li 500 were designed to cripple the
unions Financially.

At the risk of upsetting the members of the
legal profession, we used to get sympathetic bar-
risters and QCs to appear for us. They may have
been sympathetic to our cause, but they also be-
longed to unions, and the best of them used to
cost us 11 500 a day. The junior counsel used to
cost half that much. When a union lost a case, as
it inevitably did, it was also liable fdr the costs of
the opposition. It ran into many hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars. It reached the point where not
only were the fines not paid, but also it was very
dicey whether the barristers got paid. The Clarrie
O'Shea case did not stop the unions from paying
fines-they had decided to stop paying before
that, and the O'Shea case brought the matter to a
head.

I hope the Minister will tell me if that is what
is intended here. Does he understand that exten-
sive litigation will take place? Does he want to
pump the unions and employers dry through end-
less appearances in court?

Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
The Hon. D. K. DANS: Perhaps the Attorney

General has put that into the Bill on behalf of the
legal profession. I do not know if that is so, but it
will be a happy hunting ground. How can we have
a fine of $5 000 with no mitigation? That is a de-
nial of rights that exist generally in Western Aus-
tralian legislation to persons who are charged
with and convicted of misdemeanours. What is
the Government getting at? We do not deny those
rights to people who are taken before court on
civil charges, or on charges of burglary or assault
and battery. I hope the Minister can see the prob-
lems of law that will flow from that provision.
The advice we have received casts serious doubt
on the constitutional validity of the proposed sec-
tions 96-and I am not in a position to say
whether our advice is right or wrong. That is of
course if the legislation is passed. In my view-

[interruption from Gallery.]
The PRESIDENT: Order! I ask the strangers

in the Gallery to cease making comments during
the course of this debate. Their presence in this
Gallery is welcome, and they are perfectly free to
participate in listening to the debates. There are
two or three very simple rules that everybody who
comes into this place must obey. It is not fair to
expect that the majority obey those two or three
simple rules, and that others disobey them. The
people in the Gallery are at liberty to sit there
providing they comply with the rules. The rules
are that you will listen in silence, you will not lean

over the balconies of the Public Gallery, and you
will not write any notes. That is a pretty simple
set of rules. If everybody complies with them we
will have a reasonably happy night. I would
suggest that the Officers of the House allow the
visitors to listen so long as they comply with the
rules.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: I have been advised
that serious doubt exists as to the constitutional
validity of the proposed sections 96. I do not know
whether that is right or wrong, and nor does the
Minister. Obviously, it has to be challenged-if it
is passed. I am informed it could be argued with
some force that it is inconsistent with the pro-
visions of the Conciliation and Arbitration Act.
Irrespective of the Minister's answer on that
point, a challenge has to be mounted to that sec-
tion. If it is inconsistent, proposed sections 96 will
be null and void because of the operation of sec-
tion 109 of the Federal Constitution which says
that a Federal law shall override the operation of
any State law. I do not put myself forward as a
person of legal training, and I am putting to the
House what has been referred to me from three
sources. We must expect that that section will be
challenged, perhaps in the High Court. If what I
have said is demonstrated to be correct, no doubt
the High Court will have an opportunity to con-
sider the matter, and the Western Australian
Government will, to put it mildly, end up with egg
on its face. I am reasonably sure that is what will
happen.

Under proposed sections 96, a federally regis-
tered union-the metal workers, the builders'
labourers, or the transport workers-would have
the status of an unregistered association. That is
what is being attempted by stealth. Similarly, the
members of those organisations are to be regarded
as non-unionists for the purposes of this Bill. I
have to address myself to these matters because in
every second word of the Minister's second read-
ing speech he refers to builders' labourers or
transport workers. He referred to Mr Justice
Winneke and his inquiry, and used harsh and un-
reasonable terms to which I referred at the begin-
ning of my speech. The Government is attempting
to do something here that has never been at-
tempted elsewhere. The Government is
introducing a Bill which contains a definition and
then saying "We will send out the dog catcher
and those people who think they are not involved
will be caught."

I do not believe the Minister or the purple
people eaters from the right of the Liberal Party
are unaware of the consequences that will flow
from this legislation. It could be a golden oppor-
tunity to stir the possum and go to an election on
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this single issue. I do not believe the Western
Australian Parliament has the authority to
interfere with the legitimate operations and acts
of a Federal union as permitted by the Concili-
ation and Arbitration Act. That is so whether or
not-

(Interruption from Gallery.]
The PRESIDENT: Order! I again direct my

comments to the people in the Gallery. They are
not permitted to enter into any conversation. They
are perfectly free to sit there, and I am delighted
to see them. Let us not spoil it by breaking the
rule which says you cannot enter into a discussion.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: That is so whether or
not the members of that Federal organisation are
covered by a Federal award. A Federal union does
not need to have a Federal award in operation in
relation to all or some of its members in order for
it to lawfully go about its business, as permitted
by the Federal Act through its being a registered
union. Perhaps in the highways and byways and
the tunnels and potholes of the legal system that
may be proved wrong. I do not know if that will
be so, but I know where this matter is headed
now. On the face of it, proposed sections 96, pur-
port to deal with any union including those that
are registered Federally. This matter could be
cleared up if the Minister says in his reply "You
are quite wrong; I do not mean that at all." How-
ever, I would need some form of affidavit signed
by the Minister before I would believe him.

Let me inform the Minister that this certainly
cannot be done by stealth-that is what he has
been trying to do here. I have been told that what
cannot be done correctly cannot be done incor-
rectly. If that is the intention of proposed new sec-
tion 96A, it is invalid.

The Government has a strange approach to in-
dustrial relations. It is an approach of
intimidation, frustration, and confrontation. I do
not know whether any Government members have
taken the time to look at the history of penalties,
but anyone who does that would see that the
whole history of the trade union movement is
strewn with the bleached bones of people who
tried to effect some remedy like this. That situ-
ation will not change at all.

We must have a certain amount of respect and
agreement before the system can operate, and I
remind members that the system cannot operate
without unions.

The definitions clause is an attempt to legislate
by stealth. The clause will include non-unionist
members of a Federal union which is not regis-
tered in this State. The Government hopes, by this

draconian legislation, to inflict severe penalties on
these people, but the Government is mistaken.

I believe most passionately that the legislation
will fail. Although I do not want to sound too left
wing, I remind members of the old saying that the
workers can live without the bosses, but the bosses
cannot live without the workers. If the bosses
could live without the workers, we would not hear
complaints about strikes and stoppages. Unless
there is agreement, there is no earthly chance that
the legislation will work. The Government will be
frustrated on every occasion it attempts to utilise
the proposals in the Bill before us.

Most of the major employer organisations are
saying to the Government, "Please do not pass
this legislation." The Government has disregarded
this plea. By way of an aside I would like to tell
the House about the director of a very large
mining company who said to me, "Where am I
going wrong?"

Members will be aware of instances where
ladies about 23-years-old in mini-skirts have gone
along on behalf of a company to pay unionists'
fines! In the past, the fines have amounted to
thousands of dollars. Now it will be necessary to
pay fines of hundreds of thousands of dollars to
save millions. That is what the penalty clauses
mean. The Government should be aware that
harsh penalties went out the door in the 1960s be-
cause they were unworkable. I doubt very much
that the Government would have the support of
those people whom it is supposedly protecting if it
proceeded with the penalty provisions.

The Minister's second reading speech revealed
the attitude of the Government to industrial re-
lations. As I said, that speech was prepared and
written by Bill Mitchell-obviously at a time
when he was not involved with writing propa-
ganda against retrospective legislation aimed at
people who have evaded tax. No doubt he was
very well paid to write the Minister's speech.
Certainly the Government's attitude is an attitude
of intimidation.

The Minister's speech contained all the
weaselly and slimy words possible. The Oppo-
sition recognises the problems in the arbitration
system of this country, as does the Federal
Government and the Federal Minister (Mr
Macphee). There is a great need for a review of
all industrial legislation in fairness to all parties,
and probably the best way to do this would be by
the setting up of an independent group to hear
submissions, without fear or favour, from all the
people concerned. Mr Macphee seemed to feel
that such an exercise would take about 18
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months, but I believe i' would need approximately
three years.

Mr Macphee has stated that after consensus
has been reached, he hopes that the formulated
policy will carry the country through to the begin-
ning of the 21st century.

I would like to refer to an invitation I received,
an invitation to an industrial relations seminar en-
titled, "Industrial relations-looking to the
future". It is to be a one day seminar, held at the
Parmelia Hilton International. I have decided to
attend the seminar, even though it will cost $100.
I think I may have wasted my money.

The Hon. P. H. Lockyer: It would not be your
money, Des!

The Hon. D. K. DANS: Unfortunately it is. On
the front page of the invitation appears the head-
ing "Industrial Relations" and a photograph of a
well-manicured hand-with a nice little stud on
the sleeve of the shirt-shaking the hand of a blue
collar worker. How on earth did the organisation
which is running this seminar pick on WA in
which to hold it?

Inside we find a photograph of Mr Macphee
and another of Mr Howard Jones, the Managing
Director of Capricornia Mining Corporation. All
these people are shown to be saying the same
thing, "We must have consensus"-the old atti-
tude of bashing and kicking has gone.

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: Not in this
State!

The Hon. D. K. DANS: The attitude as implied
in this invitation is inconsistent with the attitude
of the Government of WA, so it is probably $100
down the drain. I would not be surprised to Find
that Mr Macphee seeks to have his photograph
removed from the brochure because he would not
want to be associated with such a seminar in this
State.

We are aware of the problems in the industrial
relations field, and we are aware of the problems
in the work place. We are aware of the worsening
living standards of the Australian people gener-
ally as the economic situation worsens.

The Opposition is aware of the growing unem-
ployment in this State, but rather than wait until
we become the Government to endeavour to do
something about industrial relations, we produced
a green paper. This was a very bland document
and we circulated copies to all the major employer
groups, to unions, to academics, and to interested
members of the public. We asked to approach
these people and organisations, or we asked them
to come to us. We went through a very tortuous
process of exposing our ideas to a whole range of

people. That took a long time. Subsequently,
when we attended the State conference of our
party, we were aware of the views of those people
who, had contributed to the preparation of that
paper, and to the best of our ability we accommo-
dated their ideas.

Germane to that whole issue is the tripartite
system. Mr Masters has canned it, but he does
not know very much about the labour market or
the labour movement, because it is clear the
tripartite system works well throughout the
United Kingdom and Europe.

We attended a seminar on employment
Opportunities which was conducted at the
university. Speakers were not confined to.
supporters of the Labor Party and much benefit
was obtained from that seminar.

We intend to devote attention to one of the very
thorny aspects of industrial relations; that is, job
creation. One would have thought the Govern-
ment would have turned its attention to this mat-
ter a long time ago. This issue has been examined
closely in the United Kingdom and in many other
parts of the world, but not one word have we
heard about it from this Government, which seeks
simply to bash the unions.

Discussions on job creation have begun and will
continue. I expect that, in the future, as a result
of those discussions a committee will inquire into
this very thorny problem which is far removed
from the confrontation and disputation created by
the Government.

If anyone thinks the unions are not here to stay,
he is mistaken. If Mr Masters believes he can in-
flict on the mining industry, for example, a situ-
ation in which non-unionists will be able to work
in the industry, he is mistaken; if he thinks a dlefi-
nitions clause in this draconian legislation will
embrace members of Federal unions who dis-
please him, he is wrong; and if he thinks unions
will disappear overnight, be is wrong.

I shall give all my assistance and advice, if
needed, to unions which may be attacked under
this legislation.

In conclusion I quote a statement titled
"Classes and Masses" which appeared in the
Labor Voice of 7 September 1982.

The Hon. P. H. Lockyer: A working paper!
The Hon. D. K. DANS: Why should I not

quote from this paper? We know where it is
printed, but we do not know where some of the
literature circulated by members opposite is
printed. They have underwater presses.

The Hon. P. H. Lockyer: Where is it
printed-in Moscow?
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The Hon, D. K. DANS: Most of the material
which comes from Moscow is of a far higher stan-
dard than this.

The Hon. P. H. Lockyer: Thai is what I would
expect you to say.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: The statement reads as
follows-

With all their faults, trade unions have
done more for humanity than any other or-
ganisation of men that have ever existed.
They have done more for decency, for
honesty, for education, for the betterment of
the race1 for the developing character of man
than any other asociation of men.

1 am sure all members are familiar with the
author of that statment, Clarence Darrow, a
famous American defence lawyer who was com-
monly known as -1D for the Defence". I see no
reason to quarrel with that quotation, but there is
much in the legislation presently before the
Chamber with which I quarrel and I shall oppose
it in the Chamber and, when it is passed, I shall
oppose it vehemently outside the Chamber.

THE HON. P. G. PENDAL (South-East
Metropolitan) [8.45 p.m.]: I support the Bill with
all the enthusiasm I can muster. One of the
central themes of the second reading speech de-
livered by the Minister in this House approxi-
mately three weeks ago touched very closely on
the issue which has been fundamental to most
Western Australians for the last ive years-it
was referred to at some length tonight by the
Leader of the Opposition-and that is what is eu-
phemnistically known as the "closed shop" or com-
pulsory unionism.

If I have one regret about this legislation it is
that it is known to me, as it is known to other
members of my party, that, as we were told in
1979, it is likely to have some adverse effects on
the more moderate unions and unionists within
the State.

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: Don't let that
worry you!

The Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Ia the final analysis,
every member of Parliament, regardless of his
party, has to make a choice between a larger or a
lesser evil. One of the choices which faces
me-and I made it happily-was that,
notwithstanding this legislation may well have
some adverse effects on the moderate and decent
unions and unionists, we would serve a greater
cause by supporting it and hopefully one day
achieve a position in which people can make a
free choice as to whether they join a union. Thus
it is that I accept the Bill in its entirety.

(1i11

Prior to the tea suspension, in the course of his
second reading speech the Leader of the Oppo-
sitiorn referred to the position in Wales and
France. Implicit in what he was saying, and
certainly explicit in what ocher people have said
outside this Parliament, is the contention that this
legislation runs counter to advanced thinking in
any of the democratic, industrialised nations in
the world.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: I was referring to
miners, but what you are saying is correct.

The Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Further it is
suggested that not only is the Government's
thinking out of line in a modern, industrial so-
ciety, but also the thinking of the Liberal Party in
this State is out of line with the mainstream of
modern thinking in an industrialised community.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: You arc not thinking in
the same way as your Federal counterparts.

The Hon. P. G. PEN DAL: I put it to you, Sir,
that ample evidence is available to any member of
this community to show that, far from the Liberal
Party or the Liberal O'Connor Government in
this State being out of tune with international
thinking in this regard, the Labor Party is at vari-
ance with thinking in the most advanced, industri-
alised, democratic nations in Western Europe. To
that extent I put it to you, Sir, that the attitude of
the Opposition and the trade union movement-

The Hon. Garry Kelly: What about the em-
ployers?

The Hon. D. K. Dans: And the employers!
The Hon. P. G. PENDAL: -stands con-

demned by international practice.
For starters I refer to an organisition often

quoted by Labor Party people in this State and
elsewhere in Australia; that is, the International
Labour Organisation. I am sure that some mem-
bers of the Labor Party and some members of the
union movement would have taken the trouble to
learn of the landmark decision handed down by
the European Court of Human Rights, which is a
judicial body set up by all the countries that sub-
scribe to the European Economic Community.
That international court, which represents West-
ern industrialised nations of Europe, handed down
the landmark decision only 14 months ago on the
very question that is before the House tonight.

I shall quote from the Social and Labour Bull-
etin of December 1981 issued by the International
Labour Office in Geneva, as the decision is given
some prominence in this publication. The article
says-

The European Court of Human Rights
ruled on 13 August 1981 that the dismissal
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of three British railwaymen without compen-
sation in 1976 for refusing to join any of the
unions specified in a closed-shop agreement
was a violation of their human rights.

It goes on to say-
In its decision-

This is the court's decision, and it is central to
what we are talking about tonight; it is central to
those elements or the Bill which Mr Dants very
conveniently jumped and skimmed over in order
not to be pinned down too much. To continue-

in its decision, the European Court of
Human Rights considered that the dis-
missals, which involved a loss of livelihood,
were "a most serious form of compulsion"
which contravened the very substance of
Article I I of the European Convention on
Human Rights.

I put it to members and to the people of this
nation that those most often found to be advo-
cates of human rights are members of the Labor
Party, yet they and large sections of the trade
union movement in this State deny that very prin-
ciple that has now been upheld in a landmark de-
cision by a court of justice representing western
democratic nations of Europe.

I refer now to a similar brother publication
published by the International Labour Organis-
ation; that is, the International Labour Review,
volume 121/82. It, too, discovered that the
landmark decision of the court had some rel-
evance to the individual freedoms of ordinary
workers who desire to go about their jobs without
harrassment from others. It says-

At the same time, the Court affirmed both
that an individual did not enjoy freedom of
association if the choice of union was either
non-existent or so reduced as to be of no
practical value-

The Hon. Peter Dowding interjected.
The Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I will not be har-

assed by Mr Dowding tonight.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I ask the Hon. Peter

Dowding to cease his interjections.
The Hon. P. G. PEN DAL: To continue-

-and that it was a breach of Article I I to
compel a person to join a union contrary to
his convictions.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: That has nothing to
do with preference.

The Hon. P. G. PENDAL: It has much to do
wiih compulsion.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: You are a fraud.

The PRESIDENT: Order! I ask the Hon. Peter
Dowding to cease his interjections; he will have an
opportunity to express his views at a later stage of
this debate. In the meantime I suggest he keep
quiet while the honourable member on his feet
completes his speech.

The Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I move now to a
second example to try to illustrate that, indeed,
the belief that a person has an unfettered right to
j .oin or not j .oin a union is a principle that is
shared by other important western democratic
nations of Europe.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Speak to the Bill.
The Hon. P. 0. PENDAL: I refer members to

the position in West Germany. Members might
recall that it is not so long ago that the Australian
Labor Party's great and glorious erstwhile leader,
Mr Whitlam, held up that country as being one of
the great examples of social democracy, or demo-
cratic socialism, or whatever term he was using in
those days. I refer now to the publication called
Trade Unions in West Germany in which the fol-
lowing can be found-

'Restrictive labour practices' do not exist
in West Germany; the expression is, indeed,
virtually untranslatable.

It goes on-
'Closed shops' are quite clearly contrary to

the Federal Republic's 'Basic Law'. Everyone
is free to join or not to join a union as he or
she chooses; legal judgements have repeat-
edly recognised the right of the individual to
remain unorganised without being subjected
to any form of penalty in consequence.

I turn to another piece of evidence to show that it
is the Labor Party which parades itself as a demo-
cratic socialist party and that it is the Labor
Party which is out of kilter with modern thinking
throughout the world on this matter. The Leader
of the Opposition referred specifically to France.
In fact, the closed shop has never been accepted
as a general principle or practice in France. Mem-
bers on both sides of the House might be
interested to learn that trade unions in France are
opposed to the closed shop situation for the reason
that it gives certain competing trade unions an
unfair bargaining advantage over others. The
closed shop situation is prohibited in countries
such as West Germany and France; what is more,
it is prohibited also in Italy and Belgium.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: What about Poland?
The Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Another fatuous

interjection from Mr Dowding.
If that is not enough to convince members of

the Labor Party or the bulk of the members of the
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trade union movement and the militant left wing
of the trade union movement, surely the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, which these people
hold so dear, is enough to indicate that again they
are out of kilter with international thinking. They
know its contents.

I remind members opposite of the following
words, "No-one may be compelled to belong to
any association." Members opposite cannot get
any language that is clearer than that. Now where
is the voice of the member who has been
interjecting constantly over the last 10 minutes
and who parades himself as being an advocate of
human rights? He has no answer other than fatu-
ous interjections.

The Hon. Peter Dowding interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
The Hon. Garry Kelly: What about Poland?

The Hon. P. G. PENDAL: If the member
wants me to answer him I could spend a couple of
hours doing so.

Several members interjected.

The PRESIDENT: Order! I am a very patient
person but I am fast having my patience put to
the test. I recommend that honourable members
comply with the Standing Ordiers of this House
and refrain from intcrjecting on speakers who are
legitimately addressing the Chair. If members
wish to make a contribution to this debate every
opportunity will be taken by me to give them the
call should they seek it when a member sits down.

The Hon. P. G. PENDAL: If it is not enough
to indicate to this House what the people in ad-
vanced countries of the world think about compul-
sion and the stripping of a man or a woman of his
or her right to go about his or her work without
the need for a union ticket, perhaps it is worth
while our asking ourselves what ordinary workers
in countries with which we are very much familiar
think about that very issue. Reputable public op-
inion polls have been taken in Australia and have
indicated that well over 70 per cent of those
polled abhor compulsion for union membership.

In another country, the United Kingdom, with
which most of us are familiar, an opinion poll was
taken in 1980 of just more than 2 000 workers en-
titled to vote and members of a union. The people
polled were asked to agree or disagree with the
statement that the trade union closed shop is a
threat to individual liberty. The result was that 59
per cent of those people, nearly two-thirds, agreed
with the statement: they were trying to get the
message to their union bosses that they do not like
unionism rammed down their throats. It is

significant that a mere 31 per cent of those mem-
bers disagreed with the statement. It is clear to
anyone who listens to the people of our com-
munity that by and large the community finds it
abhorrent to be forced to join unions. Plenty of
evidence is available to show that unions in this
country can recruit top membership without the
compulsion that so many others would like to see
rammed down people's throats.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Come on!
The Hon. P. G. PENDAL: We had the spec-

tacle a little while ago of the Leader of the Oppo-
sition in this place telling us all about the Labor
Party green paper that he seems to think was ac-
cepted with such enthusiasm by employer groups
throughout Western Australia. Earlier this year
the green paper was circularised to employers in
Western Australia.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: And so it was ac-
cepted.

The I-In. P. G. PEN DAL: I have news for him
because the employer group which gave me from
its files a copy of the green paper was far from
impressed by the so-called enlightened policies
contained in that paper.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Who was that?
(Interruption from Gallery.]
The Hon. Fred McKenzie: Who was that? I

suppose it was W. W. Mitchell!
The Hon. P. G. PENDAL: We must contend

with fatuous comments from not only the Oppo-
sition, but also people in the gallery who spend
their lives harrassing others.

[Interruption from Gallery.]
The Hon. P. G. PEN DAL: In regard to this

gem of a document referred to by the Hon. Des
Dans-

The Hon. Peter Dowding: You are a disgrace.
The Hon. P. G. PENDAL: -1 remind mem-

bers and others that the document was signed by
Mr Brian Burke, the Leader of the Opposition in
another place: the Hon. Des Dans, Shadow Minis-
ter for Labour and Industry; and the State Sec-
retary of the Australian Labor Party. Sub-
sequently it was put out as a publication by the
Australian Labor Party industrial relations stand-
ing committee. One of the most significant points
about it is that it states on the front page
"Australian Labor Party Green Paper: Industrial
Relations Policy". However-, the first line to be
discovered as one turns over the First page states,
"This paper does not represent ALP policy." One
tends to keep referring back to the front page
where the word "policy" is used, remembering
that on the first line over the page it is stated that
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the paper does not represent ALP policy. How-
ever, I will leave that point and proceed to some
or the pertinent statements within the document.

The Hon. Garry Kelly: A green paper is a-pro-
posal.

The Hon. P. 0. PENDAL: I accept i .t is a pro-
posal. Much of the document does not relate
strictly to the legislation before us, but the parts I
will raise do relate strictly to this legislation. It is
said that Labor proposes to change industrial law
and planning to ensuiFe amongst a number ot
things that no discrimination takes place in the
work force. If that is the case, why does not the
Labor Party support this Bill?

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Because it is a revolt-
ing piece of legislation-that's why.

The Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I repeat that the
Lab5FrParty intends to ensure no discrimination
takes place in the work force.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: You are hiding re-
ality from the people of this State.

The Hon. P. G. PEN DAL: The Hon. Des Dans
tonight asked the Minister for Labour and Indus-
try to give examples to support the so-called
inflammatory statements by the Minister. No
doubt the Minister made these statements as a
result of the horrific actions taken during the last
few years by the trade union movement in the
name of trade union democracy. An example of
these actions was a case brought to my attention
by a small employer, to whom the Labor Party is

___makiaga big pitch these days. The employer
employed a paid-up member of one of the
building unions. The member went to hospital and
while there, unbeknown to him his union card
expired. He was released from hospital and he
returned to the job he held previously. He was
back in his job one day when the union

* representative called on him and said, "Show me
your union ticket." The member pulled out the
ticket-

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Was he taking the
award wage?

The Hon. P. 0. PENDAL: He discovered at
that time-

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Was he taking the
award wage?

The Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Just listen, just
listen!

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Was he taking the
award wage?

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon. V. J.
Ferry): Order! The President has emphasised the
rule of conduct for the debate, and the conduct of
the House generally. In so doing he made the
point that without fear or favour members have

the right to express at the appropriate time their
points or view without interference. That right
should be guarded zealously by all members. I ask
-the Hon. Peter Dowding again to contain his en-
thusiasm. If he wishes to seek the call at a later
stage, that is his privilege, but at this point the
Hon. Phillip Pendal has the call. I call the Hon.
Phillip Pendal.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Why won't you tell
us-

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! The Hon.
Peter Dowding has been asked to conform with
Standing Orders. If he proceeds in the line he has
followed, the House has the power to take appro-
priate action. I do not think he wishes that to
occur, and neither do 1. 1 ask him to abide by
Standing Orders.

The Hon. P. G. PENDAL: To complete the
facts of this case, the union member discovered
that, at the very moment the union representative
discovered, the ticket had expired. The worker
was a loyal member of the union, and his only
fault-was that he had become ill and needed to be
hiospitalised. What was the reaction of the union
representative? It was explained to him that the
worker had been in hospital; when the ticket ex-
pired he had no opportunity to renew it.

The union representative responded with, "That
is not good enough. Everyone on the site goes out
for 24 hours." That is precisely what happened.
No amount of cajoling on the part of that man,
and no amount of pleading on the part of the em-
ployer or the contractors would shift that union
from its stance; because a man had been hospital-
ised and his union ticket had expired, it closed
down the job. To the man's knowledge, he was
already part of a closed shop, but what he did not
know was that his union membership had expired.
That does not smack of union rights at all, but of
the abuse of union power. That man, 56 other
people, and an employer all suffered because of
that union member's desire to exercise a bit of
muscle on the day in question.

flnterruption from Gallery.]
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon. V. J.

Ferry): Order!
The Hon. P. G. PENDAL: This is from a Party

which seeks to write into the industrial laws of
this State that there be no discrimination in the
work force. God only knows what members op-
posite would write into the Statutes of this State
if they regard that sort of behaviour as not dis-
criminating against ordinary people wanting to
earn a living. I repeat that Labor Party members,
when it suits them, stand up in this place and ad-
vocate something which is a direct repudiation of
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the ILO Conventions and of international think-
ing. The Labor Party's attitude and that of sec-
tions of the trade union movement is dishonest.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Shame!
The Hon. G. C. MacKinnon: Quite right.
The Hon. P. G. PEN DAL: The Labor Party -

goes further than that in wanting to write its pol-
icy into the Statutes of this State under the head-
ing that there be no discrimination in employ-
ment. That policy seems to be different from the
paragraphs I read out earlier. I put it to the
House that the Labor Party repudiates its own
policy by supporting compulsory membership and
opposing this Bill. In other words, the Labor
Party does one thing and says another-in its ef-
forts to win at the ballot box in February next
yea r.

I am not quite sure how that will occur when
more members of the union movement, who seem
to feel they are wedded to the Labor Party, read
what the Leader of the Opposition in another
place had to say in a public interview about a
fortnight ago. He took the first steps towards div-
orce proceedings, if we like; because for the first
time in Australian history, State or Federal, a
Labor Party leader attempted to divorce himself
from the trade union movement. When he was
asked why his party needed to be saddled with the
union movement he said in his defence, "Hang on.
You know the link is only a tenuous one." I hope
all our friends in the trade union movement read
Mr Burke's words. Mr Burke seems more intent
on visiting the boardrooms of the State than on
looking after his mates in the trade union move-
ment, because he has made it quite clear, using
his words, that the link between the trade union
movement and the ALP is merely a tenuous one.
What he was really trying to say was that he does
not want to know the unions.

The Hon Lyla Elliott: That is rubbish.
The Hon. Peter Dowding: Come on!
The Hon. Carry Kelly: Absolute rubbish!
The Hon. P. C. PENDAL: I therefore suggest

that members who have interjected, together with
their friends and supporters, should go back and
read that interview. There has been no repudi-
ation of the interview and it is a direct quotation.

The legislation which is being debated tonight
in this House is specifically the kind of legislation
that is endorsed by the ILO. On page 19 of its
manifesto the ALP says-

Labor recognises that the International"
Labor Organisation is a model for the
tripartite approach and as well sets
international standards that Western Aus-

tralian Governments are morally bound to
observe.

That is a fair quotation. Referring to this legis-
lation, it says-

Where ILO Conventions have been rati-
fled by Australia, State legislation will be en-
couraged to give effect to these conventions.

How namby-pamby can members of the ALP
get? They are not even committing themselves to
actually implement or endorse the ILO Conven-
tions or to manifest them in legislation; the
furthest they will, go is to "encourage" their im-
plementation. The Leader of the Opposition in
this House was dead right tonight when he said
that when Labor Party members moved around
the boardrooms of the Master Builders Associ-
ation and Lord knows what other organisations a
few months ago, they were received pretty well;
they were. I suggest the reason they were received
so well was because this namby-pamby comment
was the sort of nonsense that was put across in the
boardrooms of those organisations. It is not even
Labor Party policy. It is not really the main-
stream of trade union thinking in this State,
either.

Much has been said so Car, and a lot more will
be said, about the attitude of employer organis-
ations in this State towards the legislation. It has
been said that all employer organisations oppose
the legislation, and that is a lie; those who have
said it know it is a lie.

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: Who said it?

The Hon. P. C. PENDAL: There is no question
that the Confederation of Western Australian In-
dustry opposes parts of the legislation. There is no
truth in the suggestion that the confederation was
not consulted. What the confederation is trying to
say-and what my friend in the back row perhaps
fails to see the difference between-is that one
can consult someone and feed back all the comn-
menits that person makes without necessarily
having to implement what he desires. The confed-
eration has made its attitude clear on most of the
relevant or important clauses of this Bill. To
suggest that all employer organisations have
taken their line in opposing the Bill is absurd.

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: Who suggested

The Hon. P. G. PENDAL: The Master
Builders Association, for a start, supports this
legislation.

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: Come on, tell
me who is supposed to be lying?
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The Hon. P. G. PENDAL:, It lives in hope that
the legislation will be adopted by the Federal
Government.

I Want to take a step further the matter of the
attitude of the Confederation of Western Aus-
tralIian Industry, because some inconsistencies
occur in the confederation's stand on this matter.

Members of this House would be aware that
about a fortnight ago an important decision was
handed down by the Full Bench of the Australian
Conciliation and Arbitration Commission in
Melbourne. The Victorian Government and
unions had asked the Full Bench to approve an
agreement offering a wage and salary increase to
something like I15000 Victorian Government
workers. They wanted the court to backdate most
of the cumulative 11.9 per cent pay rise to 28
February in respect of union workers employed in
State departments. The Victorian Government
wanted to ensure that rises went only to union
members.

It was heartening for many people to know chat
the Federal Government had some backbone on
that occasion and opposed the policy which was
being applied. National employers supported the
Federal Government on that very mat-
ter-freedom of choice in respectof union mem-
bership; however, the Confederation of Western
Australian Industry in this State refused to sup-
port the same principle in this legislation.

That point is rather significant: The State body
here did not see fit to support it and was some-
what embarrassed to find that its Federal
counterpart had gone to the trouble of going to
the Full Bench of the Australian Conciliation and
Arbitration Commission to take that stand. In-
deed, it is the sort of stand it ought to have taken
also.

I would like to refer to page 2 of the Bill, and in
particular to clause 2, which is causing some
controversy because it refers to housing rentals
and the collection of union dues, as Well as other
matters of managerial prerogative.

Many people have asked us what precisely is
meant by "other matters of managerial preroga-
tive". I would suggest it is whatever this Parlia-
ment decides from time to time.

The IHon. Peter Dowding: Come on!

The Hon. P. G. PENDAL: That is what Parlia-
ment is for.

The I-In. Garry Kelly: A toy Parliament.
The Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I have told the Hon.

Garry Kelly before that he is the best sort of kid
to be in this 'toy Parliament".

The Hon. Garry Kelly: You are admitting it is
a toy Parliament.

The Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Some members
were a little embarrassed because of the dis-
cussions which were held by the State Industrial
Commission on the question of what are and what
are not to be matters for the jurisdiction of the In-
dustrial Commission. Members will be aware that
the Chief Industrial Commissioner was a lone
voice in the decision which was handed down by
the Full Bench. He ruled that the tribunal had to
retain the right in respect of the deduction of
union dues. The president of the commission (Mr
O'Dea) and Commissioner Fielding went against
him on that decision. I suggest that there is hardly
room for the Labor Party or the trade union
movement to spend a great deal of time arguing
on that count. That is the attitude taken by the
commission and I suggest it is an attitude that
could only be enhanced or strengthened by this
legislation and its provisions.

Many people have been called upon to give all
sorts of expert advice on industrial legislation.
One opinion I regret-and perhaps the person
concerned regrets-is that obtained from Ian
Temby, QC. A few weeks ago I had some sym-
pathy for Mr Temby when he was in the situation
where a bona fide legal opinion was sought and
through die mischief of some people, through the
media, that opinion was used against him in a pol-
itical sense.

I repeat: I did have some sympathy For him be-
cause if that sort of practice is allowed to develop,
one could find a situation where it would be diffi-
cult to obtain the opinion of a QC. However, not
to be outdone by the very act which angered him,
or perhaps which embarrassed him in a legal
sense, he was asked to give a legal opinion on an
Industrial Arbitration Act amendment, which
again was a perfectly legitimate request, and
having spent some considerable time giving a
legal bona fide opinion he then said-

The Bill is the handiwork of idealogues
who know not what they do.

But they want to win the next election and
would be helped to that end if the industrial
climate worsened significantly.

What a magnificent bipartisan comment to be
made by an eminent QC when asked for a legal
opinion. He was not asked for a political opinion
at all, and that sadly is the depth to which some
people are prepared to fall.

The Hon. Garry Kelly: He is correct.
Thc Hon. P. G. PEN DAL: I wish to refer to a

comment made by Jack Marks in mid-September
when he was asked for his comments about the
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legislation which is now before us. Again, it was a
reasonable and legitimate action on his part to
make his views known, but one could hardly take
his comments seriously when he said-

What is to happen if an employer claims
managerial prerogative about whether he
takes on a union member or not?

It really is difficult to take someone seriously
when he makes comments such as that. I suggest
that the man did not even read the Bill and has
not read the Act which has been in operation for
the last three years.

Anyone would be aware that compulsory union
membership is already against the Act-and the
situation will be strengthened with this legis-
lation-whereby any employer who discriminates
against a worker on the ground that he is or is not
in a union is guilty of an illegal act. Therefore, it
is rather ridiculous to hear one suggest that the
question of union membership is considered to be
part of "managerial prerogative". The legislation
does nothing more than strengthen what people
believe to be good legislation.

This is not legislation designed to kill the trade
union movement. The Liberal Party has made its
attitude clear in the past.

The Hon. Garry Kelly: It sure has.
The Hon. P. G. PENDAL: The Liberal Party

supports a healthy trade union system but it does
not support the sort of unrestrained and undisci-
plined bully boy tactics which occur when union
leaders, merely to flex their muscles, wish to en-
sure that everyone, despite his belief, must join a
union.

I hope the legislation is a success. If it is not, I
hope the Minister will bring it back to the Parlia-
ment quickly so that any loopholes will be cor-
rected. I offer the Minister congratulations and
support the Bill.

THE HON. FRED McKENZIE (East Metro-
politan) 19.28 p.m.]: I listened intently to the pre-
vious speaker who spoke a great deal about the
International Labour Organiisation and its con-
ventions. However, he forgot one point, which is
that prior to the Industrial Arbitration Act being
brought down in this Parliament in 1979, it was
not compulsory for employees to belong to a
union. Under the old legislation an exemption
provision was provided for conscientious objec-
tors. Therefore, what has been said has been
rubbish; people were not forced to join the union
because provision was made to allow them to elect
not to belong to a union.

The present Act was brought forward in 1979,
just prior to the 1980 election. It was aimed at re-

turning the Liberal Party to Government. It was
an act of confrontation and the Liberal Party is
taking the same step prior to the 1983 election,
but this time it will fail.

The purpose of this legislation is to give the
Liberal Party some slight chance to be returned to
Government in 1983. Let us consider what that
Government has done. It has created four new
members of Parliament, at great cost to this
State. but it fell short of its target; so to ensure it
is returned in 1983 this piece of legislation has
been introduced.

I wish to have incorporated in Hansard the edi-
torial of The West Australian of Saturday, I8
September 1982. It is a paper which is known for
its conservatism but under the heading
"Dangerous law" the editorial stated-

THE PEOPLE of WA have good reason to
wonder what the State Government is trying
to achieve with its amendments to the Indus-
trial Arbitration Act. The desire to end com-
pulsory unionism-

It is not compulsory unionism, it is preference to
unionists. Quite often the word "compulsory' is
used but that was not the case in this instance. It
continues-

-has become almost an obsession with the
Government, and has now reached the stage
where unionism itself, and those employers
who support it, seem to be targets.

There is no doubt that the treatment some
individuals receive when they choose not to
join a union is cause for concern. So, too, are
the intimidatory tactics often used to ensure
a closed shop. But at a time when statistics
show a decline in industrial disruption, and
when there is evidence of a shift in industrial
relations towards consensus and negotiation,
the measures announced this week are ill-ad-
vised and dangerous. Good government re-
quires a balance between ideology and practi-
cality, but there is no trace of such a balance
in the amendments. The Government, hold-
ing aloft the banner of protection of the indi-
vidual, has alienated employer groups and
enraged the union movement.

In consulting neither the Confederation of
Industry nor the Trades and Labor Council
the Government ignored the present trend
towards consultation in industrial relations.
Who, it is fair to ask, did it 0onsult? At a
time when the economy is far from healthy,
legislation that could prompt massive strikes
and penalise employers severely is hardly in
the national interest.
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The Government has, in a sense, tried to
legislate against industrial reality. Though it
is fair for any government to try to devise
means of dealing with excessively militant
trade unions, this week's amendments go far
beyond that. Their scope and the size of the
penalties suggest an attack not on the closed
shop but on the whole, union movement. It is
a silly approach; trade unions are an essential
part of the industrial relations system, and to
try to limit their role is to step into the indus-
trial dark ages.

If the motivation behind the Bill is suspect,
its practicalities are doubly so. It flies in the
face of accepted concepts of natural justice
and its penal provisions are so Draconian as
to be unenforceable. The idea of imposing
massive fines on every member of a dis-
senting union is untenable.

For all its pious talk about making WA the
national leader in upholding the 'right to
work', the Government is running a risk of
plunging the State-and possibly the
country-into industrial strife without paral-
lel, for reasons that are totally inadequate.
The Government, taking .advantage of a
heightened community awareness of the
underlying causes of economic hardship,
should have consulted those most involved to
try to Aind a workable and acceptable sol-
ution. Instead it fell back on an old and dis-
credited standby-government by sledge-
hammer.

I read that editorial in order that it is included in
Hansard. It briefly sums up what I will say.

I ask the Minister: Who is responsible for the
legislation?

The Hon. G. E. Masters: I am.

The Hon. FRED McKENZIE: Who wrote it
for the Minister? Who dreamed it up? I have
known the Minister for almost six years-since I
came into this place-and I am convinced it is not
his work. However, the Minister enthusiastically
endorses it even though he is not capable of draw-
ing it up. I would suggest probably it was drafted
by someone of the ilk of the President of the Lib-
eral Party (Mr Ian Warner). We heard earlier in
the evening that the second reading speech was
drafted by W. W. Mitchell.

The Hon. G. E. Masters: That was your state-
menit.

The Hon. FRED McKENZIE: The Minister
has not denied it. I ask the Minister to say he did
not write it.

The Hon. G. E. Masters: I will make my speech
and will make the position perfectly clear.

The Hon. FRED McKENZIE: The Minister
has the opportunity to deny it.

The Hon. G. E. Masters: It needs to be done
but no-one else seems to do it.

The Hon. FRED McKENZIE: Just who are
those two people-Warner and Mitchell? Mr
Warner was the author of or, at least, the
signatory to. an advertisement which appeared in
The West Australian some weeks ago which criti-
cised the Fraser Government over its proposal to
bring in retrospective tax avoidance legislation.

W. W. Mitchell, representing a number of un-
known people-it has not been mentioned who
they were-travelled to Canberra to implore the
Prime Minister not to proceed with retrospective
tax legislation.

The PRESIDENT: Order! That certainly has
nothing to do with the Bill and I recommend to
the honourable member that he relate his com-
ments to the Bill.

The Hon. FRED McKENZIE: I claim that
those two people wrote this particular Bill and the
speeches associated with it. It is clear what this
Government does is to protect tax bludgers.

The Hon. N. F. Moore: Rubbish, absolute
rubbish!

The Hon. FRED McKENZIE: The Govern-
ment, under this legislation, attacks those who
want to bludge off unions. The trade union move-
ment is recognised as the body in this society
which makes applications to the Industrial Com-
mission or whatever wage-fixing tribunal we have.
It is recognised as being the body authorised to
represent the working people of Western Aus-
tralia and Australia. Employees who do not pay
their dues are bludgers and the Government is
supporting them.

The Hon. Neil Oliver: Employers are not com-
pelled to join associations of employers.

The PRESIDENT: Order! I ask the honourable
member to cease interjetting. We have had a
reasonable debate tonight and I would like to con-
tinue to hear it and I cannot do that if members
keep interjecting.

The Hon. FRED McKENZIE: What was
wrong with the legislation prior to 1979? What
was wrong with people who did not want to be-
long to unions making applications for exemp-
tion? I will be interested to hear what the Minis-
ter has to say on this matter.

In the year ended 30 June 1978, 1 300 appli-
cations for exemption were made and of those 918
were granted. The employees' reasons for object-
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ing. to belonging to a union were substantiated.
The remaining 339 did not proceed with their ap-
plications because, I suggest, they found out they
would still have had to pay their dues to the court
which subsequently would be donated to worth-
while charities.

The employees who wished to be exempted
from trade union membership had to renew their
applications yearly. In the year ended 30 June
1979, 371 applications were received from 798
people who had been granted exemptions in 1978.
For some reason or another, the remaining 427
employees decided they would become unionists
and pay into the union fund rather than seek
exemption the following year. I suggest they re-
alised they had to pay the union fees in any case.
As a result probably they decided to pay their
money into the union in order that they could ob-
tain union benefits.

Few Bills come before this Parliament that do
not attempt in some way to restrict the right of an
individual to do as he chooses. That is why we
write legislation. Surely it is fair enough to expect
people to contribute their fair share to the organ-
isations that are charged with the responsibility of
improving wages and conditions in the workplace.
It is similar to the situation of tax dodgers, People
who do not pay tax cause those who do pay to pay
more. This happens in the trade union movement
as well. I had no argument with. the exemption
provisions in the old Act. But that did not suit the
Government; it wanted confrontation. and in 1979
it legislated to remove the exemption provisions
from the Act.

Another aim of this Bill is to limit the unions'
ability to go to the properly constituted auth-
ority-the Industrial Commission-to maintain
working and living conditions for those they rep-
resent. That occurs at a time when the economy is
sliding deeper and deeper into recession. It is
probably the secondary aim of the Bill. It is very
serious because in the 12 months between August
1981 and August 1982, unemployment in this
State increased by almost one-third. One in five
people aged between 15 and 19 is unemployed,
and it is predicted the situation will get worse.

The Government is legislating to take away
from the Industrial Commission certain areas in
which previously it has had the right to determine
what should be considered an industrial matter. I
mentioned workers' compensation as being one
area in which awards and agreements provide for
make-up pay. The Government wants to take
away that right from the Industrial Commission.

I refer now to other aspects of the Bill. It has
been a long-standing right in most legislation for

the individual to remain innocent until proven
guilty. Mr Dans explained at length the provisions
contained in clause 30 of the Bill, and if one looks
at proposed section 96E one finds the onus of
proof has been reversed. It now rests with the de-
fendant. I refer to that part of the proposed sec-
tion where it says-

...it shall be taken to be proved that a
reason for that dismissal, injury, hindrance,
prevention, refusal or alteration, as the case
requires, was the reason that the employee or
person was or was not such a member, was
such an officer or was so entitled, unless the
contrary is proved.

That draconian provision places the onus of proof
on the individual before he is proven guilty. We
should abhor it. The Bill is contrary to the objects
of the Industrial Arbitration Act. One object of
the Act is to promote goodwill and harmony in
the community. It seeks to do that by encouraging
and providing means for the prevention and resol-
ution of conflict in industry by reason rather than
force. That will not happen in this case, because
the trade union movement will not cop free
loaders. Sooner or later people in the workplace
will object to this, and there will be trouble.

I refer to the exemption clause. There was no
problem when it operated because a person had
the right to apply for exemption and it was ac-
cepted by all unions. Now it has been removed,
and confrontation will prevail.

I turn now to some of the comments which have
appeared in the newspapers. The National Times
carried an article which said-

In a rare display of unanimity, employers
and unions alike have bitterly attacked the
legislation, with some of the sharpest criti-
cism coming from the normally reticent Con-
federation of WA Industry-usually a strong
Government supporter.

In deference to what Mr Pendal had to say about
confrontation, and about the Confederation of
Western Australian Industry not being consulted
about the Bill, I refer to the article where it
says-

some parts of the new industrial law
seemed contrary to natural justice, said the
Federation's Director of Labour Relations,
W. J. Brown. It should be made clear that
the Federation, which represents the majority
of WA employers, was not consulted on the
drafting.of the bill, he said.

I suppose that is fair enough if the Government
did not-consult the unions.
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The Hon. G. E. Masters: It was not consulted
on the drafting oft the Bill.

The Hon. FRED McKENZIE: That is so, but
surely that is the most important step in the legis-
lation. Since the Act came into effect in 1979 only
isolated instances have occurred of people not
wanting to join unions. In my view, in most of
these cases the people involved were planted there
by the Liberal Party. It is most likely it will hap-
pen again just prior to the election. The Govern-
ment will plant someone in one of the key indus-
tries-the electricity or the transport industry, or
an essential service industry.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: Like they did in Port
Hedland just before the election.

The Hon. Tom Stephens: And the Hamersley
companies as well.

The Hon. FRED McKENZIE: The public will
become upset. Does the Government expect the
unions to stand idly by? The unions cannot; bad
laws must be fought. If a union membership de-
mands it, how does one overcome it?

Let us look at the Federal scene and what this
article says about that. Another employer spokes-
man who was equally irritated is quoted. He
said-

It's sad that when the new Federal Minis-
ter, Mr Macphee is working for consensus on
the industrial scene a bunch of ideologists in
the WA Liberal Party are pushing their ob-
session with freedom of association.

The article goes on to talk about Government by
sledgehammer. Mr Pendal referred to Mr
Temby's remark that-the Government wants to
win the election and it will be helped to that end if
the industrial climate worsens significantly. I
agree with that statement: it is correct.

Let us look at a few other statements that were
made that week. I think Mr Dans has referred
already to the statements of one of Australia's
leading industrial lawyers. Mr [an Douglas made
these remarks at the weekend seminar at
Mandurah, and I note that Mr Pendal did not
refer to them. Mr Ian Douglas, QC, said-

-....- the Bill would run foul of the Federal
Constitution and the Federal Conciliation
and Arbitration Act.

But even if the amendments became law,
most WA unions and employers would be
able to side-step their harsh fines and penal-
ties without wholesale moves in the federal
industrial jurisdiction. -...

This Bill contains a tremendous number of legal
technicalities. More and more legal jargon is
creeping into the arbitration legislation in this

State and the legislation is becoming increasingly
difficult to understand. Instead of the battles
being fought in the Industrial Commission, they
are now going to the higher courts. The legislation
before us is a prime example of technical pro-
visions. What is the Government trying to do? Is
it trying to send the unions broke so that they will
no longer exist in our society? Is it attempting to
destroy the trade union movement?

I suspect that some of the provisions in the Bill
before us will be challenged, and members are
aware of the cost of litigation in the higher
courts. That is another good reason that legis-
lation should be simple, and something we have
mentioned before. If any member cares to look at
the proposed new sections 96A to 961 with all the
subsections and paragraphs, he will realise what
difficult litigation we will be faced with in the
future.

[ would like to refer to another statement made
at this seminar. Mr Ray Date, the WA Branch
Manager of the Australian Mines and Metals As-
sociation-the industrial arm of the mining indus-
try-warned that unionism in the mining industry
would not be put down easily.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: The mining industry
-would-be put down before they would be.

The Hon. FRED McKENZIE: He said also
that a non-unionist would have to be brave or stu-
pid to think he could go underground in what was
a closed shop operation and escape violence. Of
course, that is the very thing the Bill intends.

I would like to refer to another statement attri-
buted to the Queen's Counsel, Mr Ian Douglas,
who said- -

- .. he had serious doubts about its consti-
tutional validity and its drafting was so poor,
that if implemented, lawyers would have a
field day.

That is a statement made by one of the recognised
industrial legal men in Australia.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: And one who works only
for the employers.

The Hon. FRED McKENZIE: That is another
revelation-Mr Douglas works only for em-
ployers. So obviously employers are unhappy
about the actions of this Government.

I now come to a statement made by the sec-
retary of one of the two unions to which the Min-
ister referred in his second reading speech: that is,
the Builders' Labourers' Federation and the
Transport Workers' Union. The Secretary of the
BLF in this State (Mr Kevin Reynolds) had this
to say-

.1
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More than 85 per cent of the WA mem-
bership of the Builders Labourers' Feder-
ation will be beyond the scope of WA's
hardline industrial laws by Christmas, ac-
cording to a union official.

Already about 60 per cent were covered by
federal awards-and the union now had an
application before the Arbitration Com-
mission to have several hundred more WA
contract employers made respondents to fed-
eral awards,

Of course, that means that there will be a shift of
the membership of that union into the Federal
arena. Members are aware that Commonwealth
law is superior to State law in the industrial
sphere, and, therefore, what Mr Douglas said is
probably quite correct-much of this Bill will be
unconstitutional. However, this Government does
not worry about that fact-it is concerned only
about confrontation.

This Bill has been termed the "right-to-work"
legislation, but I do not think that is an appropri-
ate title. More correctly it ought to be known as
the "right-to-work for less" legislation, and the
unions and the people of Western Australia ought
to be very concerned about it.

I have obtained some figures from the
American Bureau of Labor and Statistics. The
figures show that in the State of Michigan 40 per
cent of the work force are unionists, and the
average wage is $285. At the other end of the
scale, the average wage in the State of Mississippi
is $125 for the same classification of worker, and
the percentage of union membership in that State
is 13 per cent.

The Hon. G. E. Masters: I suggest that you go
there, Mr McKenzie, and ask the people yourself.

The Hon. FRED McKENZIE: Is the Minister
saying that the figures are incorrect?

The lHon. G. E. Masters: Yes. 1 have been right
through the southern States.

The Hon. Garry Kelly:. You are saying that is
wrong?

The "on. 0. E. Masters: I am saying that Mr
McKenzie ought to ask the people he is talking
about instead of just quoting figures.

The Hon. FRED McKENZIE: I can quote
many other figures if the Minister wants them. I
have taken the figures at both ends of the scale.
In Michigan, 40 per cent of the work force is
unionised and the average wage is $285; in
Mississippi the average wage is $125 and only 13
per cent of the work force belong to a union. If
the Minister wants another example, in North
Carolina the average wage is $128 a week with

eight per cent of the work force belonging to
unions. It is no wonder that the Minister wants to
attack the unions, particularly at a time when our
economy is going further down the drain.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: And I can tell you that
the dtet of these people is hogfat and corn!

The Hon. FRED McKENZlE: The Govern-
ment is putting more Constraints On the Industrial
Commission. I will refer to these constraints in
more detail during the Committee stage, but in
general terms the commission must now have re-
gard for the national economy as well as the State
economy, and it may make determinations be-
tween industrial employers.

The Hon. G. E. Masters: Is that good or bad?
The Hon. FRED McKENZIE: I think it is bad,

and I will tell the Minister my reasons for my be-
lief. Let us take the case of an inefficient em-
ployer who cannot compete. His inefficiency is be-
yond the control of the work force, and he ought
not to be in the industry. Now the commission
must take into account an employer's capacity to
pay so that an inefficient employer will be able to
pay his employees a lower wage than an efficient
employer. Such an employer will take advantage
of the provisions of this Bill.

The Federal Minister (Mr Macphee) has told
his department to review the wage fixing system
over the next 12 months. The Press article to
which I am referring eontinues-

The review will consider a suggestion that
market forces be used to set wages, whether
such forces might help to keep excessive
wage rises down and whether Australia's
State and federal industrial jurisdictions
should be merged. In endorsing an industry-
by-industry system mixed with arbitration,
he rejected "unrestrained collective bar-
gaining", the system used in the US.

The report then refers to the President of the
Conciliation and Arbitration Commission as fol-
lows-

The president of the Conciliation and Ar-
bitration Commission, Sir John Moore, told
the conference on Saturday that the practices
of overseas institutions should not be
imported.

This appears to parallel Mr Macphee's re-
jection of US-style collective bargaining.

The idea of collective bargaining is totally re-
jected by the Federal Minister, and yet the Bill
before us is encouraging this very thing in WA.
This is at a time when we are faring far worse
than many other States of Australia.
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I became hopeful during the week when I read
reports in the newspapers that the Government
was seriously considering amending the Bill in
terms that would be acceptable to many people in
the State. However, I have looked at the amend-
ments circulated by the Minister today, and that
is not the case. The amendments are only cos-
metic, and the Government is determined to per-
severe and proceed with this Bill notwithstanding
the objections raised by the community. The com-
munity rejects this piece of legislation, and the
Government should take note of the desires of the
community.

Of course, we will always have a minority in
the community who support such a Bill; but the
evidence before us all is overwhelming to the ex-
tent that it should indicate to the Government it
should withdraw the Bill and wait at least until
after the next election to see whether it is re-
turned to the Government benches. The Govern-
ment should not use this legislation as a means of
confrontation aimed at upsetting the public so
that the public blame the Labor Party for the
trouble the legislation is likely to cause, thereby
preventing us from being returned to power. How-
ever, the public are not stupid and they will see
through what the Government is doing. We will
be returned in 1983.

1 oppose the Bill.
THE HON. P. HI. WELLS (North Metro-

politan) [10.02 p.mn.]: I support the legislation. I
have made inquiries of a number of people, and
those who have bothered to reply also support the
legislation. It is interesting that amongst the
groups to which I sent a copy of the second read-
ing speech, indicating that I was conducting an
independent study of the legislation, was the
Trades and Labor Council; but it did not even
bother to answer my letter. However, a number of
people who answered the letter indicated they
supported the legislation.

One of the bodies involved in this legislation is
the Master Builders Association of WA. Its letter
gives an illustration of what I have been saying, as
follows-

Responding to your letter of 1st October
1982 re amendments to the Industrial Arbi-
tration Act 1979, we advise as follows:

This Association has determined its sup-
port for the proposed amendments with the
rider that certain portions require rewording.
The Minister has been so advised.

The Minister told me he has had a look at this.
The letter continues-

It is an unfortunate fact of life that such
legislation is necessary. If all sections of our

society played their part in the social scheme
fairly, honestly and fearlessly, there would be
no need for preventive measures of this sort.
The unruly require restraint if they lack the
self-discipline to comply with social norms.

Because some elements in the trade union
movement have decided that they are beyond

' the law, we have had a marked growth in re-
cent years in pure banditry as an accepted
form of industrial relations pressure tactics.
Employers have been defenceless against
such lawlessness and existing legislation is
totally inadequate to curb these excesses. The
W.A. Government has made a bold move in
presenting this Bill and its possible effective-
ness can be measured by the reaction of trade
union leaders. Their guilt can be measured
by the size of their protests.

There has been developed by the trade
unions in recent years a most pernicious doc-
trine which rationalises their power-seeking
drives by claiming that "industrial relations"
matters are not the province of courts or
laws. It is a fine piece of sophistry and one
which has ensnared quite a number of poli-
ticians of the centre and centre-right who
should be discerning in their reasoning. The
laws of a land are designed to apply to all
and sundry as the fundamental elements of a
sound society. We currently have widespread
anarchy in this country arising from this
freebooting attitude of union leaders.

If these amendments can bring a greater
measure of order and discipline to this messy
situation, then they are supportable and laud-
able. We believe they are designed to do this
and, with minor adjustments, would benefit
society as a whole.

That is just one group which has been affected by
the tactics of the unions.

An interesting question arises in a discussion of
this legislation. One might ask where a Govern-
ment such as the Liberal Government obtains the
right to introduce legislation such as it has
brought forward. One does not have to look very
far for the answer, because the Government has a
mandate in terms of its 1980 policy which was
made clear before the election. In relation to in-
dustrial legislation, that policy included the fol-
lowing-

(1) FREEDOM
We are proclaiming legislation providing
unqualified freedom for union members:

*By ending compulsory unionism.
The Hon. Garry Kelly: There never was any.
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The Hon. P. H. WELLS: It continues-
*By introducing voluntary union-
ism-with a free choice either way.

*By ensuring a free and private vote
through secret ballots on proposals
to strike.

*By recognising the right to strike
only when a genuine secret ballot
majority is obtained.

It should be clearly understood that we
will firmnly ujhold these Freedoms:

" We will act without hesitation
against employers or unions who
breach the freedom laws we have
introd uced.

" We will maintain a close watch to
ensure fair play for workers who de-
mand the right of freedom oF
choice-whether it be to join a
union, or stay out of a union.

We made clear in that policy where we stood. We
did not hide, saying that we did not believe in
these things. We said what we believed,.

One can go further back to our policy of 1974
in which we said-

We will investigate growing evidence of
standover tactics and coercion, said to be
used against individuals by the officials of
some militant unions with a notorious strike
record.

The Hon. Lyla Elliott: I hope you remember
this when we become the next Government.

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: We said we would
protect and support the rights of individuals. In
our 1977-SO policy we said-

We legislated in support of the United
Nations Declaration of Human Rights.
which says no person may be compelled to
belong to any association. Under a recent
law, a worker may now freely decide whether
to belong to a union or not.

An Opposition member interjected.
The Hon. P. H. WELLS: I gather that the par-

rot in the background is still having his couple of
penn'orih.

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: We are saying
you are being selective in what you read.

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: What we are talking
about in relation to this Bill is the right not to be
in a union if one so chooses. I noticed that in the
Daily News. Peter Cogan said-

The issue of making preference to unions
illegal has been a major point against the Bill
from unions.

I gather the member interjecting is saying he be-
lieves people should be compelled to join unions.

The Hon. Garry Kelly: I did not say that. I said
something else.

The Hon. Fred McKenzie: Have you not made
real estate agents join a union? Have you not
done that with other legislation?

The PRESIDENT: Order!
The Hon. P. H. WELLS: That demonstrates

exactly how much the supporters of members op-
posite think about unions, It has been said that
some unions-and I am not naming the
unions-tend to use excessive power. Some unions
act correctly, but some apply force.

Clyde Cameron in Unions in Crisis said that 56
per cent of trade unionists expressed dissatis-
faction with the way unions were run. That per-
centage was obtained in a survey conducted by
the ALP. Clyde Cameron went on to say that the
survey presented a disturbing picture for both
unions and the ALP. However, a Gallup Poll
taken in October 1977 showed that 71 per cent of
those surveyed believed unions had too much
power.

This legislation seeks to provide a certain
number of rights to individuals. Clyde Cameron
said the surveys indicated that twice as many
unionists expressed dissatisfaction with their
unions as expressed satisfaction.

Of course, we all understand that the members
who have been interjecting have received their
instructions from the unions. This is borne out by
the following statement of Clyde Cameron, which
appears on page 17 of his book-

Another fact disclosed by the A.L.P.'s own
survey shows that the public sees the Labor
Party as being very much under the influence
of the trade unions.

I understand Clyde Cameron belonged to the
ALP. He continues-

History has locked us into the trade union
movement. Without it the ALP would have
no base.

This Bill seeks to ensure individuals' rights will be
maintained and that people will have access to the
courts. On page 24 of his book, Clyde Cameron
refers to the fact that, without the courts, union-
ists do not have any choice and he goes on to
say-

Without statutory protection each unionist
can be forced to carry Out the policies deter-
mined by the officials, suffer the conse-
quences of bad administration, pay the fines
imposed upon him and endure corruption
without legal rights or redress. He can do ab-
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solutely nothing about the matter except to
refuse to remain a member and he does not
even have that choice if he lives in a State in
which union membership is compulsory.

I suggest that preferential clauses which do not
provide statutory backup are not adequate or ac-
ceptable in this day and age.

Much evidence exists of the need to curb ex-
cessive power. Some of the activities of unions
today can be compared with the protection
rackets which operated in earlier times in various
parts of the world. For example, I received a tele-
phone call from a developer who owned a building
company. His workers did not want to belong to
the union and they were not unionists. However,
one day a union representative came to the site
and said. "Either you get these chaps to take out
union membership by Friday or we will pull them
out in the middle of the next major concrete
pour." That was a threat and it would have cost
that company its profit or resulted in its bank-
ruptcy. What is the difference between that situ-
ation and the protection rackets which operated in
the past?

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Do you think that is
criminal conduct?

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: I suggest the threat
made by that union representative should not
have been allowed. Indeed, it is not allowed under
the law and protection should be provided.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Then why wasn't he
prosecuted? If you think it was unlawful, why
wasn't he prosecuted: or didn't your Minister care
enough to prosecute?

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: I am glad to hear
such an enthusiastic response from a member who
waits for me to speak, because he does not have
time to prepare his own speeches, then interjects.
That man was not prosecuted because of the fear
which has been generated amongst unionists.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Who told you about
that?

The Hon. J. M. Berinson: Even assurmi.ng you
are right, how will this Bill get rid of that?

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: I would like to think
members opposite were able to stop fear tactics
being used and were capable of understanding in-
dustrial legislation.

Several members interjected.
The Hon. P. H. WELLS: Let us take another

example from Clyde Cameron's book which I
found to be very interesting. Perhaps this
reference bears some similarity to the position
which pertains federally. In the chapter which

deals with Public Service rip-offs Clyde Cameron
says-

In this chapter I give the first eye witness
view of how the rip-off in pay and perks is
carried off. I look at the nitkeepers too. I
show for the first time how unionists em-
ployed by the Public Service are able to fix
their own pay and perks, organise their own
promotions, manipulate flexitime.
institutionalise their own system of over-
classification, preserve their padding and
nobble their Ministers to act as their agents
to prevent any exposure of their racketeering.

That is a Labor member giving his honest opinion
of the union situation when he was in Govern-
ment. To continue-

But this chapter does more than that; it
shows that the outbreak of wage dissatis-
faction in 1974 was the direct result of a
Government's dunderheaded doting on trade
union officialdom and its failure to dis-
tinguish between the greed, ahd need, of its
own employees. Some of us understood
plasterers, lawyers and medicos; but only
three of the 27 Labor Ministers understood
Public Service guile and these appeared too
embarrassed to share their secret.

This is what motivates those who would interject.
To continue-

Our creed amounted to this. 'We mustn't
oppose anything, no matter how extreme,
that is put to us by a union official or we will
be branded as 'anti-union' and then our pre-
selectors will know we are also anti-Labour.'

The Hon. P. G. Pendal: Just as well he said
that later.

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: He wanted to be
honest.

The I-in. P. G. Pendal: He might have con-
crete boots by now!

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: Don't talk non-
sense!

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: Those who interject
do not necessarily know everything about indus-
trial relations.

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: Neither do
you.

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: I do not claim to
know everything about industrial relations, but I
have been a unionist and I have worked under-
ground. I must compliment the employers and
employees who are willing to get together. I shall
give another example of how unionists go to ex-
tremes.
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The Hon. Peter Dowding: Did you accept union
conditions?

Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon. V.' J.

Ferry): Order! There are far too many
interjections and Hansard is having diffic ulIty re-
cording the proceedings.

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: In The West Aus-
tralian of 22 July 1982, reference is made to Peter
Cook defending a closed shop in the following
terms-

The issue was a case of balancing the
rights of the majority against those of the
minority and there was no society on earth
that operated on the grounds of an untram-
melled right to choose,..

It is interesting to note he suggests balancing the
majority against the minority; the might against
the weak.

Or9e Firm I had occasion to visit where the em-
ployers had a very good relationship with their
employees, came to the conclusion that 14 em-
ploy~es would have to be retrenched because of a
downturn in work.

The firm did not want to retrench 14 Men, be-
cause they were all good employees and they all
had a very good relationship with the firm's man-
agement. None of the employees belonged to the
union, but they were first-class people. They ap-
peared to appreciate their bosses. The situation
was discussed and everyone accepted that the firm
was going through a slow time. They realised that
either 14 men had to go or everyone could work
for 32 hours a week for 32 hours' pay. The men
were given two days to discuss the situation and
put it to a vote. Something in excess of 90 per
cent of the men voted to accept the 32 hours' pay
for 32 hours' work. The day the decision was im-
plemented, the managing director on arriving
home received -aletter signed by all the employees
and offering to work 40 hours a week for 32
hours' pay. The Firm decided not to accept this,
but to go along with the 32 hours' work for 32
hours' pay.

It does not surprise me that it was not long be-
fore the union entered the scene and told the firm
that it could not do this. While we are talking
about might, let me reiterate that 90 per cent of
the employees were willing to work under this ar-
rangement, but the union decided it was not good
enough. Bullying tactics were used.

Another case which has come to my attention
involved a union representative who came onto a
site and-as the Hon. Phil Pendal also men-
tioned-found that one of the men did not have a

union ticket. Immediately work stopped; the
union caused all the men to go out. The chap
involved was sitting there on the site and the
union representative picked up a few sticks and,
discarding some of the smaller ones, said to the
brickies, "Come on, let's get into him."

Yet with all this there are some who suggest no
violence and bullying occurs on work sites. How-
ever, it was almost hinted that fear tactics would
be used when it was said that if people are re-
ported section 100 should not be used. Fear has
been generated in the community, and this was
mentioned by the Hon. Des Dans during his
speech. It was mentioned also by Ray Date. I
quote from The West Australian in which the re-
marks of the branch manager of the Australian
Mines and Metals Association (Inc.) are reported
as follows-

He also said that a non-unionist would
have to be brave or stupid to think that he
could go underground in what was a closed
shop operation and escape violence.

So much fear will be generated in the community
that even the bosses will recognise that non-ticket
holders will not be able to go underground. The
bosses cannot control the other workers and they
recognise that violence is likely to occur.

Are we to allow that sort of thuggery to take
place in this country? Surely people not wishing
to join unions have rights, too. They are entitled
to protection. The bullying tactics used by some
unions must be taken on. Incidentally, Clyde
Cameron said there was need for statutory protec-
tion, and I suggest that this Bill will provide
statutory protection. It also will provide people
with equal rights and the ability to go to the
courts to seek protection. Members opposite who
are trying to interject probably will be getting
their industrial people to see how they can get
around the provisions of this legislation. There arc
always those who try to find ways around our
laws.

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: Tax laws and
all sorts of laws.

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: The current practice
of bullying and thuggery by some unions reminds
me of the old method of collecting debts, where a
debt collector would put up a big notice on a per-
son's door and so shame him or frighten him into
paying the debt. That is no different from a union
representative going onto a site and either coer-
cing the men not to continue working with a non-
unionist or telling the boss that he will have work
stopped. That sort of activity should not be ac-
cepted in any form in our society.
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I quote now the comments of the Hon. F. R. H.
Lavery during debate on a Bill dealing with debt
collection. He said-

..it guards against bold, brash, and
bullying tactics, half-truths, and innuendoes
in connection with the actions of an agency
in inducing debtors to pay, or in regard to
standing over a person who owes some part
of a debt, or admits to owing a debt .. .

I am reminded of the poor chap referred to by the
Hon. Phil Pendal who forgot to pay his union
dues, and of the standover tactics used to shame
him and to force him to pay. This happens too
often in our community.

Another case was telephoned through to my
office and involved a union representative who de-
cided that, as it was raining, the labourers on a
particular site were to go home.

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: Was it raining
or not?

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: The bricklayers and
apprentices worked on, and when they finished
the section they cleaned up. On the following
Monday morning the union representative said
that, as the brickies had cleaned up, the rest of
the men would go on strike. He approached the
builder the following day and told him he had to
pay all those chaps who had gone on strike for the
time they had been on strike. The builder decided
that he would pay the men only for the hours they
had worked. But the union had tried to introduce
fear and coercion to the work place. Protection
needs to be provided to people who do not wish to
belong to unions.

This Bill deals with the real principles of the
rights of individuals and the right to work. I am
staggered to find members opposite are not sup-
porting this legislation, because strangely enough
I thought I had heard that the ALP stood for
those sorts of rights and that it believed such
rights should exist.

Lord Denning in Great Britain has made
reference to the right to work, and I quote his re-
marks as follows-

A man's right to work is just as important
to him as, if not more important than, his
right of property. These courts intervene
everyday to protect the rights of property.
They must also intervene to protect the right
to work.

Very often unions refuse men that right. t am re-
minded that when 1 first went underground it was
a condition that I be a member of the Australian
Workers' Union. Certainly the legislation has
brought about a change in that area. It is making

bold inroads into that area to enable people to
have equal rights so that they are not forced into
unions.

The 1-on. Carry Kelly: They never were.
The Hon. P. H. WELLS: What about the situ-

ation of "no ticket no work"? Many unions ensure
that if a person does not have a ticket he cannot
get work. I know of an instance where a union
representative said to an employer that his
workers were not members of the union and either
they became members or his business would be
closed down. The employer was told that each
truck going through the gates would be checked
to see whether the driver was a union member and
he was told it would take at least until lunch time
before the check was completed. The employer
was forced to pay the union fees for his workers.

I suggest a lot of workers on sites have tickets
in other names because they have been shamed
into having a ticket although they do not want to
belong to a union.

If we want to talk about corrupt unions, let us
talk about the Royal Commission into the activi-
ties of the Federated Ship Painters and Dockers
Union. On page 150 of the commissioner's report
he said-

In both my First and Second Interim Re-
ports I made reference to the ability of the
Union to offer facilities which were of great
value to people who wish to hide both their
activities and their identity.

On page 151 the following statement appears-
The propensity of members of this union to

work under and use different names is
notorious.

The report continues on that page to point out
that a large number of people use other names on
these cards. In the conclusion, at page 16], it is
stated that an examination of the records of the
New South Wales branch indicated that almost
every member of the union had at various times
used other names. I suggest that is a recent
example-

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: It's not a
Western Australian union though, is it?

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: It is not, but what
happened in that union is an example of a union's
ability to give someone a new name and ship him
to another State. Numerous examples can be
given of people in unions today who hold tickets
in names not their own.

The Hon. Fred McKenzie: What about the bot-
tom-of-the-harbour schemes? Read that bit out.

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: It is interesting how
Opposition members get to the bottom of the har-
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bour when they do not want to consider the facts
before them, such as those indicating unions
which misuse their powers.

The Hon. Fred McKenzie: You name one.
The R-on. P. H. WELLS: The Opposition can-

not deny that certain unions in this State-
The Hon. Robert Hetherington: You name one.
The Hon. P. H. WELLS: -use thuggery and

coercion to force people to join-unions.
The Hon. Robert Hetherington: Tell us one or

sit down.
The Hon. Fred McKenzie: Tell us who they

are.
The Hon. P. H. WELLS: The Trades and

Labor Council has not replied to my request for
its objections to the Bill. I will be interested when
I receive them.

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: Name one of
those unions, which you can't do.

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: "International Closed
Shops" is an article which raises the issue of indi-
vidual rights. This article in the publication Fea-
fares refers to a case heard by the European
Court of Human Rights. The case involved three
people from the United Kingdom who had refused
to join a trade union specified in a closed shop
agreement.

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: Phil Pendal
has given us this already. It is tedious repetition,
and is not desirable.

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: This is the first time I
have made reference to this article.

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: Phil Pendal
referred to it in full.

The Hon. P. G. Pendal: He's entitled to do this
if he wants to.

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: I am surprised that
grown men, such as those in the Opposition, do
not believe in the rights of individuals, and want
to have a society in which every person is com-
pelled to do this or that, and cannot obtain a job
unless he does this or that. People who want that
sort of society want to be able to manipulate the
society.

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: This is a lot of
fatuous nonsense.

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: The article makes the
point that in Western Europe, unlike in the
United Kingdom, it is not the norm that closed
shop arrangements are made. The article states-

Closed shops in their various forms have
long been a familiar part of the industrial
scene in the UK. By 1980, an estimated six

million workers were covered by some form
of closed shop arrangement-ic around a
quarter of the UK's working population. This
contrasts strongly with practice in most other
parts of Western Europe where such arrange-
ments are the exception rather than the rule.

It states further-

The three workers refused to join any of
the unions on the grounds that as individuals
they should enjoy "freedom of choice" as re-
gards union membership and they objected to
the policies, activities and political affili-
ations of the union concerned. Since they
failed to satisfy the union membership con-
ditions in the closed shop agreement, they
were dismissed by British Rail in 1976.

The court found the complaint to be well founded.
That ruling will have far-reaching repercussions.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Were they re-
instated?

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: It is interesting that
the parrot of this place has come in again. Anyone
reading Hansard finds that this member's cross-
examinations by way of interjections are like the
sounds of a parrot.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: They don't seem to
worry you.

The Hon. P. H. Lockyer: A steamroller
wouldn't worry this bloke.

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: He can't par-
rot a reply.

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: The article refers to
the situation in many Western European
countries such as Belgium, Denmark, Germany,
Italy, France, and the Netherlands.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Were they re-
instated?

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: I am referring to the
closed shop situation in Western Europe.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Were they re-
instated?

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: I do not happen to be
a witness being cross-examined in one of the
member's divorce cases. If the member had read
the Bill properly he may have been in a position to
ask meaningful questions. The article refers to the
guaranteeing of universal rights and stipulates
that no-one should be compelled to join any as-
sociation. I suggest that is an approach to this
question which very often can be found in most
Western European countries. Rather than the
closed shop situation in the UK and this country,
we find in most Western European countries that
the opposite applies. The article continues-
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In Belgium, France and Italy the legal
situation is at its most clear-cut, with free-
dom of association rights guaranteed and
provisions requiring workers to join particu-
lar unions or associations specifically out-
lawed or rendered of no effect.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: Would you like to work
in the Fiat factory where if you are not a union
member you get taken outside and your kneecaps
are broken?

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: That is the point-

Points of Order

The Hon. PETER DOWDING: The member
quoted from a document without identifying what
it is in accordance with Standing Order No. 151
(a), which states that a document quoted from by
a member shall at the times such quotation is
made be identified.

The Hon. R. G. Pike: He did identify it. Do it
again.

The PRESIDENT: Order! If the honourable
member has not identified the document he ought
at this point in time to identify it.

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: At the commence-
ment of these remarks I did identify the docu-
ment. It is "International Closed shops" in the
publication Features. I have referred to it on a
number of occasions. I cannot help it if the
honourable member cannot hear my speech. I
might raise the volume of it so that he can hear a
little better.

Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: The honourable member

has indicated he has complied with the Standing
Order. Absolutely no provision allows for any
other member to make a comment. I suggest the
member resume his speech about two gears lower
in volume.

The Hon. PETER DOWDING: On a further
point of order, the requirement is that the docu-
ment be identified. With respect, the member is
under an obligation to identify the document with
sufficient particularity for it to be identified. He
has told us only what the heading is.

The PRESIDENT: As far as I am concerned,
the honourable member has complied with the
Standing Order by identifying the document.

Debate Resumed

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: I would be quite
happy to provide the member with the additional
information contained in pages 10 to 16 of this
article. I can go through each of the pages, and
make quite extensive reference to each page.

The Hon. R. G. Pike: Go ahead.
The Hon. D. K. Dens: Go ahead, exercise your

right of free speech. Speak as long as you want.
The Hon. P. H. WELLS: The article con-

tinues-
In Denmark, for example, politicians are

already citing the Strasbourg decision in sup-
port of demands for changes in the law to re-
move existing ambiguities and firmly outlaw
closed shop provisions which prejudice indi-
vidual rights.

That is a clear demonstration that elsewhere in
the world people recognise it is time to do some-
thing, just as it has taken us some time to recog-
nise that we should not put up with these protec-
tion rackets. We have decided not to put up with
people standing over Others. When we started to
legislate against these people standing over others
they were not the minority.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Are you now saying
they are the majority?

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: I presume the mem-
ber is not past the ability to count. These people
were the minority, and the majority said, "We
can't stand for thuggery and bullying, and the in-
fringement of individual rights." In regard to in-
dustrial relations we have now reached the stage
of legislating against such people.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: Who are the people in
the protection racket? Would you identify the
protection racket for me?

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: In this State.
The Hon. D. K. Dans: I want to know.
The Hon. P. H. WELLS: If the Hon. Des Dans

had listened a little earlier, he would know that I
said that in terms of protection rackets some of
the unions have a similarity.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Which ones?
The Hon. P. H. WELLS: Protection rackets in

our early history demanded money and if that
money was not paid over they would perform
certain acts.

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: Give a bit of
evidence if you can.

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: Unions demand
money for union dues. Often companies are
forced into paying union dues for their members
at the threat of cement pours stopping, etc. I
suggest a man could be forced into total bank-
ruptcy.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Are you talking
about shop assistants or clerks? Who are you
talking about?

The Hon. P. 0. Pendal: Straightout extortion.
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The PR ESI DENT: Order!
The Hon. P. H. WELLS: That type or simi-

larity exists in that these unions are forcing their
will upon the people. The Journal of Industrial
Relations of June 1981 states-

The past history of this union, where dc
facto preference had existed, had not led to
industrial peace.

The Hon. D. K. Dans; Mr Wells, go and read
the history of preference. It has never been
intended to do that. You don't know what you are
talking about.

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: It has been suggested
tonight that we are in for a lot of industrial un-
rest.

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: That is true,
with this Bill.

The PRESIDENT: Order!
The Hon. P. H. WELLS: When something i s

done to protect individuals in terms of industrial
legislation the catchcry is, "We are in for a period
of industrial unrest."

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Have we had it?
The Hon. P. H. WELLS: Look at our past re-

cord in terms of industrial relations. We have
nothing of which to be proud.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: You do not really under-
stand what you are talking about, and that is a
very unfortunate thing.

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: Union preference is
dc facto compulsory unionism.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Rubbish!
The Hon. P. H. WELLS: Under section 47 of

the Commonwealth Act one cannot have compul-
sory unionism.

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: You have pref-
erences.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: What did you say, Mr
Wells?

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: I amt suggesting that
the preference that does not allow a person to opt
out of a union is de facto compulsory unionism.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: The High Court does
not agree with you. Read the Uniroyal case.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: The Uniroyal case is a
good example, so is the Wallace case.

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: During the time I
have been in this Parliament people have phoned
me wanting to know why they cannot work, why
they cannot take their truck onto a site, or why
they are not allowed to do something. 'They say
they have to belong to a union. The sad thing is
that the Federal Labor Party members, through

the Senate. have balked the legislation that would
have resulted in rights being granted to unions on
a Federal basis. Under this legislation both State
and Federal unions could enjoy some protection of
the law.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: You are not going to
pre-empt the Senate inquiry. You don't know
what will happen with the Senate Select Com-
mittee.

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: I suggest the Labor
Party has delayed it by that method. It could have
been legislation today.

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: Contempt of
the Senate!

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: We could have had
the opportunity of enjoying some rights under the
preference clause. There are many companies in
this State which will not give a person a job unless
he has a union ticket. Can members say that is
not compulsory unionism?

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Are the companies
objecting?

The PRESIDENT: Order!
The Hon. Peter Dowding: Are the companies

objecting?
The Hon. P. H. WELLS: The fear tactics that

have been generated by unions have created this
situation.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Grow up! Why does
Hamersley Iron want the preference clause in its
award?

The Hon. D. K. Dans: There are over 800
awards under the Federal scheme and less than
300 have preferences.

The PRESIDENT: Order! I ask the Leader of
the Opposition to refrain from interjecting. He
was permitted to speak without interjections when
he was addressing the Chair and I request that he
extend the same courtesy to the Hon. Peter Wells.
I suggest to the Hon. Peter Dowding that he is
giving me the impression that he is consistently
and wilfully disregarding the authority of the
Chair by continuing to interject and I ask him to
not do so. I will not ask him again. I ask the Hon.
Peter Wells to confine his comments to the
Chair, to disregard the interjections, and to be
less provocative in his comments.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: All I ask him to do is to
engage his brain before he puts his tongue into
gear.

The Hon. R. G. Pike: That is the pot calling the
kettle black.

The PRESIDENT: Order!
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The Hon. P. H. WELLS: I must admit that I
do not have the same research services available
to me as has the Hon. Des Dans and I cannot fol-
low through every area. I believe individuals
should have some rights.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: I agree too. I do not
agree with preference clauses.

The Hon. P. H. WELLS: Some unions have
been denying individuals' rights.

Since the union movement itself is unable or is
not willing to bring to task for misbehaviour those
unions which trample individual rights, then the
responsibility rests with the Government. It sad-
dens me to say it, but the Government must take
action and legislate to protect the rights of the in-
dividual. We should not seek to legislate in regard
to every facet of life, but I suggest there are
enough avenues available where people's rights
have been denied and protective legislation or law
is not enough when fear is being generated by
certain sections of the community and it is high
time the Government stood up for the rights of
the individual and legislated to protect those
rights.

I support the legislation.
The Hon. DQ. K. Dans: You should have a look

at the Fisheries Act in regard to the rights of the
individual.

THE HON. CARRY KELLY (South Metro-
politan) 110.48 p.m.]: This legislation is designed
to promote confrontation and disputation, not to
enhance industrial harmony. it will cause con-
frontation and disruption in the run-up to the
1983 State election.

A number of amendments have been made to
the Industrial Arbitration Act in recent years and
in 1979 the Act was rewritten. The last speaker
said a lot about compulsory unionism or prefer-
ence to unionists. I think the member confused
the two.

One of the provisions that was removed from
the Act in 1979 was the conscientious objector
provision. That provision was a fairly simple one.
If a person did not want to join a union, he could
go to the industrial Registrar and pay the equival-
ent of union fees to the registrar who would then
pay them to a charity of the person's choice. The
reason that was done was so that a person who
was exempt from union membership would not
benefit financially from not belonging to a union
because there were cases where people did not
want to join a union because of the annual fees
involved, who would opt out of joining a union for
that reason alone and not because they had any
deep-seated resentment against unions.

If a person had a conscientious objection to
union membership he could exercise that objec-
tion by paying the equivalent of the union fees to
the registrar who would then pay them to a char-
ity of the person's choice.

The provisions of this Bill are intended to pro-
mote the perceived political advantage of the
Government. The Government is aware that any
industrial disputes that may arise with the pass-
age of this legislation will reflect adversely on the
Labor Party.

It seems strange that this sort of legislation is
introduced in the dying stages of the Parliament,
on the run-up to an election, so that once the
legislation is passed, potential exists for industrial
action to take place. The Government is hoping
this legislation will promote industrial disruption
and in so doing the Labor Party will be disadvan-
taged in the polls.

The provisions of this legislation are simply fol-
lowing the union bashing practices the conserva-
tive parties have followed, not just in Western
Austral ia-although I think this is a particularly
virulent form-by proposing amendments just be-
fbre an election. The idea of directing blame to
the union movement is the old ploy of finding a
scapegoat for all the ills of society, particularly in
times of economic hardship.

Governments which have no answers thrash
around tooking for some way to take the heat off
themselves and they find someone or some group
to blame. Who better to blame than the union
movement? By and large-notwithstanding the
local Press's opposition to this Bill-generally
speaking the Government has quiescent Press
which is only too willing to'go along with the
Government and flay the union movement for all
sorts of problems, real or imagined and it does so
monotonously day after day, week after week.
The union movement as a whole is being blamed
for the Government's own shortcomings and the
union movement as a whole is easy meat for at-
tack.

No mention has been made by members on the
Government side about the effect this Bill will
have on the commission itself. I suggest that if
this Bill is passed and becomes law the Industrial
Commission will become an impotent shadow of
its former self because it will lessen its jurisdiction
and it will not be able to take the action it does
now.

It is important to realise that the legislation will
affect the powers of the commission. The Govern-
ment is forever imploring unions and unionists
that whenever they have a grievance they should
go to an umpire to have the matter adjudicated.
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However. when the Government wishes to stir
things up it changes the rules, and in this case it
has changed the rules governing the way the um-
pire operates.

The H-on. G. C. MacKinnon: Would you not
agree a number or unions have done that by
bypassing the Industrial Commission?

The Hon. GARRY KELLY: They cannot do
that with the same scope as in this legislation. I
think the greatest problem with this legislation is
the adoption of managerial prerogative. Many
matters come under the heading of managerial
prerogative and as a result the jurisdiction of the
commission will be reduced severely.

Under this legislation, when a dispute comes
before the commission, an employer can simply
get up and say that something was done because
he, as an employer, decided it should be done. He
can claim a certain issue Calls within the confines
of the term "managerial prerogative" which is to
be enshrined in the legislation. It will cause an ex-
cessive amount of legal argument because as soon
as management claims that a matter is mana-
gerial prerogative, the union representatives will
claim it is not a matter of managerial prerogative.
The commission will decide whether in fact it
should consider the issue and whatever decision it
makes, the aggrieved party is bound to take the
matter to a higher court to obtain an
interpretation of the legislation.

The conciliation process will be corroded,
slowed down, or grind to a halt. Most arguments
will be removed from the dispute itself; they will
be based on the decision relating to whether the
commission has the power to hear the claim. The
commission will not be considering the claim
itself.

The Hon. G. C. MacKinnon interjected.
The Hon. CARRY KELLY: Maybe not. It is

niot the situation now, so why introduce that bar-
rier9 I submit to the H-ouse that litigation will
take place and go on for quite some time. It will
gum up the works and that is exactly what this
rabble, which masquerades as a Government ,wishes. The Liberal Party wishes to frustrate the
process and to cause confrontation and dispute. If
a dispute flares up the Government would like to
make sure it lasts for as long as political advan-
tage can be obtained from it.

I do not wish to pre-empt the Committee de-
bate but several provisions of the Bill deserve
comment at this stage. I should like the Minister
to deal with two sections in his reply and state in
clear unambiguous terms how the legislation will
promote industrial harmony and "individual
rights".

I refer to new section 96E and clause 19 of the
Bill which amends section 45 of the Act. New sec-
tion 96E contains a reverse onus of proof pro-
vision under which, for example, in relation to an
alleged discrimination an employer will be in a
position of having to prove that he did not dis-
criminate against a person because he was or was
not a member of a union.

I ask the Minister to consider this scenario:
Suppose a certain company Or employer adver-
tises a job in the newspaper or through, say, the
Commonwealth Employment Service and two
people apply. One happens to be a member of a
union and the other is not a member of a union.
Under the provisions of the legislation, I submit
the employer is in a potential no-win situation in
that whichever person he chooses for the job he
will be in trouble because the unsuccessful appli-
cant could claim he was discriminated against be-
cause he was or was not a member of a union.

The employer will have to prove he did not em-
ploy that person on the basis of his membership or
non-membership of a union. How in the world
could something so nebulous be proved? It is a
tenuous situation.

Clause 19 of the Bill provides that when ant ap-
peal is lodged with the commission it will not have
the effect of staying an order made under section
45 of the Act. That is a pretty grotesque concept.
Consider what would happen if that sort of prin-
ciple applied to capital offences.

A person could be charged with murder, found
guilty by the court, and lodge an appeal. but dur-
ing the appeal he could be executed. Subsequent
to the execution the appeal could be heard in
court and he could be found to be not
guitty-"*Bad luck mate, you are already dead."
The operation of this appeal procedure in indus-
trial law is only a matter of degree, in criminal
law in respect of a capital offence it would be hor-
rifying. It is only a matter of degree because
under that proposed section, if the commission
gives an order, the union then appeals against it,
but while the appeal is being heard the order still
runs its course. Therefore, during the period lead-
ing up to the appeal being heard a lot of eggs can
be scrambled. Supposing the appeal is upheld,
someone has to unscramble all the eggs and that
would be very hard, if not impossible, to do in
many cases.

What is the purpose of having a provision like
that in the Act if there is a right of appeal? The
adverse effect of the decision cannot stand. In
most courts or legal-type processes, when an ap-
peal is being heard the original decision is stayed
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for the duration. Surely that is not unreasonable
and it should appertain to industrial law.

I refer now to the overview of the Bill and the
motives behind it. This Bill and the 1979 amend-
ments arc a breathtaking example of the audacity
of the cabal of the Liberal Party-

The Hon. G. E. Masters: What was that?

The Hon. GARRY KELLY: "Cabal"-it is a
big word.

Several members interjected.

The Hon. CARRY KELLY: The one thing
that shines through this Bill and the Govern-
ment's statement on tax evasion is the breathtak-
ing audacity of the Liberal Party and i ts
unswerving devotion to the cause of the
freeloaders, bludgers, and parasites of this society,
We have in this Bill a set of proposals which seek
to allow people to receive the benefits of union
membership without making any contribution and
having the duty of at least paying the equivalent
of union dues to a charity.

The Hon. G. C. MacKinnon: And give the
benefit of going on strike every now and again
and losing a week or two of pay which they can
least afford.

Several members interjected.

The Hon. CARRY KELLY: The Liberal Party
has made tax payment optional for its wealthy
friends and it will now make unioni membership
optional for freeloaders operating in the work
force. These people have no strong feelings about
belonging to a union except for the fact they have
to pay out money. They will receive the benefits
of union membership without paying any fees.

There must be something in the makeup of a
party which goes to great lengths to support para-
sites in our midst.

The Hon. G. E. Masters: Roll it out-what was
it?

The Hon. 0. K. Dans: Parasites, bludgers, and
freeloaders.

The Hon. CARRY KELLY: Yes, that is cor-
rect. Government members support the parasitism
of their tax-bludging friends who contribute
nothing to the revenue of this country, but who
feed off the services made available by taxpayers
under the PAYE deduction from wages and
salaries. The Government tends to support that
group of people in the community and will sup-
port also the freeloading non-unionist who does
not want to pay union dues, but who is willing to
reap the benefits provided by the union.

A great deal has been said about human rights.
When Mr Pendal was speaking I mentioned
Poland by interjection.

The Hon. G. C. MacKinnon: Is it not a socialist
country?

The Hon. D. K. Dans: I would not think so.

Several members interjected.
The H-In. D. K. Dans: You have always had a

very vivid imagination.
The HaIn. CARRY KELLY: I will quote from

my maiden speech on 30 March. I alluded to the
Polish situation and to the present Minister and if
members cast their minds back to that time they
will recall it was subsequent to the laundry
workers dispute. Amongst other things I said-

The Government adopted a paramilitary
approach to that dispute. That was evident in
the way it talked to the Press, in its contin-
gency plans, and the employment of volun-
teer workers. In the final analysis, to crush
the strike, the Government used police power
to manhandle women and to bring in scab
labour. The Government referred to them as
"volunteers", but that is a new concept when
one considers they were paid $100 a day.

However, if that paramilitary response to
the hospital laundry dispute is any guide to
the Government's attitude, the Minister for
Labour and Industry and the Government
have more in common with General
Jaruzelski and the martial law authorities in
Poland than with Lech Walesa and the Soli-
darity trade union movement.

I would imagine that the legislation which the
Polish military Government passed in Warsaw the
other day and which legally snuffed out the exist-
ence of Solidarity rolled back the gains achieved
for the Polish people by the Solidarity Union. I
would imagine also that the Liberal Party of
Western Australia would dearly love to introduce
legislation of that type in this Parliament because
this Bill and other amendments made to the Act
in the past are designed to constrain unions and to
constrain the right of unions to organise to protect
the interests and working conditions of employees
and to safeguard their wages. The actions of this
Government have been to worsen and exacerbate
the disputes in order to get maximum adverse
publicity about the union movement and hence
the Labor Party. Its stated commitment to trade
union is only for the union that does not under-
take provocative actions, the union that does not
make any demands, the union that does not rep-
resent adequately the interests of its members at
all-in short a tame cat union. This Bill, although
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not as severe as the one passed in Poland, is I
suggest Crow the same stable.

Another reason for this sort of legislation was
highlighted by something the Hon. Fred
McKenzie mentioned and that was the so-called
".right-to-work" legislation which has been passed
in many of the southern States in America. Mr
McKenzie referred to the fact that it had been
termed the "right-to-work legislation", but that it
should be more correctly termed the "right-to-
work-for-less legislation". He also gave us figures
relating to America in the State of Michigan,
where there is 40 per cent unionism and the
average weekly wage is $285 per week and the
State of Mississippi, where there is 13 per cent
unionism with an average weekly wage of $1 25.

A high degree of unionism equates with higher
wages. Perhaps one of the reasons for the
introduction of legislation of this sort over the
years is to make WA a low-wage State.

One of the provisions of the Bill before us is
that the commission, when making a decision,
must consider the industry's ability to pay. The
commission must bear in mind not only the state
of the national and State economies, but also that
of employer groups and even individual em-
ployers. So, if a particular employer cannot make
the grade, an increase in wages should not be
granted. We could have the situation, if the com-
mission were forced to follow these guidelines,
that WA could become a low-wage State and the
multi-national companies would be able to exploit
our resources with very little reward to the
workers employed in their projects, and, I suggest,
very little would come back to the State by way of
royalties.

In conclusion, I would like to say that this legis-
lation has a twofold purpose. Firstly, it will pro-
mote a situation which will lead to industrial dis-
putes and disharmony in the run-up to the forth-
coming election, and secondly, it will keep the lid
on wages in this State and keep the workers in in-
dustry on the lowest wages possible by reducing
the power of thc Industrial Commission to adjudi-
cate effectively on those wages. This is bad legis-
lation; it is not worthy of amendment. This House
would do the people of Western Australia a ser-
vice by rejecting the Bill.

Adjournment of Debate

THE I-ON. LYLA ELLIOTT (North-East
Metropolitan) [11.09 p.m.]: I move-

That the debate be adjourned.

Motion (adjournment of debate) put and nega-
tived.

Debate Resumed

THE H-ON. LYLA ELLIOTiT (North-East
Metropolitan) 11 1.10 p.m.j: It seems to be my lot
in life to speak to industrial legislation at IL.10
p.m. I just noticed that when the amending Bill of
1979 was before the Parliament, my opportunity
to speak came at 11.10 p.m.

I am sorry that the Government has decided it
is not possible to adjourn this debate. It is quite
obvious that the Government wishes to force the
legislation through before the public have had an
opportunity to realise what is behind it.

Since the Industrial Arbitration Act was first
introduced by the Scaddan Labor Government in
1912, Parliament has passed a great many Bills
amending it. The type of amendment has
reflected the political complexion of the Govern-
ment in office at the time. By and large, Labor
Governments have introduced legislation which
they believe to be in the best interests of working
people, while conservative Governments-that is,
Nationalist or Liberal Governments-as would be
expected, have introduced legislation which
tended to favour the people they represent:
namely, the employers. However, the overriding
principle behind the Act since its inception has
been to establish machinery which would enable
the civilised settlement of disputes between organ-
ised labour and management in order to achieve
justice for all concerned.

In 1912 the Minister, when introducing the Bill
in this House, drew attention to the fact that
workers were acting collectivly-rather than as
individuals-in the fight for better conditions. I
would like to refer briefly to his second reading
speech. On 12 September 1912 the Hon. J. E.
Dodd had this to say-

The worker in his capacity as a unit has
gone out of existence, and we now have the
worker in the aggregate; and all the demands
for higher wages and better conditions are
now almost wholly made in connection with
the collective capacity of the worker. There is
no such thing now as a worker in his individ-
ual capacity as there used to be in the old
days. The great concerns we have and the big
industries all tend to bring the workers
together in a collective capacity, and it is the
collective bargaining that has led up to the
new idea of industrialism.

So it was recognised at the time that workers had
organised themselves collectively to be able to
bargain from a position of strength for better
wages and conditions. This bargaining was carried
out through their organisations or unions. The ac-
ceptance of this fact by the politicians of the day
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was responsible for the 1912 Act in this State and
for similar legislation in the other States of Aus-
tralia.

It has come to be accepted in all enlightened
democracies that a strong independent trade
union movement is essential to a democratic
country. If there is any doubt about this, we need
only look at the situation in some of the countries
in Latin America and Asia where a strong inde-
pendent trade union movement does not exist. In
these countries trade unions leaders continue to be
imprisoned, and even tortured and murdered. We
then see shocking exploitation of the working
people in those countries; wages are low, con-
ditions are poor, and even child labour is rife, It
seems to me that the Liberal Party in Australia is
determined to set this country on a course where
we will finish up with the workers reduced to the
position of workers in third world countries.

The Hon. N. F. Moore: Turn it up, Lyla! You
are drawing a long bow.

The Hon. LYLA ELLIOTT: Ever since this
Government came to power it has regularly
introduced legislation designed to weaken and de-
stroy the trade union movement.

Several members interjected.
The Hon. Peter Dowding: Your insulting fam-

iliarity doesn't help.
The Hon. LYLA ELLIOTT: I would like to

refer to some of the extravagant language used by
the Minister for Labour and Industry in his sec-
ond reading speech, and echoed by the Hon. Peter
Wells. He used terms such as "power hungry
unionists", "excessive union power", "standover
men", "blackmail", "evil practices", and so on.
This Government has made it quite clear that it is
more concerned with confrontation than with con-
ciliation and a workable, fair arbitration system.

In 1977 the Government gave a brief to Senior
Commissioner Kelly to examine, update, and re-
write the Industrial Arbitration Act. Com-
missioner Kelly accepted that brief and carried
out one of the most comprehensive investi gations
ever conducted into industrial legislation in this
country. He consulted widely with employers,
trade unions, the legal profession, academnics, both
the major political parties, and the Public Service
Board. He travelled to the other States of Aus-
tralia and to New Zealand to investigate the
systems there, and he received submissions from
individuals. As a result he presented the Govern-
ment with a very workable piece of industrial re-
lations legislation, but what did the Government
do? Instead of accepting the recommendations
which were supported by research, logic, and con-
sensus, it introduced a Bill which ignored some of

Commissioner Kelly's most important recommen-
dations. The Bill removed certain important
powers of the commission and it raised difficulties
for the unions in a number of ways. I understand
that Mr Dans has referred already to Com-
missioner Kelly's report.

The Minister has called the Bill a "right-to-
work Bill", but as two previous speakers have
said, it might more appropriately be called a
"right-to-work-for-less Bill". Previous speakers
also have pointed out where such legislation exists
in other parts of the world, and where it has op-
erated against the best interests of the working
people. If the Government is concerned about the
working people and their right to work, should it
not be concentrating its industrial efforts on in-
creasing employment opportunities, the problems
of workers who have been displaced by tech-
nology, and the problems of accidents and occu-
pational illnesses in the workplace? It should be
endeavouring also to find ways of resolving indus-
trial disputes fairly and quickly, instead of bend-
ing over backwards to create confrontation and
prolong disputation.

Contrary to what one would regard as sane,
intelligent practice, the Bill was drawn up and
introduced without consultation with the most im-
portant parties involved in industrial relations; I
refer to the major representatives of the em-
ployers and the trade union movement.

We would like to know the real motives behind
the Government's move. The Bill has been con-
demned almost universally as one that will result
in worsening industrial relations. It is obvious that
the Government's motives are twofold: Firstly, to
try further to weaken the union movement; sec-
ondly, to stir up an election issue because the
Government knows that the Bill will not improve
industrial relations but, rather, will have a devas-
tating effect.

This Bill has been introduced at a time of
worsening living standards for Australian
workers; and the unions are battling to stop this
trend. We know that 85 per cent of the labour
force of Australia of 6.5 million people depend en-
tirely on wages and salaries to maintain them-
selves and their families. The price of their labour
is the only thing that stands between them and
poverty.

Since 1975 when the Fraser Government came
to power, the share of the national ciake of wage
and salary earners has been dropping steadily.
During the period 1975-76 to 198M-I, personal
income from profits rose by 190 per cent com-
pared with only IS0 per cent in wages. In the
period from 1975-76 to 1981-82, the pay-as-you-
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earn share of income tax increased by $17.5
billion, while the tax paid by non-pay-as-you-earn
income earners from profits and dividends
dropped by $14.8 million.

Let us deal with the case of a person on a low
average wage. The position of a female process
worker will show quite clearly that low income
earners have lost ground since the Federal
Government has been in power: that is why the
unions are battling to try to stop this trend and
maintain living standards.

In 1975-76 the weekly income of a female pro-
cess worker was $115.69. She paid 10 per cent tax
on that income. In 1981-82, the same person's in-
come was S226.06 a week and she paid 21 per
cent tax on that income. She was actually $26 a
week worse off in 1981-82 than if she had paid
tax at the 1975-76 rate. In addition, it is esti-
mated that a female process worker supporting
two children while earning the lowest average
wage is paying an extra $8.14 a week in indirect
taxes. When added to the $26, it means that she is
down $34.14 a week on what she would tarn if
she had the relationship between taxes and in-
come that she had in 1975-76.

That does not take into account the great loss
in the social wage. Let us consider the extra $10 a
week at least that people have to pay for health
care cover, the cuts in government spending on
education and social security, and the massive in-
crease in housing interest rates, while experienc-
ing a drop in expenditure on welfare housing.
These are the sorts of things against which the
unions are trying to battle to maintain reasonable
wages for the people.

In addition to the growing economic inequality
and resultant hardship, we have the problems as-
sociated with technology, unemployment, and so
on. Any union worth its salt has to be militant to
maintain standards. The Government should rec-
ognise that as a fact of life.

Let us look at some of the principles contained
in this Bill. Probably it can be looked upon as the
most dangerous attack on the whole trade union
movement and the arbitration system for many
years. It introduces outrageous penalties to be im-
posed not only on organisations but also on indi-
vidual members of organisations. The penalties
will be unenforceable. The Bill removes com-
pletely any right that a union may have had to
negotiate with employers for union-only employ-
ment-something that is a well established and
accepted industrial relations principle. It removes
from the jurisdiction of the Industrial Com-
mission many areas that are the cause of indus-
trial disputes.

Of course, the Bill deals with many other mat-
ters. Clause 2 covers matters that the Government
says the commission will not handle. It includes
housing rentals, collection of union dues, and
other matters of managerial prerogative. I do not
know what the Government is hoping to achieve
by this, other than industrial anarchy. This cuts
across the recommendations in Commissioner
Kelly's report to the Government in 1978. In that
report, Commissioner Kelly drew attention to the
fact that the collective interests of persons who
join together to form unions are not necessarily
limited to those which are purely industrial in the
sense of the primary part of the definition of
",industrial matters".

Commissioner Kelly said also that in company
towns the question of housing, television rental
charges, or costs of electricity which are not ordi-
narily regarded as "industrial matters" are very
much a part of the collective interests of the em-
ployees concerned, and sometimes give rise to
strikes.

Those sorts of things should therefore be dealt
with by the commission; yet the Government will
exclude housing rentals specifically. I did not hear
the Minister justify this in his second reading
speech.

The Government seeks also to exclude matters
of managerial prerogative which can encompass
an endless' list of matters which give rise to indus-
trial disputes. They include such issues as senior-
ity; retirement; methods of work; introduction of
new technology; superannuation and provident
funds; misconduct; accommodation; reinstate-
ment; study leave; reorganisation of plant, equip-
menit, and employees; direction of work and use of
contractors as opposed to day labour; promotion;
transfers; and so on. All these matters can be in-
cluded in the definition of "managerial preroga-
tive". It must be pointed out also that these mat-
ters can lead to other areas of industrial relations,
such as safety. For example, a dispute may occur
over the need to reorganise the manning and oper-
ation of equipment because of a safety factor. Is it
intended that be solely the prerogative of manage-
ment and the commission will not be able to deal
with it?

In 1979, when I spoke in the House On the In-
dustrial Arbitration Bill-the Government also
removed a number of matters from the
jurisdiction of the commission at that time-I
quoted statements made by the Attorney General
when he was dealing with a piece of Labor
Government legislation introduced in 1973. 1 shall
remind the House briefly of what I had to say
then, as follows-
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I well remember that back in 1973 the
Tonkin Government introduced a Bill in an
endleavour to obtain 13 weeks' long service
leave after 10 years' service for all workers in
this State. Of course the Bill was destroyed
in this place, which is not surprising, but the
jttstification for that action was that Parlia-
ment was not thc place in which to become
involved in industrial matters, members of
Parliament were not skilled in industrial re-
lations, and we should leave such things to
the Industrial Commission which was highly
qualified in that field.

I repeat that the speaker in 1973, whom I shall
quote, used this justification to defeat the Tonkin
Government's Bill on long service leave-

The effect of this Bill will be to take the
matter of long service leave out of the hands
of the Industrial Commission..

I shall quote only the relevant comments rather
than quote the speech in full. To continue-

I must most firmly state that I do not be-
lieve in taking industrial matters out of the
hands of industrial tribunals.

Further on he said-
Members of industrial tribunalsI at any

rate in this State, are highly qualified by
their training and experience..

Later he said-
Our Industrial Commission comprises a

chief commissioner and four commissioners,
as I have already mentioned, all of whom are
highly qualified by training and experience in
the various areas of industrial law; indeed,
the chief commissioner was a former
magistrate and a man of high reputation.

I do not believe that Parliament is the best
place to decide industrial matters. One may
ask-and perhaps this may be turned against
me-"How qualified are members of Parlia-
ment to decide industrial matters or, indeed,
how qualified are they to determine any mat-
ters?" But I do ask: How qualified are mem-
bers of Parliament to determine industrial
matters which really constitute a deeply tech-
nical area?

When we examine industrial law, the
ramifications of industrial awards, and the
Industrial Arbitration Act we do find our-
selves in a very technical area which requires
a great deal of study to understand.

Further on he said-
But how can we justify setting up an In-

dustrial Commission and then pass legis-
lation telling that commission what it should

do? We have had an Industrial Court in this
State since 1912; since the early days of
unionism in the State.

Finally, he said-
We have had industrial legislation here

since the early days of Government in this
State. If we pass legislation telling the Indus-
trial Commission what it should do, this will
be contrary to principle. Why should we have
industrial tribunals if we are to take away
their functions? Where is the sense in this?

That is precisely what this Bill seeks to do and, as
the 1979 Bill did, it removed some very important
functions from the Industrial Commission.

The Hon. Fred McKenzie: Who said that?
The Hon. LYLA ELLIOTT: Mr Medcalf,

when he was opposing the Labor Party's Bill on
long service leave in 1973.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: That is embarrassing
for him.

The Hon. LYLA ELLIOTT: Clause 9, which
deals with section 26, contains a new principle
whereby the commission, in exercising
jurisdiction, is required to have regard not only
for the capacity of employers in an industry as a
whole, but also for individual employers. This cuts
across the principle of centralised wage fixing and
places the interests of the worker behind all other
interests, such as the payment of taxes, the pur-
chase of equipment, and so on.

It has been a long-held view that if an employer
cannot pay reasonable wages, he should not be op-
erating. He has to pay taxes and other costs; if he
experiences operating problems, the Government
does not say that he can pay a lower rate of tax,
he need not pay his water or electricity bills, or he
can pay them at a lower rate. The people who
supply the plant and materials do not write off
half the cost of the goods to help the employer. If
he cannot pay his taxes and other bills, usually he
goes out of business.

I can imagine after all these revelations about
the bottom-or-the harbour shenanigans, how some
people would be busy cooking the books to con-
vince the Industrial Commission that they were so
broke they could not afford to pay just wages.

Let us look at how long it has taken to unravel
the tax problem. What sort of resources would the
commission have to establish the truth or
otherwise of the submissions of employers under
this clause?

The Government's hatred of the union move-
ment has caused it to go to incredible lengths.
Clause 30 contains new part VIA which is de-
signed to protect and pamper people who refuse to
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join unions. The provisions are without parallel
elsewhere in this country.

The amendments contained in the legislation
arc unworkable, they are full of loopholes, and
they are contrary to natural justice.

Clause 31 seeks to insert proposed new section
97A, which provides stand-down provisions which
may be exercised by employers adversely affected
by employecs in other parts of the State. For a
start, how does one establish an employer has
been "adversely affected"? This has been held to
be a bad practice when applied to members of the
same union, never mind extending it to workers
somewhere else. The amendment will have the ef-
fect of making the innocent suffer for the guilty.
and where is the "right to work" policy there?

All in all the Bill is extremely bad. It is a
dangerous piece of legislation which not only will
be unworkable, but also is designed to provoke,
not prevent, industrial disputation. I believe the
Government should do the decent thing and with-
draw the Bill.

Adjournment of Debate

THE HON. PETER DOWDING (North)
111.38 p~m.]: I move-

That the debate be adjourned.
Motion (adjournment of debate) put and nega-

tived.

Debate Resumed

THE HON. PETER DOWDING (North)
[11.39 p.m.l: It really is an appalling situation
that this Government chooses to ram through this
House a piece of legislation.

The Hon. P. G. Pendal: You have had three
weeks!

The Hon. PETER DOWDING: The Hon.
Phillip Pendal has had enough to say and I
suggest he belt up for a while.

The Hon. P. G. Pendal: You have had three
weeks!

The Hon. PETER DOWDING: At the best of
times the Hon. Phillip Pendal is a twirp.

The Minister and the Government deserve the
greatest censure for insisting that this House con-
tinue to consider such an important piece of legis-
lation at this hour. Considering the workload this
House has had in the last few weeks, it could
hardly be said that the business of the House de-
mands that we sit until the early hours of the
morning. it is a reflection of the contempt with
which the Minister has treated this House that he
introduced this Bill with such an appalling second

reading speech and that he now insists that the
debate continue apparently until it is concluded.

In 1979 the Industrial Arbitration Bill was
introduced as a new and completely redrafted
measure intended to be a reflection of the Govern-
ment's policy on industrial affairs. It was a mark
of the contemptible attitude of the Liberal Party
that, although it claimed in its 1977 policy speech
that it would fully re-cxamine the Industrial Arbi-
tration Act, weed out sections which were out of
date or inadequate, and make any desirable
improvements, having full regard for the compli-
cations under differing State and Federal laws
and administration, it appointed Mr Com-
missioner Kelly to produce a report and then
simply canned his report, a report From a man
with great experience in the field of industrial
law, arbitration, and conciliation. After extensive
consultation he prepared a Bill in draft form and
submitted a report which recognised what must
only be said to be industrial reality. I did not
agree with portions of the report, and I do not
propose to debate them now. but he took account
of the industrial reality of the day and, I suggest,
of any time since then.

His recommendations were rejected by this
Government, as it chose to limit the jurisdiction of
the commission, not enhance it, because it wanted
to shackle unions to prevent them operating as
free agents. The Government forced through the
Parliament*that 1979 law, despite objections from
many sections of the community.

Mr Kelly's major thrusts were the recommen-
dation of accepting the reality of industrial life;
the desirability of resolving industrial disputes,
with arbitration procedures as a last resort; the
jurisdiction of the commission being enlarged to
ensure that any real industrial matter could be
considered by the commission; and any matter
likely to be a cause of industrial unrest being
within the commission's power.

In fact, the 1979 legislation rejected Kelly's
recommendations. Instead, it imposed the Liberal
Party's own ignorant, uninformed, and inaccurate
philosophical approach, which ignored the reality
of industrial relations. The Government restricted
the commission's jurisdiction and inhibited its
powers; it expanded the arena of penalties, which
has never been found to be an effective mechan-
ism in the industrial scene; and, whilst Mr Kelly
envisaged the union movement as a responsible
and integral part of the system, the Government
sought to denigrate and downgrade its role, en-
couraging wildcat activities and individuals acting
without restraint and in their own interests.
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Section 100 of the Act sought to destroy the
right to negotiate preference clauses with em-
ployers. The Minister said of the 1979 legislation,
"We do not threaten the existence or viability of
unions or provide an incentive for them to leave
the system." The Premier, as he now is, said on 7
November 1979, "There is nothing in this Bill to
prevent a union applying for an award to apply
only to unionists." In other words, it was his view
then that the 1979 legislation retained the right of
unions to negotiate with employers for preference
clauses and, indeed, to seek the registration of
awards which included their preference clauses.

That was the situation in 1979 and it is
interesting to note that in those days, in order to
justify what was then seen to be an undesirable
and unsatisfactory piece of legislation-because it
did not address itself to industrial reality-it was
called "an attempt to introduce democracy into
industrial relations".

Since then there have been two amendments to
the Act-Act No. 82 of 1980 and Act No. I I of
1981.

These amendments in 1982 are a product of the
faceless men of the Liberal Party, that right-wing
clique within the Liberal Party which appears to
defend tax evaders or to criticise members of the
Liberal Party who seek to ensure some moder-
ation in the philosophies of the Liberal Party; that
little clique of faceless men who seem to run the
present Minister for Labour and Industry and his
colleagues in the Cabinet, who act like puppets.
One can conclude only that because the Minister
clearly has no idea of the essence of the industrial
system. It is a mark of the paucity of his know-
ledge on this issue that he was prepared to read a
second reading speech which contained so very
little that it did not address itself to the real mat-
ter.

The Hon. H. W. Gayfer: Do you see him as just
another Pomn mucking up the arbitration system?

The Hon. PETER DOWDING: The Minister
is a product of the group of faceless men within
the Liberal Party who want to manipulate, firstly,
the Liberal Party and, secondly, the whole politi-
cal processes of this State to their own interests
and to the detriment of the people of Western
Australia. It is incredible that we have never
heard anything from the Minister for Labour and
Industry about unemployment. It is incredible
that he does not address himself in this House to
any schemes which could create jobs. It is unbe-
lievable that he should not be interested in the
massive layoffs and sackings caused by the econ-
omic conditions imposed by State and Federal
Liberal Governments.

His interest has nothing to do with the people
of Western Australia but to grab a bandwagon
and hope to goodness that in the coming election
it will be an election winner because in the past,
according to the right-wing philosophy of his
party, a bit of union bashing seems to go down
well. The fact is that members opposite are des-
perately seeking an election issue. Despite the
mouthings of the purported facts by the Hon.
Phillip Pendal-who is good at telling us apocry-
phal stories of what someone said to him and of
what he heard while having a cup of tea over his
knitting-there is no evidence of any truth in the
assertions he chose to make in this House. I chal-
lenge him to produce one skerrick of evidence to
support those apocryphal stories. I do the same to
the Hon. Peter Wells who, every time he was
asked what was his real concern and what was the
union activity about which he was concerned, kept
talking about building sites. Is he unaware that
many unionists in this State have nothing to do
with building sites? Is this Bill a Bill solely and
wholly justified by some actions that have alleg-
edly occurred on a building site? Is that the Hon.
Peter Wells' pathetic excuse for this legislation?
The Minister apparently is at odds with the Hon.
Peter Wells because the Minister said in his sec-
ond reading speech-and I shall quote him
although it sticks in my craw to do so because his
speech is such a pathetic document-

In briefi the new law strengthens industrial
machinery that is working very well where
responsible behaviour prevails.

And further on-

Responsible unions and employers, fortu-
nately, are still very much in the majority.

Is this piece of legislation designed to clobber
everyone in this State who is a unionist, simply
because the Hon. Phillip Pendal and the Hon.
Peter Wells choose to come here and recite
apocryphal stories which have nothing to do with
reality and for which they produce not a skerrick
of evidence? Is that the basis of this legistation or
is the Minister to produce some? If he has the
basis for this legislation he did not reveal so in his
second reading speech.

There are mindless people with faces sitting on
the front bench and faceless people with minds
who we do not know and are never identified; but
this mindless group of people with faces are
seeking simply to create a situation of industrial
confrontation. No doubt exists about what this
Bill will do; it will punish every union and every
member of a union acting in a way with which
this Government disagrees. Every unionist will
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suffer, and in due course I will develop that argu-
ment further.

It is tragic that this Government is willing to
jeopardise industrial peace for political motives.
One would have thought it would take notice of
the excellent editorial appearing in The West
Australian of I8 September. It was quoted by the
Hon. Fred McKenzie, and it made the points that
the Government seems almost obsessed with the
need for balance; that this legislation is not the
subject of consultation; that it is against industrial
reality, and is an attack on the union movement;
that unions are essential, but the provisions of the
law are so draconian that they are against natural
justice;, that there is a very real risk in the
introduction of the Bill that the industrial situ-
ation in this State will become worse; and that the
Government should seek solutions, not confron-
tation. What better summary of this legislation
could we find than that expressed in that edi-
torial?

The Minister is condemned by his own illogical
statements. H-e suggests that although the ma-
jority of unions and unionists act responsibly,
some need exists to clobber every single unionist
in this State. It is perhaps a product of his mind-
less rhetoric that he has convinced himself, and
the two most erudite members the Government
could put up to debate the Bill in this House. the
Hon. Peter Wells and the Hon. Phil Pendal, that
the legislation is acceptable. An indication of the
mindless rhetoric of this Government is that it has
not addressed itself to the central issues, and did
not mention them in the second reading speech.

Is there anything in this Bill that will improve
industrial relations? Is there anything in this Bill
that will produce harmony in the work force? Is
there anything in this Bill to ensure the citizens of'
Western Australia have as little as possible indus-
trial disruption? Where are those matters men-
tioned?

The Hon. Fred McKenzie: We have silence.
The Hon. PETER DOWDING: At page 3617

of the Hansard for 1979 the then Minister said
about the legislation introduced at that time-

A major thrust of the new legislation is
that which can best be described in one ward;
that is, "democracy".

If that was the thrust of the 1979 legislation, what
went wrong with it? What evidence is available to
indicate that the legislation has not worked?
What evidence is available to indicate that the so-
called justification for this Bill exists? Where is
the evidence? What has been presented to this
House? We have heard mindless rhetoric about

the rights of individuals,' rhetoric with which I will
deal in due course.

Despite the 1979 Government assertions that
the umpire should be respected, what do we have
in the Bill before us? At page 3618 of the 1979
Hansard the then Minister said-

It is believed that only by this total, per-
sonal, and democratic involvement of rank-
and-file members can the community expect
to see rational and just operation of the con-
ciliation and arbitration processes.

Later he said-
At the same time, this emphasis on the

conciliation procedures must not be allowed
to obscure the fact that the community de-
mands that where conciliation fails the um-
pire must be allowed to decide-the umpire
in this case being the Industrial Commission.

Let us consider this Government's track record in
accepting the decisions of the umpire. Recently
the commission rejected the view that housing
rentals paid by Government employees are the
sole managerial prerogative of the employer. The
Government put that proposition to the com-
mission, but the commission rejected it whole-
heartedly. The commission decided that these
rentals are an integral part of the salary rates and
terms and conditions of employment for em-
ployees. that being particularly so in regard to
people employed in remote areas. Did the Govern-
ment accept the umpire's decision? Of course it
did not; it brought in this Bill, which provides for
the exclusion of housing rentals from the defi-
nition of "industrial matter".

If an argument over housing rentals occurs be-
tween a union and an employer, or union mem-
bers and an employer, where will that argument
be determined? No provision is made for such
issues to be resolved; the Government will remove
from the hands of the Industrial Commission the
power to decide such issues, and these matters
will not be resolved by either conciliation or arbi-
tration. In other words, we can have a serious in-
dustrial situation with the umpire having no
power to consider the issues involved. No longer
will this be a question for the commission to de-
termine. What chaos will that cause?

Prison officers have particular conditions of
employment. Their iv ing-away- from -home allow-
ances are as much an integral part of their terms
and conditions of employment as are the special
housing arrangements they may have. How can it
be said that changes to the rental conditions ap-
plying to those officers have nothing to do with
their industrial situation, and are purely a matter
of managerial prerogative? If the Government
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really thought it was justified in taking this view,
it ought 10 have argued that view before the com-
mission, and accepted the umpire's decision; but it
did not.

Many issues are to be excluded by this Bill
from the ambit of the arbitration system simply
because the Government does not want to see the
commission operate effectively.

The Government wishes to have industrial an-
archy; it wishes to create a situation in which
there is nowhecre for the unions to go to resolve
their disputes. The Government wishes to see
these disputes thrown into the open where the
only resolution will be by way of direct nego-
tiation or strike. Those wishes are concomitant
with the removal of these items from the defi-
nition of "industrial matter".

At this hour I regret my having to deal even
briefly with the allegations that somehow or other
human rights are recognised by this Sill. I do not
want to dwell on this preference to unions issue
because in the 1979 Act section 100 prohibits
preference clauses, yet the Government has done
nothing about the SEC giving preference to
unionists. What has the Minister done? I asked
him how many prosecutions there had been since
1979 under that section. I thought he would be
able to tell me without notice: even though he is
concerned daily with this legislation he was not
able to assist me without my placing the question
on notice, which I did. At page 3220 of Hansard,
the Minister stated that there have been only two
prosecutions under section 100(l) of the Act. On
21 November 1980 Mr G. Del Paggio, trading as
Perth Brick and Block Company, was convicted of
dismissing on 19 June 1980, a bricklayer, Mr
Spanswick, from his employment because he was
not a member of a union. Mr Del Paggio was con-
victed also for refusing to employ a bricklayer, a
certain gentleman by the name of Spire. wvhose
name will not be unfamiliar. Talk about agent
provoca teur-who was paying whom? Even the
Minister could not organise more than two pros-
ecutions in three years under that section. The
Minister is deceiving either the House or himself
when he suggests that this is an issue that has
caused problems.

There is no evidence that there is any need to
alter the situation in relation to section 100 be-
cause it appears the Government itself has toler-
ated this; it is itself disobeying the provisions of
section 100, and is giving preference to unionists.
Why has the Government done that? Because it
needs to have a body with which to negotiate. It
cannot deal effectively with 1 000 or 10000 em-
ployees all going their own ways. It must have
some body with which it can deal to negotiate

terms and conditions of employment and to which
it can reflect answers and undertakings. It must
have a body of duly elected representatives of the
workers with which to deal. How on earth else
can it run its own industrial affairs? The indus-
trial reality is that the unions that work with the
Government in Government instrumentalities, in-
sist on a preference to unionists clause and the
Government complies with their requests.

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
has been trotted out as some justification for this
legislation. It is very interesting that the only
human right the Government chooses to recognise
is the right not to join unions. Article 29 of the
declaration speaks of the duties which each per-
son owes; for instance, the right to lie down naked
in the middle of St. George's Tee in peak-hour
traffic with a daisy in one's mouth, which could
be seen by some people as a necessary concomi-
tant of freedom; but in a democracy it must be
said that the right exists only in parallel with
other duties. So it must be said that individuals
have a duty as well as a right and that duty is the
responsibility to ensure that if the majority con-
vene themselves in a union and secure better
wages and safer working conditions, the minority
cannot take the benefits of that without having a
conscientious objection to the membership of the
union; by joining the union they cannot simply
choose not to take the benefits. This question of
preference to unions is really a red herring be-
cause it has already been taken out of the Act,
but it is an industrial reality which cannot be ig-
nored.

It is not simply the right to go into a workplace
and bargain with an employer for one's own
wages. That is not a right. That is an avoidance of
the responsibility which ought to flow from an ac-
ceptance of the terms and conditions for which
unionists have fought, and to secure which unions
have utilised their funds to represent their mem-
bers. The end result of the Minister's thinking is
that unions should simply disappear because they
cannot exist unless they represent the sum of indi-
viduals. The sum of individual choices is not the
same thing as a group choice or responsibility to
belong to a union. What if all individuals followed
the view that they had no obligation to be mem-
bers of a union which had fought and obtained
better conditions and wages for them? If all em-
ployees took that view there would be no unions.
Who, then, would negotiate the terms and con-
ditions of employment? Who, then, would rep-
resent the workers before the Industrial Com-
mission? Who would seek the renewal of and
amendments to awards and, more importantly,
perhaps, from the Minister's tunnel vision, who on
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earth would the employer negotiate with? There
would simply be a situation in which all individ-
uals were worse off.

If we need evidence from overseas as to
whether the community at large benefits from this
sort of destructive lcgislation, it may be found in
the United States. The top five States in terms of
average weekly industrial awards are Michigan,
Ohio, Indiana, Washington, and Oregon. The
average industrial awards in those States respect-
ively are $285, $244, $237, 5236, and $225. That
information was obtained from the US Bureau of
Labor Statistics. So Michigan is the top State
with an industrial award of $285 per week. Forty
per cent of workers there are unionised; in Ohio
36 per cent of workers are unionised; in Indiana
36 per cent of workers are unionised; in Wash-
ington 40 per cent of workers are unionised; and
in Oregon 41 per cent of workers are unionised.
The bottom States in terms of average weekly in-
dustrial awards are South Carolina,' North
Carolina, and Missisippi. In Missisippi $125 a
week is the average weekly industrial award and
only 13 per cent of its work force is unionised.

That demonstrates clearly that a State in which
the majority, or a large proportion, of the em-
ployees are unionised will have a higher average
weekly industrial award. That would make the
State more prosperous for everyone to enjoy be-
cause wages are the purchasing power that keep
the State going and ensure the output can be pur-
chased. It is a classic instance of facing to the re-
ality that we cannot destroy unionism, nor can we
destroy the right of people to belong to unions and
for them to insist that as a protection for them-
selves the conditions for which they have fought
include a requirement that they should have to
work only with people who are prepared to accept
the responsibility that goes with the beniefits for
which they have fought.

I am surprised that the Minister should ignore
the very real and grave economic crisis that would
occur today if unions were destroyed as effective
representatives of employees. How can they be ef-
fective? The Minister acknowledged in his second
reading speech that they are effective and the ma-
jority are useful and valuable. How can they be
effective if there is no obligation for people to be
members? People always should have the right to
conscientious objection and they should not have
to be members of unions if they do not wish to be;
but they ought, at the very least, if they wish to
work in a workplace where the terms and con-
ditions of employment have been secured by the
union, accept the obligations of union member-
ship.

Is the Government really concerned about the
irresponsible minority and, if so, is it seeking
simply to kill the whole lawn in order to remove a
small weed patch? It would be foolish to suggest
that in a situation as delicate, widespread, and
complex as industrial relations, no employers are
evil. Of course there are employers who pervert
the system. I am sure that in every walk of life
there are people who pervert the system, just as
there are people who pervert the system on the
other side of the fence. There should be legislation
to deal with those people.

There has been talk of threats and intimidation
and the Criminal Code deals With those. Surely
the Attorney General Can assist the Minister by
directing him to various sections of the Criminal
Code that create offences of that sort; or is the
Minister seriously saying that in relation to black-
mail and thuggery, to use the expressions that the
Hon. Peter Wells and the IHon. Phil Penidal seem
so prone to use, the law is powerless to deal with
those matters and, in order to deal with them we
have to change and threaten the industrial situ-
ation of this time? It speaks worlds, does it not,
for the preoccupation of this Government which
has now been in power since 1974, that it has not
been able to amend the Police Act or the Crimi-
nal Code to deal with the offences of blackmail
and intimidation.

What has the Government been doing all these
years if that has been occurring? Or, is it a fig-
ment of its imagination and Government mem-
bers are attempting to justify the unjustifiable?
The Minister is ignoring the rights of people
which are embodied in the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights. The right to work is embodied
in article 23 which states that just and favourable
conditions of work are a right. What has this
Government or its instrumentality ever done to
ensure safe working conditions in this State?

In his annual report the Minister said his de-
partment was understaffed. How ludicrous it is to
suggest that the protection of the workers in the
workplace stems from some action of the Liberal
Government. It is entirely a product of nego-
tiations between the unions and employers and ac-
tion before the Industrial Commission.

On 4 August 1982 the Minister for Employ-
ment and Industrial Relations, Mr Ian Mephee,
said that industrial accidents and injuries were
costing Australia at least $4 billion and one
million man weeks annually. He said the greatest
contribution that Government could provide was
to promote a process-this is a statement by a
member of Mr Pike's party-that will lead to
greater Commitment by employers and unions to
improve the present lamentable state of affairs.
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The greatest contribution this Government can
make is bring out a sledgehammer to hit on the
bead a small group of unspecified miscreants,
without discriminating between them and the
people the Minister acknowledges are responsible
people in society.

Mr Pendal took uson a Cook's tour of Europe
and we listened to all sorts of international con-
ventions, but he ignored the convention concern-
ing freedom of association and protection of the
right to organise. Convention 87 of the I LO of 17
June to 10 July 1948, article 3, states-

I. Workers' and employers' organisations
shall have the right to draw up their consti-
tutions and rules, to elect their representa-
tives in full freedom, to organise their
administration and activities and to for-
mulate their programmes.

2. The public authorities shall refrain from
any interference which would restrict this
right or impede the lawful exercise thereof.

Article I I states-
Each Member of the International Labour

Organisation for which this Convention is in
force undertakes to take all necessary and
appropriate measures to ensure that workers
and employers may exercise freely the right
to organise.

Convention 98, article 1, states-
1. Workers shall enjoy adequate protection

against acts of anti-union discrimination in
respect of their employment.

2. Such protection shall apply more par-
ticularly in respect of acts calculated to-

(a) make the employment of a worker
subject to the condition that he
shall not join a union or shall relin-
quish trade union membership;

(b) cause the dismissal of or otherwise
prejudice a worker by reason of
union membership or because of
participation in union acti vities out-
side working hours or, with the con-
sent of the employer, within work-
ing hours.

In other words, it is a clear recognition by the
I LO that the right to beong to a union is also to
include the right to organise for that union, and
the formulation of the policy was stated in rec-
ommendation Ill which states-

2. Each Member should formulate a
national policy for the prevention of discrimi-
nation in employment and occupation. This
policy should be applied by means of legislat-
ive measures, collective agreements between

representative employers' and workers' or-
ganisations or in any other manner consistent
with national conditions and practice,

How can the role be given to a union to organise
if people are denied the right to take advantage of
that for which they have fought? They ought not
be permitted to engage in employment without
undertaking the duties and obligations of union
membership. What is the Government afraid of?
Union organisers are democratically elected
workers' representatives acting on behalf of the
workers. How can it be that such an individual of
this society should have the right to opt out, with-
out complying with the laws of this State because
he so chooses but wants the privileges without
belonging to a union? Those are the sorts of rights
this legislation seeks to create.

If one is largely concerned about the morality
of the situation one need go no further. What
better authority for Mr Pike than what the Pope
said? And in his Cook's tour of Europe, Mr
Pendal sidestepped Poland.

The Hon. P. G. Pendal: I support Solidarity.
The Hon. PETER DOWDING: What a won-

derful democratic man: He supports Solidarity.
Would the member support Solidarity if the
Government told the mass of people they had the
right not to belong to a union because the Govern-
ment would clobber them on the head if the union
or any of its members or officers did something
wrong? That is exactly what this Bill does. If any
union were to commit an offence or any member
of a union or any officer of a union were to com-
mit an offence under the proposed penal pro-
visions of this law, no member of that union
would be covered by that award. That surely is
penalising every member of the union for the act
of one member or official of that union.

If the union official or member commits an of-
fence, the union is deregistered and automatically
not one member of that union has coverage under
the award. Let us consider the words of the Pope
in his encyclical on 14 September 1982.

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: Which one was
that?

The Hon. PETER DOWDING: Laboren,
Exercens. The Pope said-

..the Church considers it her task always to
call attention to the dignity and rights of
those who work, to condemn situations in
which that dignity and those rights are viol-
ated, and to help to guide the
abovementioned changes so as to ensure
authentic progress by man and society.
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... the danger of treating work as a special
kind of "merchandise," or as an impersonal
"force" needed for production (the ex-
pression "*work-force" is in fact in common
Use) always exists, especially when the whole
way of looking at the question of economics
is marked by the premises of materialistic
economism.

In order to achieve social justice in the vari-
ous parts of the world, in the various
countries, and in the relationships between
them, there is a need for ever more move-
ments of solidarity of the workers and with
the workers. This solidarity must be present
whenever it is called for by the social degrad-
ing of the subject of work, by exploitation of
the workers, and by the growing areas of pov-
erty and even hunger. The Church is firmly
committed to this cause,

What better statement of the rights that are de-
stroyed by this legislation than the need for ever
more movements of solidarity of the workers? The
solidarity of the workers is to be destroyed by this
Government which is determined to ensure that
unions will lose the power to represent their mem-
bers.

What do the employers think of that? They are
the ones who in the end result should be con-
cerned with this issue of industrial peace. What
do they think of the Bill?

In The West Australian of I1I October the
miners said-

The WA Industrial Arbitration Act will
not achieve the Government's aim of ending
closed shops and the Masters amendments
will worsen an already inequitable and in-
iquitous situation, according to the mining
industry.

The WA manager of Australian Mines
and Metals Association, Mr Ray Date, said
that it had constantly sought to have the
State Government change the legislation but
each time had been met with the Govern-
ment's belief in absolute freedom of choice.

It was a principle that the mining industry
admired but there were few Acts of Parlia-
ment that did not, in some way, restrict the
rights of individuals to do as they might
otherwise choose, he said.

These included laws that required a driver
to have a breath test, a shop-keeper to open
for business only between certain hours and
for a fisheries inspector to seize property
without a warrant.

(112)

What a hide this Government has to talk about
the rights of individuals when in my short term in
this House it has introduced more pieces of legis-
lation that are designed to strike down the indi-
vidual's freedom within society than I have ever
become aware of previously on the Statute book
of Western Australia. Time after time members
Of the Government sit here in the early hours of
the morning shaking their heads when the Minis-
ter tells them to and continue to pass legislation
which they do not understand.

The Hon. A. A. Lewis: At least they are here.
The Hon. PETER DOWDING: They will not

be here after next March, and as a representative
of one of the largest employers of mining labour
said, "This Bill will not work."

The I"on. D. K. Dans: It cannot work.

The Hon. PETER DOWDING: What did the
retiring General Manager of CSR (Mr Gordon
Jackson) who is not noted as a man who goes out
on May Day waving a flag in relation to the
rights of unions, have to say? He said the follow-
ing in the daily commercial news on 7 September
1982-

One of Australia's leading industrialists
has verbally lashed governments for getting
embroiled in industrial disputes which were
none of their concern.

The retiring general manager of CSR, Mr
Gordon Jackson, said that while governments
had a major role to play in helping create the
climate for better industrial relation, they
should not take a confrontationist or grand-
standing approach.

"Governments seldom help disputes, with
which they are not directly concerned, by
intervention," he said.

While admitting that both State and Fed-
eral Governments had a major role to play in
leadership and legislation, Mr Jackson said
the most important contribution governments
could make was to set a good example as em-
ployers.

"They can also help matters by as far as
practicable decenitralising authority to those
public enterprises which can be made to ac-
cept the discipline of market competition."
he said.

What did the British High Commissioner say in
Australia as reported on 7 July 1981 ? He said the
following-

Poor industrial relations were caused by
management and not by workers, the British
High Commissioner in Australia, Sir John
Mason, said yesterday.
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The work-force was not naturally bloody-
minded. It wanted to get on with earning a
living and earning, quite rightly, as much as
possible.

HeI said: "I think that the basic fault must
lie with management.

"There used to be a very patronising say-
ing in the army: "There are no bad men, only
bad officers.' "

What did the Executive Director of Enterprise
Australia say? HeI warned Australian business
managers of the following-

th (at hostility would be the price of
their failure to communicate with workers.

Now, what is the result of this piece of legis-
lation-hostility or not?

What did Mr Viner say in the pages of The
Age? He said-

The Minister for Industrial Relations, Mr
Viner, put part of the blame yesterday on
business managements.

He said that in the September quarter last
year, almost a third of disputes were caused
by managerial policy, with 16.3 per cent oc-
curring because of physical working con-
ditions.

Managerial policy towards employees
ranked second to wages as a cause of indus-
trial disputes.

Now, if that is the case that management must
share a large responsibility, how on earth can a
series of unrepresenited individual employees hope
to cope in an industrial situation? The answer is
that the Government does not intend them to.

We have heard a whole lot of mouthing from
Mr Pendal-which is nothing new-about the
rights of people to opt out of joining unions. The
Federal Opposition spokesman on legal matters,
Senator Gareth Evans, Victoria, told a seminar
that-

The rights of genuine conscientious obj ec-
tors to union membership needed formal pro-
tection in legislation.

That is a view with which we do not disagree at
all.

Mr Wells referred to preference clauses
existing in Commonwealth legislation and I
suggested he read the Uniroyal case, in regard to
which Justice Mason said the following-

A dispute between an employer and his
employees in an industry as to whether mem-
bers of a union are to have preference in em-
ployment by that employer in that industry
has all the character and flavour of an indlus-

trial dispute. It is a dispute between an em-
ployer and his employees which is concerned
with the relationship of the employer with his
employees. Although this Court has held that
the Commission has no power under the Act
to award compulsory unionism...

He continued-
.. necessarily recognizes that a dispute

about preference in employment for unionists
falls fairly and squarely within the consti-
tutional conception of an industrial dispute.

His Honour made an earlier comment in his
judgment that neither should it be forgotten that
it is the function of the commission to prevent as
well as to settle industrial disputes. In other
words, it is an industrial issue. A realistic Govern-
ment by its own actions has acknowledged it and
the High Court has enshrined that issue within
the ambit of Federal legislation.

This Bill is an attempt to take away the right of
Federal unions to be included in part of this in-
dustrial legislation. This Bill may be summarised
as striking at major areas which are not dealt
with in the second reading speech. It seeks to limit
the rights and the scope of matters that can be
properly dealt with by the Industrial Commission.
It does that by defining out of that, housing
rentals, collection of union dues, and matters of
managerial prerogative. It intends to require that
arbitration decisions on wages take into account
the interests of the community as a whole, the
state of the economy, and in particular the econ-
omic circumstances of the employer. On the
question of being heard and accepting the um-
pire's decision, the Attorney General's representa-
tives have attempted to compel the Industrial
Commission to their view. So the Government
does not accept the umpire's decision and it now
brings in this Bill.

Section 45 is an evil section because it means
the return-to-work orders are to be given without
any consideration of the merits of the circum-
stance of the industrial disputation. How on earth
can one resolve industrial processes if, under the
Act, before it hears the merits of the issue the In-
dustrial Commission is to issue a return-to-work
order?

What is the consequence of a failure to obey
the return-to-work order? It is a massive increase
in penalties and as unions have refused to pay the
penalties, I venture to suggest, they will not be
paid in the future. Once they are not paid within
seven days, at the outset, not only does every
single member of that union lose his protection
under the industrial award, but also the union can
do nothing. There can be no appeal against this
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proposed section, there can be no further appeals
to the commission, and no application to the in-
dustrial court-there can be nothing.

Therefore, there will be a group of disgruntled
people who will not accept the fact they have been
dealt with fairly. How can they then be dealt with
in an industrial disputation? How on earth can
that be said to be fair to the majority of unionists
who, according to the Minister, act responsibly as
members of the union?

Proposed new sections 96B to 961 incorporate
massive offences in terms of their width, breadth,
and the group that the Government hopes to
catch in its net. I challenge the Minister, when he
replies to this speech, to tell me whether I am cor-
rect in suspecting that the designed purpose of
these proposed sections is a catch-all provision to
ensure that members of Federal unions which
have a preference clause in their awards pursuant
to the right given to them by the High Court of
Australia can be included as offenders under the
Industrial Arbitration Act. I challenge the Minis-
ter to produce his legal advice to tell us whether
these unions will be caught by the proposed sec-
tions referred to.

We will now have an obligation to disprove of-
fences. We will have a net which will catch not
only those people who act irresponsibly or who are
believed to act irresponsibly, but also those who
may be taken as acting responsibly. We will have
offences which are out of all proportion to indus-
trial reality.

Finally, industrial inspectors will have their
rights expanded dramatically, including the ad-
dition of a right to institute prosecutions. Neither
the Industrial Commission nor the Industrial
Registrar will have the right to postpone the
instigation of those prosecutions for the sake of
industrial peace.

This is a morally bankrupt piece of legislation.
It is designed to ensure industrial confrontation
and to set up a programme of industrial unrest
which the Government hopes will lead to a ben-
eficial result in the next State election. It deals
with none of the issues. It does not address itself
to industrial reality, and it certainly does nothing
to respect the rights of responsible unions and
unionists who are surely entitled to see that they
are not bludged upon by those people who choose
to accept the benefits without any of the obli-
gations of unionism.

THE HON. G. C. MacKINNON (South-West)
[12.33 am.]: There are about six members left in

the Parliament who have heard it all before about
industrial arbitration, although I must admit, not
frequently with the spiteful hate of the last

speaker. One is inclined to wonder with a degree
of sorrow where that depth of spite and hate
comes from. The honourable member broke all
the previously acknowledged forms that used to
govern this House. This member, who picks
everyone who leaves the House, has himself
rushed straight out of the Chamber. We know
that he has gone to butter up the Press-he has
done it so frequently in the past.

The Hon. Fred McKenzie: No. you are wrong;
he has gone to get a cup of tea.

The Hon. P. H-. Lockyer: Don't stick up for
him.

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: We are talking
about the member who does this himself.

The Hon. Fred McKenzie: He is entitled to a
cup of tea.

The Hon. P. H. Lockyer: It has got you on a
tender spot.

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: The Hon.
Peter Dowding talked about faceless men. He
spoke with such spiteful hate that I suspect if
someone with some psychological knowledge were
to study the matter, some concern would be ex-
pressed about him.

The Hon. Garry Kelly: Oh, come on!
The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: One has only

to listen to this member. I have listened to
speeches about industrial arbitration since 1964,
and I will come to that aspect in a minute.

The Hon. J. M. Berinson: I wish you would.
The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: I can remem-

ber taking points of order when the Hon. Ron
Thompson referred to facists. However, the de-
bate on that legislation, in the heat of a campaign
which was far more vehement than that present
one, did not include speeches with the same sort
of rambling rhetoric-to use the honourable
member's own term-as that contained in his
speech tonight.

The Hon. Carry Kelly: It certainly was not
rambling.

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: To give an
example, the Hon. Peter Dowding referred to
apocryphal stories with no backing, and within
scarcely a minute the same member referred to
Mr Pendal's detailed trip through Europe.

The Hon. Carry Kelly: His Cook's tour.
The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: Mr Pendal

quoted figures and facts about his Cook's
tour-certainly he did not refer to apocryphal
stories.

The Hon. Carry Kelly: Appalling stories!
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The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: As I said, we
have heard it all before. So let me just lay to rest
a couple of myths which have been repeated by
members opposite. The I-on. Des Dans said that
no notice was taken of Commissioner Kelly's re-
port. Commissioner Kelly-now Chief Com-
missioner Kelly-was the main architect of the
1964 Act. He did a tremendous amount of work
on that legislation, and indeed, he secured a pos-
ition as a commissioner because of it. He then
made a report in 1978. One aspect of that re-
port-predomninantly the one dealing with prefer-
ence to unionists-was not politically acceptable
to the Government of the day. In the main, Com-
missioner Kelly's recommendations Were accepted
on that occasion, They were not wiped off, as the
Hon. Des Bans so blithely said they were. That is
just not the truth.

We heard wise statements about industrial dis-
putation not being solved with legislation, and I
would like to quote the source of those statements.
They were made by a much more balanced mem-
ber than the member repeating them. I would like
to refer to the comments of the Hon. Don Taylor
in 1973 when he quoted Kenneth F. Walker's
comments in a paper entitled "Australian Indus-
trial Arbitration System", as follows-

The point is that the compulsory arbi-
tration system cannot be expected to resolve
the basic issues of industrial conflict when
these spring from factors which arc beyond
the reach of arbitration. This fact forms an
important part of this Government's reason-
ing in advancing its proposals ...

Of course, members today are still saying that
legislation does not solve disputation. That is true,
but let me say something about the fundamental
system we have in this State. The parts of the
system that are working are based on Liberal
Party legislation. Let me refer momentarily to Mr
Taylor's comments on one occasion when the
Australian Labor Party happened to find itself in
Government and in a position to pass some legis-
lation.

The M-on. Garry Kelly: Like hell!
The Hon. 0. C. MacKINNON: With a fanfare

of trumpets, the Labor Government introduced a
proposition that would solve the problem for-
ever-mediators. I wonder whether any of the
younger members have heard of mediators per-
forming great wonders in the arbitral system.

The Hon. Lyla Elliott: What is wrong with me-
diators?

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: They just do
not work.

The Hlon. Lyla Elliott: Why not?

The Hon. 0. C. MacKINNON: I do not know
why not.

The Hon. Lyla Elliott: Where have they not
worked?

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: They have not
worked anywhere. Indeed, frequently a concili-
ation commission does not work and unions go on
strike. The point I am making is that the me-
diators were to solve all our problems.

The F-on. Lyla Elliott: You tell us where they
did not work.

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: They did not
solve all our problems.

The Hon. Garry Kelly: Why not?
The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: Because we

still have strikes; we still have problems all along
the line.

The Hon. Lyla Elliott: Would you like to out'-
law strikes?

The Hon. 0. C. MacKINNON: Don't be rid-
iculous. At one time I was chairman of the policy
committee of the Liberal Party and I introduced a
motion at one of our conferences to make strikes
legal.

The opposition to the motion was led by the
gentleman who is now the Attorney Gen-
eral-Senator Durack. My motion was de-
feated-that is not the first time I have been de-
feated and probably it will not be the last.

The Hon. Lyla Elliott: Do you accept that
sometimes strikes are necessary?

The Hon. 0. C. MacKINNON: I believe that
certain strikes ought to be made legal. Just as an
aside, I do not mind that aspect of the Canadian
legislation, but there ought to be a very strict quid
pro quo that many unions ought not to be allowed
to strike under any circumstances. This is what
happens under the Canadian system. I am not
madly crazy about certain provisions in the pres-
ent system and I admit I would like the return of
the old provision under which a member can opt
out of a union. I thought that was a reasonably
good solution.

The Hon. Garry Kelly: Why was it taken out?
The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: It was taken

out for a variety of reasons, to try to provide a fair
attitude towards the use of unions and the mem-
bership of unions.

One other matter which will not bear examin-
ation-members quote it right, left, and
centre-is that the good conditions that are
available to workers today are a result of union
activity.

The Hon. Garry Kelly: They certainly are.
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The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: That is absol-
ute balderdash.

The Hon. Lyla Elliott: And as a result of Labor
Governments.

The Hon. 0. C. MacKINNON: In my kinder-
garten days of industrial relations and a better
deal for workers, I was always led to believe that
one of the major breakthroughs in the world was
given by the Bournevita Chocolate Company
which was, in the old days, owned by the Friends,
the Quakers who, in their religious zeal and
anxiety to look after the workers, created a lot of
conditions which were copied by other well-
intentioned employers. Indeed, many students of
industrial matters in the world give the union
movement very little credit for improved con-
ditions.

The Hon. Garry Kelly: They would be wrong,
wouldn't they?

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: No, they are
not wrong.

The Hon. J. M. Berinson: Would you not say
the Bournevita Company is the exception that
proves the rule?

The Hon. 0. C. MacKINNON: No, I do not
think it is.

There is quite a deal of misconception about
the whole relationship of employment. For in-
stance, I heard the Hon. Lyla Elliott talking
about the terrible conditions suffered by children
during the industrial revolution. She conveniently
forgot that prior to the industrial revolution, very
few children lived to the age when they could
work because they died of starvation. It is true
that the industrial revolution brought in its wake
many improved conditions.

The Hon. Garry Kelly: For children?
The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: For children,

for everybody. Numerous glib statements are
made, and people rely on tedious repetition; but
nobody goes back and studies the details of the
earlier situations.

One matter with which the industrial revolution
is credited-Miss Elliott would be extremely
interested in this-is that from early in the
piece-probably for the first time in the history of
England, anyway-the average working woman
had a bedroom to share with her husband. Up to
that stage, and indeed where my people came
from, in the crofts of the highlands, they had one
stone shed divided in the middle, with the stock in
one end and the family in the other, and the fam-
ily consisted of granddads, grandmas, uncles,
aunts, and everybody else. If they were cold, and

they were lucky enough to own a few, they
brought the sheep in to keep them warm.

The industrial revolution changed all that be-
cause it gave the people regular incomes and reg-
ular money-laughable on our present standards,
but nevertheless money. Here tonight we have
heard statement after statement which has been
totally unsubstantiated. We have heard the state-
ment that this country owes its prosperity to the
unions; and that simply is not true. No-one has
been able to substantiate that with bell, book, and
candle.

The Hon. Lyla Elliott: Compared with the third
world countries that have not a strong union
system-have a look at the conditions there.

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON:. Another
example of the misuse of statistics by Mr
Dowding is in regard to unionism and wages in
America. I wish he were here, because I hate
talking behind his back. I hate making statements
like that, but I do it purely and simply because of
what he did to Mr Pike a minute ago. I have
given up the idea of trying to maintain the con-
ventions that have been maintained ever since this
House was established, because we are the only
ones who maintain them. Mr Dowding can say
what he likes in his spiteful hate, and we are not
supposed to do the same. Do not give me that!

Mr Dowding spoke about unionists and wages
in America. He ought to go there and have a look
at the system. The wages are low in North
Carolina, through which I drove-

The Hon. A. A. Lewis: He could not speak with
such authority even if he went there.

The Hon. Garry Kelly: Why is that so?
The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: Mr Kelly

should use his brains and work it out.
I drove through the area with a unionist, a very

highly skilled tradesman who took a week off to
drive me around. He works under a totally
unionised system. He is not employed as a
subcontractor, but he is employed by the union
and paid by the union.

The Hon. H. W. Gayfer: How much holiday
does he get a year?

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: One week, and
he took it while I was there. He is paid a very
high wage, working on the construction of a big
substation for the electricity supply company. If a
contractor wants labour, he applies to the union.

My friend told me that he will have to change
his tactics and find a job with a contractor, be-
cause the rate of unionist loss in America is absol-
utely staggering. People are mboving out of the
union system into the non-union situation.
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The Hon. Fred McKenzie: That is why they
have got 10 per cent unemployed-record unem-
ployment in America.

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: Everybody
knows that America has a very democratic
system. The workers have a vote; and if they vole
for unionism, they all have to join. It is compul-
sory. If they vote not to have unionism, it is a non-
union shop.

The Hon. Garry Kelly: And they bring in union
busters, too.

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON. The Hon.
Garry Kelly is talking about way back in the
l920s. He has seen too much about that fellow,
Eliot Ness. The rate at which shops are turning
non-union is amazing.

The Hon. Garry Kelly: That is why wages are
low.

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: The basis of
the industrial legislation today is the Liberal
Party's acceptance of Commissioner Kelly's rep-
omnmendlations in 1963-64. 1 want to tell the
House a little about the history of that, to give
members an idea of how the Australian Labor
Party has fallen on bad times. The Labor Party
said, when the Government introduced the Bill,
that it would be the total death of arbitration;
there would be nothing but disputation; and the
whole system would fall into absolute chaos.
People massed in Forrest Place carrying coffins
around-"The death of work and the death of ar-
bitration". They marched on Parliament House in
their hundreds. Members had to wafk out of this
place in company with one another, in groups,
going to their cars in order to have a little safety.
The galleries were packed-absolutely packed.
One of the people in charge of this place became
involved in a bit of a tangle. All sorts of chaos oc-
curred in the House. Of course, this place was in-
finitely better behaved, and the debate was there-
fore much more intelligible.

Members would learn that if tey read
Hansard No. 3 of 1963. This is the occasion when
I made my first speech in this place on industrial
legislation. Mr Griffith opened the debate on 21
November, and Mr Wise followed him. I will
quote what Mr Wise said; perhaps it will sound
familiar to the members who have spoken tonight.
On page 3174, the following appears-

THE HON. F. J. S. WISE (North-
Leader of the Opposition) [5.22 p.m.]: This
is a Bill which, if passed by this Parliament,
will be one of the most regrettable mistakes
of a lifetime.

One of the greatest contributing factors to
the prosperity of any country, or any nation,

is peace in industry and harmony in indus-
trial relations between employer and em-
ployee.

Mr Wise could really use words. He was a past
master. To continue-

To whatever degree such conditions exist,
so is stability and progress maintained.
Systems of arbitration have much to do with
the situation, and where confidence is re-
posed in those in whose hands the jurisdiction
associated with arbitration methods is placed,
and confidence is reflected in such people,
there is much contentment ini the community;
and both Parliaments and Governments
should be wary about supporting any change
of condition where peace in industry has con-
tinued for a long period to be the order of the
day.

Incidentally, one of the members who was there
at the time was my good friend, the Hon. H. W.
Gayfer, who has handed me Hansard No. 2 of
1963. 1 refer to page 2448 where Mr Hegney is
reported as saying-

If this Bill is passed, there is no doubt that
industrial turmoil will follow. Nothing is
surer than that, because the workers will not
have the wool pulled over their eyes; they will
not sit down and accept unjust conditions.
The workers are intelligent peop!:, and they
will fight for what they believe to be their
just rights. That is as it should be. The work
force should not sit down and take what is
given to them by big business. I am sure they
will express their views through the trade
unions, and they will fight to continue to
improve their standards.

The Hon. Fred McKenzie: When was that?
The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: That was in

1963. At the next two elections the public voted
for the Liberal Party and when Mr Tonkin came
into power in 1971, his Government did not
change a word of that legislation.

The Hon. Fred McKenzie: You are contra-
dicting yourself, because yousaid it did.

The Hon. 0. C. MacKINNON: The Tonkin
Government introduced a couple of amendments.

The Hon. Fred McKenzie: Well, it did some-
thing and You said it did not do anything.

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: The honour-
able member has not done his homework. The
Tonkin Government introduced part IVB which
was a new part. I am speaking only from memory,
because I do not oppose the Sill, and I did not
intend to speak on it. However, I became so fed
up with some of the nonsense put forward by the
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Opposition that I thought I should say a few
words and put the record straight.

The Bill introduced by the Liberal Government
in 1963-64 was hammered at. Indeed, I think I I
divisions occurred on the motion to adjourn the
debate in the Legislative Assembly.

The Hon. H. W. Gayfer: We used to have
breakfast here and they talk about the debate this
evening!

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: Members were
worried that we might have a repetition of that
occasion. They had seen the articles in the news-
paper which related to the tremendous campaign
against the Bill.

People have forgotten what occurred in 1963-
64. The only members present now who were here
at that time were Mr O'Connor, Mr Jamieson,
Mr Grayden, the Hon. Norman Baxter, the Hon.
H. W. Gayfer, and myself. It was pandemonium.

The Hon. Carry Kelly interjected.

The Hon. C. C. MacKINNON; I shall go
through a few of the comments made by ALP
members at that time to provide a few examples.

The Hon. J. M. Berinson: It really is not
necessary.

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: The Hon. W.
F. Willesee was a very quiet chap, but he was
asked, "How can you reconcile that with what ap-
peared in The Sunday Times?" and he replied, "I
think someone gave them a bull story." They did
not go in for the diatribes that we hear from Mr
Dowding from time to time.

The point I am trying to make is that, at that
time. Mr Cook's precursor-

The Hon. G. E. Masters: Chamberlain.

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: -Don Cooley.
all the members of the Labor Party, and all the
unionists reckoned this piece of legislation would
shatter the industrial arbitration system. They
said we would not have any workers left and con-
stant strife and bloodshed at the workplace would
occur.

Members opposite should be very careful when
they make the sorts of absurd statements we have
heard tonight. I am sure no-one will take any no-
tice of what I am saying and Mr Hetherington,
who will follow me, will continue in the same vei .n
as his colleagues, as will members in the other
House.

However, at that time we believed in what we
were doing and we carried on with it. A year
later, had the Government tried to change the
Bill, it would have had its throat cut, because it

was good legislation; it resulted in better arrange-
ments and it worked well.,

The legislation had been drawn up by Mr
Kelly. We were not sure whether some of his
suggestions were correct, but he talked to us
about them. We had numerous meetings and a
number of people spoke to members about the
legislation so that we knew it inside out. However,
Opposition members at that time were similar in
calibre to that of Opposition members tonight.

The Hon. Fred McKenzie: Who told you about
this?

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: I did not need
to be told; I cut my teeth on this.

The Hon. Fred McKenzie: We have been trying
to Find out that all night.

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: The honour-
able member can get hold of the Act and find out
for himself.

The Hon. Carry Kelly: Who wrote it?
The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: Members op-

posite are not even original enough to use their
own phraseology, but instead they quote what
Liberal members have said. The Hon. Peter
Dowding referred to "faceless men" and the "old
guard". In fact, he should have referred to the
.young turks."

These young fellows who enter Parliament are
full of zeal and it is the tail that is wagging the
dog these days.

The Hon. C arry Kelly: Are you saying they
wrote the Bill?

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: I am not say-
ing that.

The Hon. P. H. Lockyer: Don't be so stupid!
The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: Someone

ought to take these young fellows aside. I am sur-
prised at Mr Hetheringion. because be is a lec-
turer and knows what it is all about. He ought to
take these young fellows aside and tell them what
happens. I regret Mr Dowding is not here-

The Hon. P. H. Lockyer: There is a very good
reason he is not here. You will slaughter him;
that's why!

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: The phrase-
ology of the Bill is drawn up by people skilled in
legal verbiage and the Bill is actually written by a
draftsman.' The purport of the Bill is drawn up by
the Minister with the assistance of his departmen-
tal officers, but the real steam behind this legis-
lation is the young turks: it is not the old fuddy
duddies. The young turks say, "We want this"
and they get it. The general public also play a
large part in the process, because they have made
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no bones about the fact that they consider some of
the actions of union people and officers to be
grossly unfair and they want the balance to be
redressed. Hopefully this Bill will achieve that.

I have a few doubts, but I think it is worth a try
for this reason: Everyone tonight has been talking
as though all the assemblages of workers are in
big lots, such as at BHP, the railways, and
Kwinana, but they are not; the bulk of workers
arc to be found in small groups.

The Hon. Carry Kelly: They are the ones worst
affected.

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: That is what
Labor members said in 1964. The member should
read what his colleagues said at that time because
that is the sort of rubbish they went on with. Mr
Dants and his colleagues said that we had a won-
derful system until we mucked it up in 1979. But
in 1964 it was said we had come to the end of the
world. Those are his words, not mine.

What makes a big difference to t he whole atti-
tude to unions today is that frequently, if a union
representative goes into a shop and tries to talk
about the boss, the workers to whom he is speak-
ing as likely as not will say to him, "Cut it out;
that's the boss over there." He will be there in the
shop with his workers, up to his elbows in grease.
Most of the workers are in the small shops work-
ing alongside the boss.

I am by trade a coach and body builder. Every
time a union representative came along to ask us
to pay our union dues we would grizzle and say
that we did not want to pay. I used to turn up to
union meetings in a Studebaker sedan, which
clearly showed that I was a capitalist. Neverthe-
less I went along to all the meetings because I felt
it was my right to do so. I had recently returned
from a war and was imbued with the ideals of
freedom and equality, although a few union
leaders tried to bash those ideas out of me.

I assure members opposite that it is not a
group of faceless men, not a clique of power-
hungry right-wingers outside who run the Liberal
Party today. Those who run, the party are young
and enthusiastic people in touch with their elec-
torates and wanting to improve the situation and
the balance of power and authority.

The present situation has been brought on the
union movement by a few union chiefs them-
selves. We all know that the very famous Labor
member, Mr Clyde Cameron, wrote a most
learned article exhorting unions to stop mucking
about with the arbitration system if they did not
want to Find themselves stuck with collective bar-
gaining. Mr Dans warned of that tonight. How-
ever, some unions have so mistreated the system

that there is a danger or this happening. The
union movement will very much regret the day
collective bargaining is introduced, if it is ever
introduced.

I have been terribly disappointed with the de-
bate tonight; even the insults have not measured
up to those of 1964, with the possible exception of
the vicious ones indulged in by the Hon. Peter
Dowding.

The Hon. Garry Kelly: He is a man you love to
hate, is he not?

The Hon. P. H. Lockyer: Not really.
The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: I shall con-

clude by quoting remarks made by the late Herbie
Graham which are recorded on page 2476 of
Hansard dated 6 November 1963. 1 might add
that we had same magnificent orators in those
days and Herb Graham was one of them. He had
learned the art while a member of the Australian
Natives Association. He was a classic debater; he
might not have been as good as Frank Wise, but
he was very good. I quote as follows-

Who said there is anything wrong with the
system? I am unaware of anyone. Who has
objected to the present set-up? What is the
need for pressing on with this Bill? What is
hoped to be achieved by the new set-up, other
than this speed manoeuvre to which the Min-
ister referred? What will be the effect on the
trust and goodwill of the hundreds of thou-
sands of workers as a result of the Govern-
ment pressing on with the measure?

Does this sound familiar? To continue-
Of what benefit will it be to the State? No

matter from what aspect one considers this
measure, nothing whatever will be achieved
of a positive nature. The only result will be
concern, discontent, unrest, and suspicion on
the part of workers; and instead of upsetting
them in this manner the Government should
be on its bended knees thanking the workers
for the job they have done for Western Aus-
tralia over the years, and the job they will
continue to do in the interest of the State.

So smart was he in his prognostications that that
piece of legislation lasted from 1964 till now and
is the one so lauded by Mr Dans when he spoke
earlier. Let no-one listen for one moment to the
mouthings of the ALP tonight. Members should
support the Bill.

THE HON. Ji. M. BEIRINSON (North-East
Metropolitan) [1.07 a.m.]: The Opposition has
twice moved the adjournment of this debate and
the Government has twice rejected that motion.
Since the Government has made its position clear
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in that respect I do not see any point engaging in
that gesture again. However, it is sad and deplor-
able that the Government should be so insistent
on bludgeoning the second reading of this Bill
through at this hour of the night. Whatever our
differences on this Bill, surety we can at least
agree that it is an important measure. If it is im-
portant, surely it calls for full and sensible debate
in this House, and I for one doubt our capacity to
engage in a full and sensible debate at 1.00 a.m.
when we have had so much trouble even earlier in
the day. If it is an important Bill, surely as well as
providing adequate possibilities for this House to
debate it we also should be looking to the maxi-
mum ability of the public to consider its impli-
cations. However, members of the public also are
to be deprived of that ability. which is a great
shame. Members of the public might have been
prepared, given half an opportunity, to consider
such comments as those made by the Hon.
Graham MacKinnon, even though 1 must say that
he brought an unexpected emphasis to the debate
by latching on to a passing comment from one of
my colleagues and virtually making a separate ca-
reer out of it.

I think it was Miss Elliott who made the point
that good working conditions in this country are
thanks to the unions. The Hon. Graham
MacKinnton disagrees with that and says that the
good conditions arc due to the good nature of
chocolate drink manufacturers. There is genuine
room for this disagreement and discussion on
these different points of view, and perhaps we can
pursue them at some other time. I add the sugges-
tion that if the Hon. Graham Macl~innon could
tear himself away from the industrial revolution
in Britain to consider working conditions in Aus-
tralia in the 20th century, he might come to ac-
cept the validity of the point made by Miss
Elliott

At this stage there is no point in going into an
historical treatise on the subject, but surely all of
us at least know that the origins of the Australian
Labor Party go back to the deplorable working
conditions in Australia in the 1890s, which led to
a great but unsuccessful strike and which in turn
persuaded the workers that they must have some
sort of political organisation mainly, as they
thought, to provide decent circumstances in which
their unions could, function. That really was a
prime aim of the working class in those days of
setting up the Australian Labor Party. The suc-
cess of that party to a great extent came as a sur-
prise to those early pioneers.

This Bill was introduced on 15 September, and
from that day to this it has been impossible on
any rational basis to work out why. Unless one

comes down to purely negative motives such as
mischief, malice or political provocation, one is
simply left to wonder what purpose it is that this
legislation is intended to serve, what interests it is
meant to advance, or indeed who even asked for it
or wants it. All of these queries remain a mystery.

In the four weeks since the Minister brought in
the Bill he has established only one point, and
that is his own splendid isolation. He must be the
most lonely, isolated, scorned and even pitied
Minister for Labour and Industry in living mem-
ory. Nobody likes his Bill;, the unions are against
it, the employers are against it, the Press is
against it, and the academics are against it. Even
the lawyers are against it, although it is agreed on
all sides that lawyers will make a mint out of it as
a result of the confusion, disruption and consti-
tutional difficulties it undoubtedly will cause.

Even in this House with its 22 anti-Labor mem-
bers the Minister could find only 211 members to
come to his aid. One was the Hon. Phil Pendal,
another was the Hon. Peter Wells, and the half
was the Hon. Graham MacKinnon. I do not say
that of the Hon. Graham MacKinnon with any
sense of disrespect. His speech was in all ways en-
tertaining, and even instructive. Unfortunately,
Mr Deputy President (the Hon. V. i. Ferry), as
you no doubt realised, Mr MacKinnon's speech
was very instructive about the 1963 Act, but he
did not condescend to come down to particulars,
as the saying goes, in regard to the 1982 legis-
lation.

The Hon. A. A. Lewis: Have you?
The Hon. J. M. BERINSON: The Hon. Sandy

Lewis is good enough to invite me to proceed with
those particulars, so I will.

The Hon. A. A. Lewis: I thought after 10 min-
utes it would be good for you to talk about the
Bill.

The I-on. J. M. BERINSON: For four weeks
the Minister has been invited to give a reason for
this draconian legislation. He stilt has not come
down with a reason; the best he can manage is a
slogan, and that is "The right to work". A
Government genuinely concerned with the right to
work would be spending more time on trying to
expand the opportunities for work, and less on the
empty rhetoric with which this Bill was
introduced.

Without going into the chicken-and-egg
question of whether employment or inflation is
our most serious national problem today, surely
no-onec will deny how serious is the unemployment
problem. Will this legislation lead to the creation
of a single extra job? Of course it will not, just as
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it will not contribute to the harmony of our indus-
trial relations.

Far from creating work, it would not even be
true to say that the effect of this Bill will be neu-
tral in that respect. If it has any effect at all, it
will be in the direction of job losses. The Minister
must know how industrially provocative this legis-
lation is. If it proceeds, and especially if the
Government subsequently has the nerve to enforce
it. large-scale industrial disruption is inevitable
with all the cost to industry and the community
generally that alwvays involves. If we can believe
anything in the Government analyses of the econ-
omy, that disruption must cost jobs. As we have
heard explained by previous speakers, that cost
will be borne with absolutely no compensating
benefit.

Considering the Government's general decision
to introduce this Bill, the Government can be de-
scribed only as extremely stupid, as excessively
stupid, or as excessively clever in the sense of its
being too clever for its own good and, certainly,
for the good of the State. For years now the arbi-
tration system clearly has been under strain. It
now appears to be at a stage of quite fundamental
transition, although it is not at all easy to define
precisely the nature of the change now i n process.
Into this already difficult and sensitive area which
is one for the pouring of oil on troubled waters,
the Minister instead has thrown an incendiary.
The Minister refers constantly to the Builders'
Labours' Federation and the Transport Workers'
Union. It would seem he has some sort of obses-
sion about them. He gives the clear impression oT
believing that if only the BLIF and the TWU were
to go away there would be no remaining problem
in Australian industrial relations.

The Hon. P. G. Pendal: That is almost correct.
The H-on. J. M. BERINSON: For the sake of

argument, we can assume for the moment that the
Minister's worst opinions and fears in respect of
these unions are justified. We then must ask the
question, "H-ow will this Bill help?". If the BLIF
and the TWU are as mean and militant as the
Minister insists-

Thc Hon. G. E. Masters: They are.
The Hon. J. M. BERINSON: -does he really

believe that this Bill will bring them to heel? Does
he really think they will forgo the preference
clauses in their Federal awards in order to accom-
modate him? Does he really believe that the well
established dominance of Federal awards over in-
consistent State awards somehow will be forfeited
by consent? Does he believe that these unions will
now throw open their work sites to non-union
members? I suggest to the Minister that which is

much more likely; namely, that these unions will
simply tell the Minister to drop off. They will not
comply with the provisions of this Bill, and they
will not pay the fines.

If the Minister then proceeds to the equivalent
of deregistration, the unions will not reduce their
activities by one whit on account of that, either.

The other point to understand is that these two
pet hated unions of the Minister will not be the
only unions to adopt that position. I expect they
will be in the company of, among others, the
miners, the metal workers, the building
tradesmen, the seamen, the waterside workers,
and the workers on electricity generation. Those
accompanying will be in those additional areas of
the public sector to which the Hon. Des Dans
referred, such as the Police Force, the Fire Brig-
ade, and the prisons.

It is not even as though this is a simple question
of defiance of the law. It is a question of a law so
out of touch with reality and community stan-
dard, and so inconsistent with reason, as to make
an expectation of compliance unrealistic, Of
course, some unions will comply, but they are the
weaker and more moderate unions against which
the Minister has had and could have nothing to
say. Those unions will be left with only two real
alternatives-to go for Federal awards or to go to
the wall. Either way, that process would inevit-
ably lead to the end of the State arbitration
system. I pause to say that the end of the State
arbitration system might not be a bad thing. A
strong case can be made for a single, national ar-
bitration system in place of the present frag-
menited system, with its potential for confusion
and leap-frogging and so on; but if we are to go to
a single national arbitration system that needs to
be on a planned basis and not because of ad hoc
collapses in the States.

The Hon. H. W. Gayfer: Does that mean every
time we have a disputation in this State we have
to go to Canberra?

The Hon. J. M. BERINSON: No more than
we have to go to Canberra every time we want to
post a letter in the Australia Post system. That
really is not a helpful contribution to a difficult
problem; in fact, it is quite an ignorant one, and
Mr Gayfer should know that even prominent
members of the Liberal and Country Parties have
acknowledged that the situation of competing in-
dustrial jurisdictions is such that a strong case can
be made for a single, national system.

The Hon. H. W. Gayfer: Every time there is a
dispute one has to go to Canberra.

The Hon. J. M. BERINSON: I move on to the
effect of this Bill not on the strong, militant
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unions against which it is apparently directed, but
on the weaker more moderate unions and the
State arbitration system. I was somewhat sur-
prised by Mr MacKinnon's comments this even-
ing, to the extent that he addressed himself to this
Bill at all. I remember Mr MacKinnon saying re-
cently that he regretted his support for the pro-
vision in the present Industrial Arbitration Act
which precludes preference to unionists. He said
at that time that he thought or realised in the
light of knowledge since his support for the
measure, that it was counter-productive and did
not affect the unions against which it was directed
and that it was detrimental to unions agai nst
which it was not directed. The Hon. Graham
MacKinnon was right then and I believe his views
expressed then arc also right now. The provisions
we are in the proccss of passing will make that
position much worse.

The difficulties of this Bill, both technical and
in principle, have been well canvassed and I do
not propose to deal with questions which already
have been adequately covered.

It needs to be said however, that this is not just
a Bill to reinforce the existing anti-preference
clause provisions of the Act. Its reference to
managerial discretion, whatever that means, is di-
rectly aimed at limiting the scope of the whole
State system. The evidentiary provisions in pro-
posed new section 96E are an open invitation to
clog up the system to the point of collapse. The
Hon. Carry Kelly raised a problem about pro-
posed section 96E, and the aspect with which he
dealt was the difficulty of employers trying sen-
sibly to comply with this provision and not coming
to grief. It is worth looking at it from another
point of view as well: namely, its potential for
mischief to the system. I will quote proposed sec-
tion 96E, leaving out irrelevant words. It reads in
these terms-

When . . . it is proved that an employee
was dismissed from . . . his employment, or
his promotion was. ... refused -... or a person
was refused employment . .. while he. ... was
or was not a member of an employee organis-
ation - -- it shall be taken to be proved that a
reason for that dismissal . .. refusal . .. was
the reason that the employee ..-. was or was
not such a member . .. unless the contrary is
proved.

We are talking about persons who are or who are
not members of an employee organisation. That
exhausts the possibilities. Every employee,
intending employee, or past employee must fall
within one or other of those two categories: either
he is a member of a union or he is not a member
of a union. I am gratified to have Mr

Hetherington's agreement to that. Keeping that in
mind, the significance of proposed section 96E is
really awe-inspiring. It means that every time a
person is employed or applies for work and is not
employed, or applies for promotion and is refused,
or is dismissed from employment, that person will
be able to allege a breach of new section 968 and
it will be up to the employer to prove the reverse.

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: It is really
amazing, isn't it?

The Hon. J. M. BERINSON: Anyone who
thinks that the State arbitration system could sur-
vive what a union could put it through, on the
strength of that provision alone, is deluding him-
self. The commission will have time to do nothing
else but deal with a queue of members of unions,
lined up, if necessary, to demonstrate the stupid-
ity and the impracticality of these provisions. It is
not just that it is rotten in principle--of course it
is rotten in principle to reverse the onus of proof
in this way-it is not just that it will put all em-
ployers into an impossibly invidious position,
though it will do that as well; but it also carries
within it the seeds of the effective disruption of
the whole arbitration system in this State.

Other aspects of the Bill are no less serious
than that, but they can better be left to the Com-
mittee stage. I conclude with the summary that
the legislation is thoroughly bad, it is incapable of
useful amendment, and this House ought to reject
it-

THE HION. ROBERT HETHERINGTON
(East Metropolitan) [1.30 am.]: I wish also to
oppose this Bill. It is a little difficult to find any-
thing new to say about it but I do want to advert
to some of the comments made by other speakers.
It seems to me we are in the situation of the
Cheshire cat in Alice in Wonderland. "Words",
he said, "mean what I want them to mean".

The Hon. Margaret McAleer: Humpty
Dumpty.

The Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON:
Anyway, the quote still comes from Alice in Won-
derland and this Bill does also.

One of the things that happens in times of
economic crisis is there is always a temptation to
look for a simple cause and a scapegoat. During
the depression in this country in the 1930s there
was a tendency of one group of people, that led by
Mr Bartholemnew Santamaria-some of whom
were fairly close to the present Chief Sec-
retary-which looked through rose-coloured
glasses to the so-called halcyon days of the
medieval period with the free guilds and the
happg, peasant, small farmers: They ignored
death, disease, short lives and everything else.
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They wanted to go back. If one is looking for
what is happening with ibis Bill perhaps one can
refer to the Minister's second reading speech
where on page 17 he said-

Let me, therefore, give fair warning that
this Government intends to protect small
businesses and self-employed people who are
prepared to work hard and deliver contrac-
tual commitments at a price.

I am not surprised the people tend to look at the
world through the eyes of their experience. The
present Minister was a small businessman; one of
the petit bourgeoisie who is looking back into the
mythical time of perfect competition-into the
19th century. In doing so he has over-simplified;
and he is reactionary. This is a reactionary Bill
which is attempting to bring down pains and pen-
alties similar to those that existed in Britain and
in Australia at the time of the Taffvale and the
Osborn judgments; when unions could have their
funds taken away for the damage they caused in
strikes. Unions could be put -under a series of
pains and penalties.

My colleague, the IHon. Joe Berinson, pointed
out that in the 1890s unions in Australia, particu-
larly the AWU and the waterside workers, had
their great strikes and were defeated when troops
were brought out against them. They felt they
had to set up a party that would bring them the
conditions under which they could work and de-
velop.

I have no doubt that a large part of the con-
ditions we have in this country are the product of
the unions. The people at the bottom of the peck-
ing order, the people who suffer the greatest in-
justice, are likely to be the greatest fighters for
justice, whether or not at times they make mis-
takes or blunders. That is the reason I believe the
Labor Party, the party to which unions belong, is
the political voice of the industrial movement.

The Hon. P. G. Pendal: A tenuous one.
The Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: It is

a party which will bring the greatest justice to
this country and the best conditions, although it
may make mistakes.

The Hon. G. C. MacKinnon: It still is, or are
you talking history?

The Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: It is
still. If the Hon. Graham MacKinnon wishes mec
to reminisce, as he did, I can remember well when
in the 1940s the Labor Party was described as the
tool and dupe of the Communists and the party
that betrayed its members, etc. Arthur Calwell, I
think it was, has said that the only good Labor
leader was a dead one. Ben Chifley was abused
and vilified in his time. I think he was the greatest

Prime Minister this country has ever seen, but
that is my opinion.

We are told by the right-wing members to look
back to the glorious Labor period of Curtin and
Chifley; they did not think they were glorious in
those days as the Hon. Graham Maci~innon can
remember.

The Hon. G. C. MacKinnon: I wasn't here
when Curtin was Prime Minister; I was being
looked after by the Japanese.

The Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: That
is true, I had forgotten that.

The Hon. G. C. MacKinnon: I think the Labor
Party is not the same party it used to be.

The Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: I
would not think so. That is a matter of opinion.

The Hon. H. W. Gayfer: It used to be right
down the middle at one time.

The Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON:
Where the middle is depends on where the viewer
stands. After all, the Hon. Graham MacKinnon
pointed out that with his own Liberal Party there
is some legislation it has introduced which the af-
fable Alfred Deakin-late Prime Minister of Aus-
tralia-if he were alive today would think was
dangerous socialist legislation because the
Govu~rnment has been led into reforms by the
nature of our democratic system federally and the
nature of our representative system in this State.
Of course, I do not admit we have a democratic
system in this State.

The argument of Mr Wells worried me, par-
ticularly his talk about the rights of the individual
and the right to work. He spoke about the absol-
ute right to work. When I hear people talk about
absolutes 1 usually hear them talk about nonsense.
There is no such thing as an absolute right in the
political system.

I think we ought to sort out what are rights.
When we talk about indefeasible and inalienable
rights we are talking about rights that in fact
have all men alienated somewhere at sometime.
So, what we are saying when we talk about inde-
feasible rights and inalienable rights is that these
are rights that, in our opinion, morally belong to
people. Then we try to translate them into legal
rights and of course we then have a legal right
which imposes limitations on the rights of others
by imposing duties upon them.

1 am given, by the State, a legal right to life;
that is, there is a duty on other people not to kill
me improperly or they will go to prison. We go
through the charade of passing a death penalty
but that punishment does not happen any more.
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That is one of the jaws which is controlled and
contained.

However, a legal right, by its nature, is not ab-
solute. A legal right is something where we bal-
ance the rights of one person against the rights of
another and come to some compromise and enact
laws to protect people in the exercise of what we
consider to be their right.

What is a right to work? It depends again on
where one is standing. In my more youthful ideal-
istic days. I have talked about the right to work. I
believe everybody should have the right to work
because we should try to develop a system in
which there is work for everyone.

I do not believe what the Minister said when he
stated as a private member in this House that the
majority of people who are out of work are out of
work because they do not want to work. I will not
explain unemployment by telling members about
the Five people I have met who do not want to
work. I want to point out the fact that if 7 per
cent of the population are unemployed, and it is
growing all the time, it is not the fault of the
unionists; it is the fault of the capitalist system
and the people in charge. The unions are not the
people who have money for investment. The
unions are not the people who decide where the
markets are. The unions are not the people who
decide they will go to Asia rather than here. It is
the owners and the controllers of capital who do
that.

The Hon. H. W. Gayfer: Who told you uni.on-
ists never have any money for investments?

The Hon. G. C. MacKinnon: What is the name
of the union in England worth S100 million?

Several members interjected.
The Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: I

have every intention of carrying on once members
have Finished their conversations.

We had a lecture from the Hon. Peter Wells
about fear. I know something about the fears
many people have because my electorate is a
working-class electorate and the people who ring
me are those who have no homes; sometimes they
have no food and we have to get them food par-
cels: some people have no jobs, and some are fear-
ful for their future. They have fears all right.
Sometimes they are unionists who are afraid of
losing their jobs and who are trying to work
together to maintain their jobs and the con-
ditions-they do have fear.

The Hon. P. H-. Lockyer: There is an all-im-
portant election soon.

The Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: I am
not trying to give a lecture or a sermon. I am

trying to say what I think is the matter, In fact, as
far as I can see, this Bill is not necessary and it
does nothing that the Government claims it sets
out to do. If I can put it this way, it seems to be
basically a bit of petit bourgeois ideology. The
end result-and I note Mr MacKinnon's speech
earlier-of this Bill becoming an Act may be that,
in fact, one day we will look back and say, "Was
it not a wonderful thing when the Act was passed
because it destroyed the arbitration system and
we are better off now?" It could well be a
number of things and one of the things I ind
about this Bill is that it is obscurantist and it
seems to be as contradictory; it reverses the onus
of proof and is quite savage in its penalties.

The Hon. P. H-. Lockyer: I thought that word
meant a rare disease.

The Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: It is
a fairly bad disease when a Minister gets it be-
cause it produces woolly Bills. One of the things
about this Bill, if I may refer to the Bill, relates to
clause 2 which deletes from the definition of
"industrial matters" which the commission may
look at, housing rentals, collection of union dues.
and other matters of managerial prerogative. The
Minister has circulated a copy of an amendment
which I presume he will move in the Committee
stage. As far as I can ascertain the amending
phrase will then read "housing rentals, collection
of union dues, and matters of managerial preroga-
tive"-whatever they may be. This perturbs me
because one of the problems with the arbitration
system is that it has been unduly legalistic. This
means that unions have to raise funds and, large
amounts of funds have been poured into the arbi-
tration system, both State and Federal. The
unions have spent money in litigation rather than
in negotiation, conciliation, and mediation. If
there are clauses like this about managerial pre-
rogative and other clauses throughout the Bill,
and especially with regard to proposed new sec-
tion 96A where learned counsel has suggested
that it might fall foul of the Federal Constitution,
it could lead to protracted litigation which could
result in the unions becoming bankrupt or being
forced out of the system before that stage is
reached.

If this Bill becomes an Act it will be a lawyer's
dream but I do not not think it will do much for
industrial relations. From this point of view it is
highly undesirable.

I rind that it is rather odd that managerial pre-
rogative-whatever that may mean; there is no
firm definition of it anywhere-is removed from
an industrial matter which comes within the pur-
view of the commission, yet in relation to the
managerial prerogative of hiring and firing, it is
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severely limited because no-one can say, "I have
not been hired because I am or am not a union-
ist." It is a stupid clause.

I will not speak extensively on the Bill tonight
because we will deal with each clause during the
Committee stage and if the Government's attitude
is the same as it was in the Minister's second
reading speech, we will be in (his House for 48
hours straight; if that is what the Government
wants that is what it will get. It is a stupid way of
dealing with a Bill as important as this. Included
in the Bill will be the criteria in relation 10 the
ability of industry to pay. I have read the Bill and
I am not sure whether it means the ability of a
particular firm to pay or the ability of a section of
industry to pay. However, there are problems in
relation to this matter which I find rather odd
when one considers it comes from a private en-
terprise Government.

One of the things about the arbitration system
and the principles of arbitration accepted after
the Higgins' judgment in the Harvester case is
that it set out to find what was the fair minimum
pay related to workers' needs. Originally, when
Justice Higgins laid down two guineas a week for
an average family to live on in reasonable
comfort, it referred to an average family of a
man, his wife, and three children. In due course
Ben Chifley introduced child endowment and
introduced pay-roll tax to fund it-this was
introduced as a bit of Catholic distributionism to
use pay-roll tax to fund people in need; now, of
course, it is being used quite improperly as a
growth tax, and a horrible impost on indus-
try-and the arbitration court fixed the basic
wage on the necessities for a man, his wife, and
one child. This meant that if we were to carry out
the intentions of the Chifley legislation, the child
endowment or family allowance should have been
increased every time the basic wage, or later the
total wage, increased. This has not happened, and
it is a pity.

Under this Bill, if a company is not efficient
enough to pay a fair wage it will receive a bonus.
This then means that that company can compete
unfairly with industries which can afford to pay a
fair wage. In my opinion a wage should be set
down and if an industry cannot meet that wage, it
should go to the wall. That is how a capitalist
system is supposed to work where there is compe-
tition. Industries which cannot pay a fair wage
and still compete should not survive. One of the
results of this Bill will be that we will subsidise,
by lower wages, inefficient industry. In the long
run that will be of no assistance to the country.
Already, with the kind of protection we have had
for many years, we have tended to subsidise inef-

ficient industry. I suggest Lhat the Government
should think about this matter very carefully be-
cause it may be making WA industry less com-
petitive on the world market than it is now. That
could be highly undesirable. The legislation is
based on a False premise-the premise of an ab-
solute right to work and this notion of individual
Freedom. Perhaps the Chief Secretary will forgive
me for quoting once more when I say that when
people talked about individual Freedom in the
19th century, they said that the individual should
negotiate person to person, or employer to em-
ployee. The employee had very little individual
freedom because the big man tended to swallow
up the small man, and as Tawney said, "Freedom
to the pike is death to the minnows"-and I am
not here referring to che Chief Secretary.

The Hon. R. C. Pike: A very vicious
fish-voracious in fact.

The Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON:
Without combining into -unions, the individual
had no freedom of negotiation, no freedom at all.
As we used to say in the labour movement many
years ago, the worker had the freedom to work or
to starve.

I thought it may bring a little lighthearted
amusement to the House, even at this late hour, if
I were to read a copy of the official rules issued
by a Sydney firm of merchants and ship chandlers
in [852. This appears in the preface, page xi, of
Australian Labour Relaions: Readings, edited by
J. E. Issac and G. W. Ford. The rules read as fol-
lows-

RULES FOR THE CLERICAL STAFF

I . Godliness, Cleanliness and Punctuality
a re t he necessi ties of a good busi ness.

2. On the recommendation of the Governor
of this Colony, this firm has reduced the
hours of work, and the Clerical Staff
will now only have to be present between
the hours of 7 a.m. and 6 p.m. on week-
days. The Sabbath is for Worship, but
should any Man-of-War or other vessel
require victualling, the Clerical Staff
will work on the Sabbath.

3. Daily Prayers will be held each morning
in the Main Office. The Clerical Staff
will be present.

4. Clothing must be of sober nature. The
Clerical Staff will not disport Them-
selves in raiment of bright colours, nor
will they wear hose, unless in good re-
pair.
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5. Overshoes and Top-Coats may not be
worn in the Office but Neck Scarves and
Headwear may be worn in inclement
weather.

6. A stove is provided for the benefit of the
Clerical Staff. Coal and wood must be
kept in the locker, It is recommended
that each member of the Clerical Staff
bring 4 pounds of coal, each day, during
the cold weather.

7. No member of the Clerical Staff may
leave the room without permission from
Mr Ryder. The calls of nature are per-
mitted, and the Clerical Staff may use
the garden below the second gate. This
area must be kept in good order.

8. No talking is allowed during business
hours.

9. The craving for tobacco, wines or spi rits
is a human weakness, and, as such, is
forbidden to all members of the Clerical
Staff.

10. Now that the hours of business have
been drastically reduced, the partaking
of food is allowed between 11.30 a.m.'
and noon, but work will not, on any ac-
count, cease.

11. Members of the Clerical Staff will pro-
vide their own pens. A new sharpener is
available: on application, to Mr Ryder.'

12. Mr Ryder will nominate a Senior Clerk
to be responsible for the cleanliness of
the Main Office and the Private Office,
and all Boys and Juniors will report to
him 40 minutes before Prayers, and will
remain after closing hours for similar
work. Brushes, Brooms, Scrubbers and
Soap are provided by the Owners.

13. The New Increased Weekly Wages are
as hereunder detailed:

Junior Boys (to I I years) Il/4d.
Boys (to 14 years) 2/I1d.
Juniors 4/8d.
Junior Clerks 8/7d.
Clerks 10/9d.
Senior Clerks (after 15 years with the
Owners) 21 /4d

The owners hereby recognize the generosity
of the new labour laws, but will expect a
great rise in output of work to compensate
for these near Utopian conditions.

The Hon. P. H. Wells: I have read that one too,
Robert.-

The Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: Yes,
I thought the Hon. Peter Wells would have done
so. Conditions have improved, and they will go on
improving. Some of the improvements were

brought about by hard work, some by strikes, and
some by arbitration in the courts. Very few of the
improvements were brought about by individuals
exercising their free rights, approaching manage-
ment and saying, "As an individual. I demand
higher wages for myself and my fellows." It
usually takes solidarity, and this word "solidarity"
has been the key word of the labour movement
since its inception. Solidarity is all. Without soli-
darity the union movement is destroyed. Without
solidarity the majority of unionists have no free-
dom. Without solidarity they lose their individual
rights.

By its provisions, this Bill is likely to breach
solidarity. As such, it is feared by the unions. Not
only is it likely to breach solidarity but also, be-
cause it allows individuals to go before the courts,
it permits either a Government or an employers'
group to fund an agent provocateur to take a mat-
ter to the courts that is not in the interest of the
workers or of the unions. If the legislation
breaches solidarity-and it may not: I hope that
in years to come Mr MacKinnon does not say that
I said it would, because it may not-that will be
to the detriment of the unions, of the blue-collar
workers, of the wage and salary earners of this
State; and their detriment will be the detriment of
the State because they are the people who are the
markets in our economy. They are facing difficult
problems.

The Hon. Norman Moore sneered at the state-
ment made by Miss [yln Elliott earlier, and that
was quite unwarranted. One of the problems
facing us at present is that it is possible-and
many columnists point to the possibility-that
manufacturing industry will go out of the State
and we will become the providers of primary pro-
duce. We will provide the raw materials for the
labour-intensive industries, and the rest of us will
fall to the level of a third world country. The
honourable gentleman may not think that that is
likely to happen, but it is a possibility. We should
think about that. It is something about which we
should worry.

One of the problems in this State at present is
the need to diversify industry and build up a
manufacturing base, if we can. That is in accord-
ance with good Liberal principles, actually. This
is one of those points on which we may differ on
the fine detail and on how it might be achieved;
but the need for industry is one matter on which
both parties should agree.

The Labor Party was duly flattered to see how
the present Government took over so much of its
small business policy after the last election. of
course, it is sensible electioneering to draw the
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teeth of antis opponents; but sometimes one reels
one could do without that kind of flattery.

The Hon. P. H. Lockyer: And in conclusion?
The Hon. ROBERT H-ETHERINGT'ON: As

the Hon. Philip Lockyer is so anxious for me to sit
down, perhaps 1 could find something else to say;
but I will not.

In many ways, the Minister is living in a world
of myth. He has been carried away. 1 hope that he
did not write all of the speech himself, because I
thought better of him. The speech starts with
purple passages which are complete nonsense, as
follows-

This law upholds the splendid original pur-
pose of industrial legislation-to protect indi-
vidual rights in a manner appropriate to the
needs of the time.

Now, really! It is pure nonsense.
The H-In. P. H. Lockyer: Pure Shakespeare!
The Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: The

Industrial Arbitration Act arose from the need to
Find a better means, if possible, of settling indus-
trial disputes. The industrial disputes arose be-
cause the unions had banded together, in soli-
darity, to seek some sort of individual freedom
and obtain some equality of bargaining power
with their employers. It allowed the Minister to
say then-

Now, we are necessarily strengthening pro-
tection from the excessive use of union power
against the individual.

That is applying one simplicity against another
simplicity, which is a piece of rhetorical dis-
honesty which does not help any discussion of a
serious matter like this Bill.

At times we are all tempted to use these sorts
of things; but in a Bill like this, I would like to see
less purple prose and more facts. I will not accuse
the Minister of using Mr W. W. Mitchell, but I
think he must have read some of Mr Mitchell's
columns in the Comment News in which he uses
little stars, asterisks, and oversimplified state-
ments which reduce complex issues to simplicities.
I suggest that the Minister tended to do that in
his second reading speech. He produced a Bill
that is obscure, in which the definitions are diffi-
cult to follow and are likely to produce a great
deal of litigation, under which the fines are un-
duly heavy, and which allows no appeal if the
Fines are not paid, because the union that refuses
to pay is thrown out of the system and ceases to
be a registered union. Then the union can do
nothing.

When the Federal Liberal Government started
to introduce heavy penalties and to threaten

deregistration in the Federal sphere, it was asked,
"Once you have adopted this sanction, what do
you do then with the union that is out of the
system, and what does it do?" The union can do
nothing hut try collective bargaining.

I am one of the people who thinks that collec-
tive bargaining would be a good thing; but I
suggest to the Minister that he not be blinkered in
his thinking. Because he has been to the United
States and seen collective bargaining there does
not mean that he can assume that collective bar-
gaining here would be the same, because it would
not. We have a different tradition of industrial re-
lations; we have a different tradition of collective
activity: we have a different ethos and a different
outlook.

One of the great historical differences between
the United States and Australia is that the United
States was a rich country in which the settlers
could settle in self-sufficient communities with a
great deal of local government, and they could be-
lieve they could battle on by individual efforts.
Australia was settled as a convict colony, in a dry
country with vast distances. We had to have
centralised control and centralised government,
and we have had to get together to work collec-
tively to survive.

The collectivism that we find in the Australian
unions is entirely in the Australian tradition. It
cannot be removed easily. It will survive. It may
survive in better or worse forms if this Bill de-
stroys the arbitration system as we know it now.
What is more likely to happen, of course, is that
the Act will prove unworkable. It will be used
with a fine rhejorical flourish for the next elec-
tion; then, in the unlikely event of a Liberal
Government being returned to power, it will be al-
lowed to die with some policy of containment.

The Hon. P. H. Lockycr: Small weight!
The Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: I

know it is very difficult to predict how an elector-
ate will act. I know the Government, by its ele-
toral legislation, has made it very hard for the
Labor Party to win, even if it gets a clear majority
of the vote. I am aware of the difficulties which
confront us and the Government may drum uip a
kind of fear, as Mr Wells seemed to be doing
earlier in the day, to convince people and get us
thrown out. It is very unlikely.

The Hon. P. H. Wells: The Hon. Des Dans
mentioned fear and 1 just referred to it briefly.

The Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: I
would have thought the Hon. Peter Wells played
rather heavily on fear and simplistic arguments.
He put forward a lot of noisy rhetoric, but at no
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stage did he give the hard evidence for which I
asked him.

The Hon. P. H. Wells: Weren't you listening?
The Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: I

heard no hard evidence.
The Hon. P. H. Wells: I suggest you get a copy

or my speech.
The Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: Per-

haps the honourable gentleman has a little to
learn yet about really solid, hard evidence.

Several members interjected.
The Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: I op-

pose this Bill. The Minister should have another
look at it. I do not expect him to, because the kind
of Bill he has produced is in line with the kinds or
statements he has made in this House ever since I
have been here. They are the statements I would
expect from a petit bourgeois ideologue who does
not really understand the big world at all.

THE HON. TOM STEPHENS (North) 12.12
a-m-j: I rise at this hour to add my little bit to the
most serious legislation which has been
introduced into the House during the short time I
have been in the Chamber. I have been here only
two months and I am lucky in that I came with
very few illusions about this place. The few il-
lusions I had have been shattered even further by
watching legislation of this nature arrive in this
place and seeing the attitudes of members op-
posite and the sorts of responses one can antici-
pate if the determined looks of members on the
Government's front bench are anything to go by.

Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I ask the honourable

member to con fine his remarks to the Bill.
The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: It is appropriate

that anachronistic legislation such as this should
be introduced into what the Hon. Phil Pendal
called a "toy Parliament".

The Hon. P. G. Pendal: I did not. Get your
facts right.

The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: The honourable
member agreed with the proposition that this was
a toy Parliament and we on this side of the House
agree that we have a toy Parliament in this State.

The Hon. P. H. Lockyer: Why did you bother
to come in then?

The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: I entered Parlia-
ment. because I am looking forward to the day
when members opposite will be sitting over here
and we will be sitting over there. That day is not
far away. The electorate will not tolerate legis-
lation of this nature. Early next year this legis-
lation will be rejected by the electorate and the

Labor Party will occupy the benches opposite and
Government members will find themselves sitting
over here. I hope they look prettier over here than
they look over there.

Unlike Mr Lockyer I am not prepared to en-
gage in breaches of the Electoral Act and make
wagers on the results of elections.

When legislation is introduced, it may at times
be appropriate to refer to the past as some guid-
ing inspiration as to the way in which we should
look to the future. It is one matter to refer briefly
to the past, but it is another matter to be con-
stantly enideavouring to live in it as legislation like
this attempts to do. One wonders why we should
bother with this sort of debate because with this
Bill the Government is merely endeavouring to set
up its election strategy. We can imagine the sorts
of things which have gone on in the back rooms of
the Liberal Party as members have endeavoured
to ensure they arrive at policies which will pro-
duce votes for them at the coming general elec-
tion,

The Hon. P. H. Lockyer: Does it worry you?

The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: It does not
worry me, because the electorate is much
shrewder than members opposite.

The Hon. P. H. Loekyer: Look at North Prov-
ince!

The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: The electorate
has been able to understand the sorts of things
members opposite did in the lead up to the North
Province by-election.

The PRESIDENT: Order! I ask the honourable
member to confine his comments to the Bill.

The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: Thank you for
that invitation, Mr President. This Bill is an elec-
tion strategy and there is no other purpose for it.
This Bill was part of the strategy chosen in prep-
aration for the next election.

Reference has been made to the plausible front
of this Government which has a Premier with a
happy, sweet, smiling face. However, some of the
Ministers do not think the Premier has the ca-
pacity to win elections with his sweet, smiling,
happy face. I was talking to the State President of
the Liberal Party recently as he was travelling to
the north to preselect some poor, hapless candi-
date for the Kimberley and North Province elec-
torates.

The Hon. P. H. Lockyer: You had better watch
out or that hapless character will beat you.

The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: I can assure
members opposite he will not.

Several members interjected.
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The PRESIDENT: Order! I insist that the
member direct his comments to the Bill or I shall
prevent him from speaking at all.

The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: Thank you, Sir.
It is difficult to stick to the Bill when one is being
subjected to intcrjections from all sides.

The PRESIDENT: The member should ignore
the interjections.

The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: The Govern-
ment's electoral strategy has been to introduce
this Bill, which is described in the I I October
edition of The West Australian by an eminent
QC. Mr Ian Douglas, as "an industrial relations
disaster for Western Australia". He said that he
had "serious doubts about its consititutional
validity and that its drafting was so poor that, if
implemented, lawyers would have a field day". I
have read previous debates in this Chamber on
other Bills which also have given lawyers a field
day.

The other relevant article in that same edition
dealing with this legislation reported a speech by
the Minister for Labour and Industry at a sem-
inar last weekend. I quote as follows-

...Mr Masters attacked employer and union
industrial officers as an entrenched occu-
pation whose decisions frequently did not
reflect the public interest.

Further on we find the following-
"P-articip-ants engaged in artificial battle

too often reach artificial solutions in a
closed-shop atmosphere, locked away from
the realities of the community that bears the
brunt."

A Minister located in the Legislative Council in
Western Australia could hardly afford to use
language like that about people involved with in-
dustrial arbitration and industrial discussion out
in the wider community. No place could be
further locked away from the realities of life than
this Legislative Council-

The Hon. V. J. Ferry: You have a lot to learn.

The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: -shored up
with electoral legislation that makes the Chamber
so irrelevant to this State.

The aim of this legislation is to set the stage for
a general election. It is aimed at union bashing,
the collapse of the industrial process as we know
it, and the collapse of the trade union movement.
It is reminiscent of previous initiatives of the
current Liberal Government as it has moved in
the direction of being a totalitarian regime. This
Government has its parallel in the totalitarian
regime in Poland that has endeavoured to bash
away at the union movement there.

The Hon. P. H. Wells: At least we told the
electorate what we were going to do.

The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: I come in the
final stages of this debate not as the best wine left
to last but as someone to put the cork on some
very fine wine spilled in this Chamber. It has been
the mix of hogwash from the other side that has
spoilt the wine presented by my colleagues in their
arguments that would have convinced any reason-
able person of the draconian nature of this legis-
lation.

The Hon. P. H. Lockyer: What did you think of
Mr MacKinnon's speech?

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Awful.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: I dealt with Mr

MacKinnon's speech when I said that it was
necessary not simply to live in the past-that can
never be justified-but rather to refer to the past
in order that it may be a signpost of the things we
should be doing today.

The arguments presented by my colleagues
quite clearly have not convinced Government
members of their worth, If one works out why one
bothers to speak in this Chamber, one might de-
cide that one reason is to convince members op-
posite that they might like to change their votes
on a particular issue. When we reach the Com-
mittee stage members opposite who have not read
the Bill hopefully will be horrified by its pro-
visions. They might take the opportunity between
now and then to read the Bill. If they were to do
so they would be horrified by its contents and by
the way the Mitchells of their party have framed,
if not the letter of the Bill, then the framework of
the legislation itself. They will find provisions that
include the dreaded notion of retrospectivity.

I have become disillusioned with the idea of
convincing members opposite to change their
minds. Instead, I think we will have to convince
the electorate to convince members opposite to
change their minds.

The Hon. P. H. Wells: Mr Olney brought in
good amendments.

The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: That is why the
Government promoted him out to the Supreme
Court.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: You talk a lot of
nonsense, Mr Wells.

The PRESIDENT: Order!
The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: The second

reason for speaking in this place in debates like
this perhaps might be simply to drag out the day,
to lengthen the process and thereby to delay the
introduction of legislation as draconian as this.
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The other reason might be that, with long de-
bates like this, we might just find that some mem-
bers opposite will fall asleep or drop dead and so
enable us to have legislation passed in a form that
allows common sense and decency to prevail in
this Chamber.

Government members have spoken of their de-
sire to see the whole principle of freedom en-
shrined in this legislation, but they fail to concen-
trate on that question in any deailed way. They
have failed to take note of the whole notion of
freedom of association and freedom not to associ-
ate. They have ignored the notions of freedom of
employment and freedom not to employ. They are
the sorts of principles that the employees and em-
ployers of the Pilbara are particularly keen to see
stay in the Act that is now being amended.

The li-on. P. H. Wells: Have you discussed it
with them?

The Hon. P. H. Loekyer: I bet the bloke at
Pannawonica would not agree.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Yes, he would.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: This legislation

is designed to set the stage for a general election.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order' I ask members to

cease their interj .ections. The hour is getting on
and the member is endeavouring to make a
speech. I will not tolerate any interjections that
will prolong the debate any longer than necessary.

The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: Thank you, Mr
President. This situation reminds me a little of my
maiden speech in this House. Maybe some
Government members might like to run the
gauntlet tonight as run by a previous interj ector.

If the Government believes the next election
will be crucial to its future, it should give seri ous
consideration to the effect this legislation will
have on seats such as the Pilbara. Fortunately the
people of the Pilbara have begun to see through
the transparent measures initiated by this Govern-
ment. It has enideavoured to provoke industrial
turmoil to ensure votes to its advantage are re-
turned at the ballot box. Industrial turmoil never
has served our interests; it serves the interests of
the party of members opposite, and their party
alone.

The Hon. N. F. Moore: If the legislation will
win us votes then obviously it is what the people
want.

The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: People once may
have thought that was the case, but the recent by-
election in the Pilbara proved that to be wrong.
At the last stage of that by-election campaign the

Government tried to provoke industrial turmoil in
order to serve its own interests. The people of the
Pilbara were able to see through that tactic, and
went to the ballot boxes to return votes for the
Australian Labor Party.

Apart from the whole issue of industrial
turmoil, the people of the Pilbara will look at the
provision in the Bill to remove from the Industrial
Commission the issue of employer-provided ac-
commodation so that no longer can such accom-
modation be included in award negotiations. I
thought this Liberal Government would have
learnt a lesson from its Federal counterpart. Dur-
ing the last Federal election campaign that party's
advocate in the Federal Kalgoorlie electorate
went around campaigning on the question of
taxation of subsidised housing. This Government
surely would know how sensitive an issue it is
when attacked with amendments such as those
proposed in this legislation.

The Hon. N. F. Moore: I don't think you have
seen the Act at all.

The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: I understand the
intent of the Act too well, and too well the intent
of people like the Hon. Norman Moore.

A point that should be made in this debate is
that if old men sit around to swap yarns, maybe
someone will learn something from someone else.
However, quite clearly the people opposite do not
want anyone to have that chance. I will refer to
some red theology as it applies to this legislation.
I do not mean red theology as members opposite
might think I mean.

The Hon. G. E. Masters: Do you have your
little red book with you?

The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: The book is
Custer Died for Your Sins by Vine Deloria. an
American Indian. He writes about the arrival
from France of Christian missionaries, and made
the point that Canadian Indians would sit down
with others so that all could exchange ideas.
These French missionaries spoke to the Canadian
Indians about the early stories of Christian-
ity-about creation. At the completion of these
stories the Indians made an effort to communi-
cate their own myths about creation, but the
Christian missionaries said, "Look, you have got
us wrong. We are not here to exchange pagan
myths, we are here to tell you the truth." The
Indians rose and walked away. At least they had
endeavoured to exchange ideas. It is quite clear
that in this House exchange will not be possible.
It does not matter how cogent are the remarks of
Opposition members, the Government is intent on
ramming this legislation through both Houses so
that it can set the stage for the next election.
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On the questions of union membership and
freedom of association, it amazes me that a mem-
ber must join the Commonwealth Parliamentary
Association before he is entitled to exchange
meetings with fellow parliamentarians in various
parts of the world. It is a requirement that all par-
liamentarians be members of the CPA, and pay
their dues before they obtain free trips to various
parts of the globe as one of the benefits of being a
member of that association.

The Hon. V. J. Ferry: You don't have to be.
The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: Is that to obtain

a free trip?
The Hon. V. J. Ferry: You don't have to be,
The Hon. D. K. Dans: Let us be clear that you

have no chance of getting a trip unless you are a
member of the CPA.

The Hion. P. H. Wells: You don't have to join
the CPA.

The Hon. A. A. Lewis: You don't get CPA
trips, but you may get other trips. You musi be a
member to get those particular trips.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: That's right.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Will the member on

his feet speak to the Bill?
The Hon. D. K. Dans: I think he's doing very

well on the Bill.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I suggest he is not.

If he does he will give us an opportunity to go
home.

The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: I endeavoured to
indicate how the workings of the CPA related to
the whole question of freedom of association.
Tonight we have heard the proposition that non-
unionists will be permitted by this legislation to
avoid the responsibility of paying union dues
while taking 'advantage of the rights and privi-
leges won by unions to which they should belong.
I thought the Commonwealth Parliamentary As-
sociation was a reasonable parallel.

The Hon. Lyla Elliott: It is, too.
The Hon. D. K. Dans: It is supposed to be the

parliamentarians' union, as I was told.
The Hon. TOM STEPHENS: The H-tn. Phillip

Pendal attacked Mr Ian Temby for what the
member called political advice. This legislation
clearly has such political intent that no other sort
of advice would be relevant. The legislation is
intended for political purposes, and is -politically
provocative. It is aimed at assisting the Govern-
ment to win an election, not at improving indus-
trial relations, or assisting in any future situation
to which this State might move in industrial re-
lations. The Hon. Phil Pendal endeavoured to

drive a wedge between the two wings of the Labor
movement, the political wing and the industrial
wing. In so doing he tried to set the stage For that
which this legislation is all about, and that is to
hoodwink the union movement into responding in
such a way as would be to the electoral advantage
of this Government. Ifr the Government succeeded
in hoodwinking the union movement the stage
would be set for what this Government has been
on about from the moment it mooted the legis-
lation.

The legislation is aimed at compelling certain
groups of people to do certain things. The Govern-
ment has shown no concern in other legislation to
ensure increased job opportunities in this State.
The legislation is designed to ensure certain
people will work in certain jobs with bad con-
ditions, and For so doing will receive low wages.
The Government has left alone the serious
question of unemployment, to which the industrial
wing of the Labor movement has addressed itself
seriously, and to which the political wing has ad-
dressed itself as well. The legislation was brought
forward in an endeavour to put up tigers so that
the climate would be set for the next election. The
Government deserves to be roundly condemned
for its actions, as it has been tonight by my col-
leagues, and lately in the wider market place by
the media-probably the more relevant market
place-and by the wider population Whose wrath
no doubt will be felt at the forthcoming State gen-
eral election.

I oppose the legislation.
THE HON. P. H. LOCKYER (Lower North)

[2.40 a.m.]: I did not intend to speak on this
Bill-

The Hon. D. K. Dans: You won't disappoint
Me.

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: -but I thought it
appropriate that I give my colleagues opposite a
bit of right-wing diatribe as to why this legislation.
is necessary.

The Hon. Tom Stephens did niot disappoint me.
He proved to me that 1 was not wrong about his
maiden speech. Tonight I was surprised that the
Opposition on no occasion took into consideration
the people who are most affected by the need for
this legislation-the employers. Regardless of the
arguments that have been put forward tonight,
many from the Opposition benches-

The Hon. J. M. Berinson: Such as the fact that
the employers oppose this legislation.

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: -the employers
require this legislation so they can get on with the
job of employing more people and adding to the
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productivity of this nation; productivity is the key
word.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Why haven't they
supported it then?

The PRESIDENT: Order!
The Hon. Peter Dowding: Are you going to

read the speech?
The PRESIDENT: If the Hon. Peter Dowding

interjects once more I will report him to the
House because consistently tonight he has disre-
garded my instructions to cease his interjections
and I am fed up with it.

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: I went to the
trouble of obtaining extracts from the Depart-
ment of Labour and Industry. 1 *assure members
that the information contained in these documents
is true. Only the names of the companies have
been deleted, and that has been done for a good
reason. Remarkably, some unions employ tactics
to make it somewhat uncomfortable for businesses
to continue operating from day to day. These
documents cover the period from January to
September 1982. There have been 71 outstanding
instances of standover type tactics by a variety of
unions. I will name them so they are incorporated
in Hanisard.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: The companies or the
unions?

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: We will talk
about the unions.

The H-on. D. K. Dans: Talk about the
companies, be fair.

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: The reason the
company is not getting this-

The Hon. D. K. Dans: That follows. You
haven't got the guts to talk about the companies.

The PR ES IDENT: Order!

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: If the Leader of
the Opposition is talking about union pressure, I
am about to speak on that subject.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: Talk about the
companies.

The Hon. Tom Stephens: It comes as no sur-
prise.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: Tell us the names of the
companies. You cannot.

The PRESIDENT: Order-!
The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: In respect of the

BLF, these tactics were employed on 35 oc-
casions; in respect of the TWU, there were 14 oc-
casions; in respect of the Plumbers and Gasfitters
Employees' Union, five occasions-

The Hon. D. K. Dans: That is a pretty good
union.

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: -in the case of
the FEDFU. two occasions; in respect of the
AWU, a right-wing union, three occasions; with
the BW1U, two occasions; with the Painters and
Decorators' Union, two occasions: in the case of
the AMWSU, three occasions; in respect of the
Liquor and Allied Industries Employees' Union,
two occasions; and in the case of the Carpenters
and Joiners, Bricklayers and Stoneworkers Indus-
trial Union of Workers-they were the good
boys-on only one occasion this happened.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: What do they do and
what is the name of the companies?

The PRESIDENT: Order!
The Hon. P. H. LOCKY ER: I will give a run-

down of the type of incidents that occurred.
The Hon. D. K. Dans: This Bill will cure this.

That is the good thing about it, the one good
thing.

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: It seems our good
friend in the gallery has gone home. It was not the
speeches from this side of the House which drove
him home.

The Hon. Tom Stephens: You had the oppor-
tunity to speak earlier.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: He waited until Mr
Reynolds left, of course.

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: No, I did not.
The Hon. D. K. Dans: Of course you did.
The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: Threats of strike

action affecting building sites are a common oc-
currence. Unions threaten to shut down the build-
ing site because one or more fellows are not in the
union. Subcontractors have been threatened and
the BLF has imposed threats and black bans
against its own members on construction sites.
Talk about bottom-of-the-harbour schemes!

The Hon. D. K. Dans: Just a moment, that
matter is before the courts, Mr Lockyer.

The PRESIDENT: Order!
The Hon. Peter Dowding: Point of order!
The PRESIDENT: Order! 1 ask the honourable

member to relate his comments to the Bill before
the House and to cease taking any notice of the
interjections. The Hon. Peter Dowding has a point
of order.

Point of Order

The Hon. PETER DOWDING: Mr President,
I am indebted to you for the call. I want to ensure
that the member identifies this fascinating docu-
ment from which all these quotes are emanating.
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The PRESIDENT: The honourable member
must identify the document.

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: Certainly I will
identify the document. As I said before, it com-
prises extracts of files from the Department of
Labour and Industry. I did say that earlier. I can
recommend a very good ear specialist for our
friend over the road.

The PRESIDENT: Order! For the information
of members the term "to identify a document" is
used in the context of being able to know what the
document looks like should somebody desire that
the document be tabled at the end of a speech.
The document need not have a title; frequently
documents do not have titles. The reason for
identifying the document is so we know which bits
of paper we are talking about and it is in that re-
gard that the member should identify the docu-
ment to my satisfaction.

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: Thank you, Mr
President. I will be very happy to give the honour-
able member my personal copy after my speech.

Debate Resumed

The Hon. i. M. Berinson: You still haven't
identified it. You said it was a document out of
the file of the Department of Labour and Indus-
try.

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: May I continue,
Mr President?

The PRESIDENT: Yes.
The Hon. Fred McKenzie: How did you get ac-

cess to it?
The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: The record of the

Transport Workers' Union includes the use of
threats and coercive tactics to force individuals to
join the union.

The Hon. Tom Stephens: Sounds like the Lib-
eral Party!

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: This is the reason
for this legislation. It is a point that has been
missed consistently tonight.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: We are aware of the re-
sult but we are challenging how it is going to
work.

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: I want to ensure
this is incorporated in Hansard so that in 1992
everybody can read it when they refer to it.

The Hon. Tom Stephens: They will say, "So
what?" If that is what you think, did you read it?

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: Threatening
owner-drivers with black bans unless they join
unions is one tactic which has been employed. In

case members do not believe me, I will quote only
a couple of examples.

The Hon. J. M. Berinson: Is there to be public
access to this document?

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: I will give it to
the member after my speech.

The Hon. J. M. Berinson: That was not the
question I asked. I asked if there was to be public
access to this document.

The Hon. Fred McKenzie: It fell off the back
of a truck.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: It fell of the back of a
truck; come on.

The PRESIDENT: Order! Would the honour-
able member proceed with his speech.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: Why don't you just say
you stole it off the Minister's table?

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: It is so nice to be
on the other side of the Chamber for a change
when someone else produces documents, as often
happens in this Chamber. I am sure Mr President
agrees with me.

The Hon. Fred McKenzie: If we had them we
could get the police onto them.

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: It is a specific
case. The only thing that has been deleted is the
name of the company concerned. A steel fabri-
cation company was prevented by BLF officials
from working on a construction site until the
joining fees of a number of employees had been
paid to the BLF. The officials also demanded the
payment of nearly $1 000 to the FEDFU. The
company was unclear about what the $1 000 was
for,' but paid the money in order that the work on
the site could proceed. A lot of these people
wanted to go ahead and work.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: What is the authen-
ticity of this?

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: This is from the
Winneke report, case 6.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: Did you read all the
Winneke report? He said, "Closed shops are a
fact of life." Get on to that one.

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: Are you an ex-
pert?

The Hon. Robert Hetherington: This is a West-
ern Australian union?

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: This is all to do
with Western Australian cases.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: What did Justice
Winneke say about this?

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: To quote-
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K.G0K. Simpson Pty. Ltd. was engaged as
the builder on the "Western Press" site in
Western Australia. They were about to com-
mence a concrete pour when a threat was
made by the B. L.F. to stop that pour because
the principal of the building company was a
member of the Master Builders Association
which had refused to negotiate wage agree-
ments with the B.L.F. Reynolds, the Western
Australian Branch Secretary of the B.L.F.,
had told the concrete sub-contractor that he
was going to "stop the pour-right in the
middle."

The Hon. Fred McKenzie: When was all this?
The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: To continue-

Nonetheless, the builder took precaution-
ary measures and engaged the assistance of
police officers, and the pour was commenced
in secret early one morning.

These are the steps employers have to take to
carry out their lawful business. To continue-

During the course of the pour the B.L.F.
organiser, one Neil McDonald, arrived at the
site and he was stopped at the perimeter.
McDonald told Simpson that "he was a
marked man."

The Hon. D. K. Dans: You must have read that
in the Winneke report. What did Winneke say
about closed shops'?

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: To continue-
There have been many instances put before

this Inquiry of threatening and violent con-
duct engaged in by officials and members of
the Builders Labourers Federation in pursuit
of demands made upon employers. These in-
stances appear to demonstrate the existence
of a philosophy in the Federation that resort
to mob violence is a justifiable weapon in the
process of 'softening up' an employer.

No-one will convince me that these tactics are not
used. For too long employers have been the sub-
ject of intimidation by unions. We have seen what
has happened to the iron ore industry in this
State.

The Hon. Tom Stephens: All because of the in-
epititude of this Government.

The lion. P. H. LOCKYER: We have seen
what has happened to the point where our prime
customer, Japan, is reluctant to enter into further
negotiations and contracts because the industrial
action-

The Hon. Tom Stephens: That is rubbish!
The Hon. Peter Dowding: Rubbish!
Several members interjected.

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: That is true.
The Hon. P. G. Pendal: They were told that

three years ago.
The Hon. D. K. Dans: Come on, Mr Pendal!
The H-eo. P. H. LOCKYER: Leading Japanese

business people consistently have said to the State
Government that if these people do not behave
themselves and get on with the job of producing
what we contracted to produce-

The Hon. Tom Stephens: This Government has
allowed the Japanese to pick off, one by one, the
employers in Australia.

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: The reason for
the performance from the Opposition members
tonight is that many of them have to face selec-
lion committees. We saw many people in the gal-
lery this evening from those selection committees
and one by one the Opposition members stood up
to make their contribution.

The Hon. Tom Stephens: At least our people
are prepared to come here instead of hiding in the
toilets. That is what W. W. Mitchell did.

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: The Opposition
members had to be seen to be doing something.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: When did you read the
Winneke report? Tell me, I want to know. What
was the colour of the cover?

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: That was the
reason the Opposition gave such a spirited de-
fence to this piece of legislation. The comments
we heard this evening we have heard before. We
know that the TLC and Mr Peter Cook always
are maintaining that every piece of industrial
legislation brought forward is bad legislation and
terrible things will happen as a result of it.

Members will not be able to recall an incident
where any of these things have occurred.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: What do you want the
new legislation for?

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: The new legis-
lation is required-

The Hon. Tom Stephens: To keep you in
Government.

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: -to look after
the employment situation. This legislation will do
just that. This legislation is necessary regardless
of the bleating of my good friends across the
Chamber. This legislation will go through the
Parliament even if we have to sit here for a week.

Let us not believe the people who employ the
bulk of the workers in Western Australia. The
iron ore industry and small industries have to be
protected and without legislation such as this that
cannot be done.
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The Hon. D. K. Dans: They do not want to be
protected.

The PRESIDENT: Order! I ask the Leader of
the Opposition to cease his interjections.

Tabling of Document
The Hon. PETER DOWDING: I request that

the member who has just spoken table the docu-
ment from which he quoted and purported to
identify.

The PRESIDENT: The honourable member
did not purport to identify the document: he
identified it. I ask him to table the document.

The Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: I am happy to do
so.

The document was tabled (see paper No. 444).

Debate Resumed
TilE HON. A. A. LEWIS (Lower Central)

(2.57 am.]: I have taken great interest in
listening to the debate through the evening and
this morning. It has been interesting to hear the
Opposition when it has no argument,* ranting and
screaming and using the abuse that we have be-
come used to hearing in this House. Opposition
members have been talking about union rights
and have not been worried about the rights of the
individual.

I have been a member of a number of unions-
The Hon. D. K. Dans: All ended up better or-

ganisations when you left.
The Hon. A. A. LEWIS: That is typical of the

comment one would expect from an uninformed
lout, not from the Leader of the Opposition.

I was a member of the AWU and that union
was quite happy to take my money. I went out on
strike on one occasion at Whyalla. Mr
Hetherington probably knows something about
Whyalla. He would know of a "Portrait of a Poli-
tician"-a very fine politician and an old and
dear friend of mine.

We happened to talk about this one strike.
Here we deal with a union that was not really
interested in anything but making a point. The
union advocate was a dear old friend of mine, a
man named Joe Brazel who gave me four or Aive
stone. We were seeking a 6d increase per week as
we had to start work on the top of Iron Knob.

my friend challenged Mr Justice Morgan to
walk up the hill in the time we were expected to
do it. I guess unions should appoint advocates who
know something about the history of the person
on the bench because Eddie Morgan happened to

have been a champion walker-the union rep-
resentative and the employer were at the first
level when he was at the top of the hill. We did
not get the 6d rise, and I believe that unions have
a responsibility to know what they are trying to
do for the individual. We heard nothing about
that tonight. We heard a great deal of rhetoric,
and while my colleagues were talking, we heard
many interjections. We heard Mr Hetherington
refer to blinkered thinking. With due respect to
the Opposition members, I suggest that their
thinking tonight has been blinkered. They have
not really thought this matter through.

It pains me to hear constant comments about
where this legislation originated. I do not know
where it came from, but it is an insult to the de-
partmental people in this State--

The Hon. Tom Stephens: We agree it is an
insult to the departmental people of this State-

The Hon. A. A. LEWIS: Thank you.
The Hon. Tom Stephens: -to have to prepare

legislation like this.
The Hon. A. A. LEWIS: The comments of the

Opposition, are insulting to the departmental
people who drew up the legislation. Of course the
maj ority of these people are members of unions,
but that would not worry Mr Stephens who, with
his smart, glib, childish manner, attacks public
servants. He will do anything to get himself a bit
of a name as a ratbag.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: That is very
unparliamentary.

The Hon. A. A. LEWIS: The Opposition will
say things about the Premier, but I would like to
point out to Mr Stephens the result of the latest
Gallup poll. The Premier gained about 69 per
cent of the votes compared with 31 per cent polled
by his leader-what is his name? Brian Burke, or
whoever happens to be there until the next spill!

We have heard a great deal about the legal
interpretation of industrial relations legislation. I
am very glad that the Hon. Fred McKenzie and
the Hon. Des Dans stuck to their guns in the way
they spoke about the practical aspects of the Bill.
Maybe some part of their comments had some
validity. I am a little like Mr MacKinnon; I feel
that Opposition members tend to cry "wolf too
often-they have not given the legislation a
chance. This legislation should have a chance.

Mr Stephens referred to what would happen
during the Committee stage and he said the
Government side might change its vote. We know
quite well that the Opposition members cannot
change their vote because they caucus and they
are told which way to vote. We have heard about
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the rights and privileges of the CPA, and I will
not go into that matter.

Opposition members told us that Mr Pendal
tried to drive a wedge between the political wing
and the industrial wing of the ALP. I am fairly
practical, and it seems to me that to drive a wedge
between anything, one must have a wedge big
enough so that it will grip the sides of the two ob-
jects one is trying to drive it between. The indus-
trial and the political wings of the ALP are so far
apart that Mr Pendal could not find a wedge big
enough to drive between them.

We saw the Leader of the Opposition
distancing himself from the traditional supporters
of the ALP as fast as his legs would carry him.
The performance tonight of members opposite il-
lustrates again that they wanted to make a hue
and cry in front of certain people who were in the
Gallery at the time. Indeed, when one member
could not speak, he dashed out with his case in his
hand because a few of the people in the Gallery
had disappeared.

This is good legislation. It is no good for all the
Queen's counsel in the world to complain about it
now-let them attack it in a court of law. Let the
people who are so knowledgeable about the legis-
lation now give it a go. Australians in general are
prepared to give things a go; prepared to trust
until they ind something wrong. But that is not
the way that the ALP in this House or in this Par-
liament operates. Members of the ALP want to
create a ruckus before the election. They have
tried it before;, they have failed before; and,
certainly in respect of this legislation, they will
fail again. I support the Bill.

THE HON. G. E. MASTERS (West-Minister
for Labour and Industry) [3.07 a.mn.]: I thank
members on my side of the House for their sup-
port. I must say I was disappointed with the con-
tributions made by Opposition members. Mr
Dans, the lead speaker for the Opposition, barely
addressed himself to much of the legislation-

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Like your second
reading speech.

The Hon. G. F-. MASTERS: -and we heard
the usual old-fashioned ideas we are so used to.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: I addressed myself to
your second reading speech.

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: The Opposition
should face the r ealities of the situation.

The Hon. Tom Stephens: You have not.
The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: The Opposition

accuses this Government of losing track of what is
happening in the community. I suggest that that
is the Opposition's failing and not ours. Mr Dans

said that the Bill had no principle-we contend
exactly the opposite.

The Hon. Tom Stephens: Yes-bash the
unions!

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS-, As I said in my
second reading speech, those principles are set out
clearly. I personally, and I am sure members on
this side of the House, are absolutely convinced of
this.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: You are always saying
',clearly".

The Hart. G. E. MASTERS: It seems that the
Opposition has become incensed with the prospect
of Freedom of choice. That is a dreadful idea for
them to conceive, It is something the ALP
thought should never happen. The public of this
State should not have the right to choose, the
freedom of choice. We say quite clearly that it is
one of the basic Facts which the Government of
this State embraces.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: You just got it re-
cently.

The Hon. 0. E. MASTERS: We are trying to
legislate to come to grips with the evil practices
being applied in the community. To use a legal
term, we are trying to rectify a mischief. We are
dealing with antisocial behaviour. The legislation
will have no effect on those people who obey the
law, and that is the vast majority of the people.
We arc trying to protect those people to whom
Mr Lockyer referred a few moments ago.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Who prompted him?
The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: We make no apol-

ogy-that policy has been set out clearly. It has
been our policy over all the time I have been in
the Parliament, and probably for much longer.
We have gone to the electorate and clearly stated
that principle.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Rubbish! Why didn't
you have it in the 1979 Act?

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: Quite clearly I
said in my second reading speech that the
Government was merely applying the ILO con-
vention. Under his breath, the Hon. Peter
Dowding mutters, "Rubbish."

The Hon. Peter Dowding: I did not say it under
my breath. I said it loudly. I said, "Rubbish!"

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: Here we have Mr
Dowding. who sets out his own opinions and dis-
putes the interpretation of one of the highest
courts in Europe. He is allowed to do that; but I
suggest most members of this House are more
likely to take the opinions of that court than the
ravings of Mr Dowding that we have heard
tonight.
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When we talk about why we have brought for-
ward this legislation, let me say that the com-
plaints and the reports we have received would
have led any responsible Government to take the
action we are taking. If members of the Oppo-
sition bothered to go into their own electorates
and talk to the people at the grass roots, and to
look at the surveys that have been carried out over
recent months, they would know quite clearly that
the public of Western Australia are not in favour
of being compelled to join an association.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: You always keep saying
-clearly". You are not clear at all.

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I am quite happy
to read from this document entitled Journal of In-
dusirial Relations if the Leader of the Opposition
would like me to do so. It shows that 83 per cent
of the public-and this was a fair sur-
vey-supported the right of choice, the right to
join an association or a union, if one likes.
Another survey, which was a Gallup Poll conduc-
ted at the end of June. gave 73 per cent as the fig-
ure. I am only quoting the facts.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: Read the whole lot of
the surveys.

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: If the honourable
member wants me to read the whole journal-

The Hon. D. K. Dans: I belonged to that associ-
ation for many years.

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: The Government
is saying that the preference question has been
mutilated, and it is no longer a preference. We
are saying that the Opposition firmly supports the
idea of "no ticket, no start'. I say that "no ticket,
no start" means "no job, no food", so what prefer-
ence is there? What sort of choice is there with
that sort of option? Of course there is none.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: What is wrong with
section 100?

The Hon. C. E. MASTERS: The Opposition
says that the Government has been taken over by
right-wing groups. Everything opposed to their
philosophy must be right wing. They have gone so
far down the drain that everything must be right
wing to them. When we look at the Opposition's
green paper-the industrial document for which
Mr Dans was largcly responsible-

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Excellent!
The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: Mr Dowding has

already had his opportunity.
The Hon. Fred McKenzie: Have you not got a

blue book there? What is in that?
The Hon. C. E. MASTERS: The Labor Party

policy is to get rid of all penalties in respect of in-
dustrial disputes. and to make unions exempt

from the law. The Labor Party would allow
unions to widen industrial disputes to cover every-
thing. It would dispose of the law and include all
subcontractors as employees. That is spelt out as
clear as a bell in Mr Dans' document.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: That was a green paper.
It was not our policy.

The H-In. G. E. MASTERS: Let us make sure
that the public-

The Hon. D. K. Dans: Why do you not read
through the policy document?

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I have it here. I
will read it if the Leader of the Opposition cannot
remember it. He went to the ALP conference, and
much was said about listening to everybody and
changing; but members of the ALP have changed
nothing. It is all there as clear as a bell.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: We made one or two
changes.

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: Yes. One or two
full stops were changed and the "I's" were put
where they should be. It is no wonder the union
movement is holding its breath in the hope that
the Labor Party will gain control, because then
the State would be controlled by militant groups.

This Bill simply protects the right of choice,
which is the main argument that has been put for-
ward. It seems that the Opposition is obsessed and
worried about what we are trying to do. We say
that the trade union movement should do the
proper thing; it should earn its members. It should
earn them by impressing the people to join. They
would do it in a proper way.

The Hon. Carry Kelly: Proper? Define
"proper".

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: The unions will
not earn members by calling them names all the
time-bludgers. scabs, freeloaders, and parasites.
as the Hon. Carry Kelly referred to them. That
does not impress the public.

The Hon. Garry Kelly: I was talking about
your friends.

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: A lot of the people
the Hon. Carry Kelly calls freeloaders and scabs
are indeed my friends. I would not argue about
that. They are included in the vast majority of the
public of this State. It is about time the honour-
able member recognised that fact.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Why did not The
West Australian support the Bill?

The Hon. C. F. MASTERS: Trade unions have
other functions to work for.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: What are they?
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The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: They should be
giving advice certainly they should be giving
guidance.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: About what?
The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: They should be

giving advice on members' problems, people's
problems, the problems of the public. They should
be looking at special schemes to encourage mem-
bers to join, not just thrash, thrash, thrash. That
is all they are doing. They become obsessed with a
particular part of the Bill which deals with free-
dom of choice; but there are some other important
provisions.

The I-on. D. K. Dans: I am waiting for you to
come to them.

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: When the Oppo-
sition says it wilt reduce the level of employment,
surely to goodness it can understand the clause
which deals with the need for the commission to
take into account the state of the economy.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: It has always taken that
into account.

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: Then why is the
Leader of the Opposition criticising it? Is he in
favour of this part of the Bill? If he is, I am
pleased about that.

The Hon. 0. K. Dans: You know it must take
the economy into account.

The Hon. 0. E. MASTERS: If the Leader of
the Opposition is saying he supports that part of
the Bill, I am very pleased.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: You are so damn dumb
you cannot take that into account now.

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: It is quite clearly
a proper course of action for the commission to
take account of the condition of the economy and
the effect of its decisions on the economy. We say
also that the effect on employment must be taken
into account. We are talking about employers.

The Hon. Garry Kelly: What about the appeal
provisions?

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: The honourable
member who is now talking very loudly spoke
about reducing the role of the commission. Again
that is not correct. We are increasing the powers
of the commission in many areas.

The Hon. Tom Stephens: Destroying them!
The I-on. Peter Dowding: Where?
The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: The Hon. Peter

Dowding had better listen, because he has been
making a right muck of it tonight. We have
spoken about giving added powers to the com-
mission in many areas. We are talking about the
commission and the Chief Industrial Corn-

missioner being able to approach orders in a bet-
ter way. We are allowing the commission to deal
with disputes by its own decisions.

The I-eo. Peter Dowding: What extension is
that?

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: We are strength-
ening the commission's role in these areas. I was
pleased to hear what the honourable member had
to say about a very important part of this legis-
lation which deals with the protection of
subcontractors, the self-employed, the owner-
drivers. At the moment, those people are experi-
encing intense pressure to join the union move-
ment. The pressure is there.

It is clear that many of those people are unable
to work without being forced to pay a subscription
or make a donation to the trade union movement.
That is quite wrong and improper. I say that be-
cause the unions' own rules exclude those people
from becoming members. The rules say specifi-
cally that such people cannot be members of
unions by the definition under the Act itself,
which normally sets out the role of an employee.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: I probably agree with
you there; but tell me how this Bill will help that
situation.

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I will talk about
that tomorrow, because the President will not per-
mit me to discuss clauses in the Bill tonight.

The Honij. M. Berinson: It is not a matter of
detail. It goes to the heart of the Bill.

The Hon. 0. E. MASTERS: It is a very im-
portant part of the Bill. Quite clearly if the Oppo-
sition is in favour of and supports that move we
will hear all about it tomorrow.

The Government has introduced this Bill after
the Act has been in operation for 2Y2 years. In
that time we have received submissions and have
had discussions with various people. We carefully
assessed the results of those discussions and the
Bill was drafted. The TLC flatly refused to meet
with us. It said it would not talk to us unless we
withdrew the legislation altogether. Fortunately a
number of trade unions have come and are
coming to see us and we are quite happy to see
them.

The Hon. Tom Stephens: You are deaf and
dumb!

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I am sorry the
Hon. Tom Stephens interjected. Before he made
his speech tonight someone should have told him
that we were not talking about legislation relating
to alcohol, but we were dealing with the Industrial
Arbitration Amendment Bill (No. 2), because he
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would have been much nearer the mark had we
been talking about the former.

The Hon. Tom Stephens: What is that sup-
posed to mean?

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: The Hon. Tom
Stephens did not know what he was talking about.
He made one of the most wishy-washy, pathetic
speeches I have ever heard in this place.

The Hon- Peter Dowding: You are a bit of an
embarrassment.

Several members interjected.
The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: The honourable

member who always makes most of the noise very
rudely in this House talked about the United
States and the fact that people in the southern
States were much worse off than those in the
north. In fact that is not true and if the honour-
able member bothered to go to the United States
and examine the position he would realise that.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: Mississippi!

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: That is a runny
laugh. If the honourable member bothered to talk
to the people in those communities he would re-
alise they would not have the trade union move-
ment strongly involved there. They are perfectly
happy the way they are; they get on with the job;
and they are protected by their agreements with
their employers. Those people would not have a
bar of strong trade union involvement, because
they know dislocation and unrest would result. In-
stead of talking through his hat, the honourable
member should go to these places and find out the
actual situation.

The Hon. Fred McKenzie: Why don't you go
and stay there instead of coming here!

The Hon. D. K. Dans: There were no vacancies
in the Ku Klux Klan, so he decided to come here.

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: This is largely a
Bill which will be debated in the Committee
stage. I have a great deal of material to present.
but most of the questions that have been asked
have come from Government members.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: What do you mean by
new section 96?

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I am sorry the
Opposition is so incensed about the basic right of
people to make a choice. That is unfortunate, but
apparently that is its attitude. Members opposite
do not think it is fit and proper that the people of
this State should have a choice. I am sorry about
that and I am sure the Opposition will try to
wriggle out of it during the Committee stage.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: I asked you to give me
some clues on section 96 and you can't.

The PRESIDENT: Order!

The Hon. D. K. Dans: Weasel!

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

Mouse adjourned at 3.23 anm. (Wednesday).

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS

Procedures
545. The Hon. ROBERT HETHEiRINGTON,

to the Leader of the House representing the
Premier:

(1) Will the Premier advise the procedures
followed when letting out contracts for
consultancy work?

(2) Is there a standard procedure, or do pro-
cedures vary from department to depart-
ment?

(3) Are contracts for consultancy work
invariably advertised?

(4) If not, why not?

(5) Do procedures vary-

(a) when the contract is under $50 000;
and

(b) when the contract is over $50 000?

The Hon. 1.0G. MEDCALF replied:

(1), (2), and (5) Procedures vary from de-
partment to department and depend on
the particular requirements of the task.

Most tasks for which consultants are re-
quired involve specialised knowledge and
capabilities available from a limited
field of consultants.

In certain specific task areas, appoint-
ments have been made following nego-
tiation with the recognised consulting
expert.

In wider knowledge areas, consultants
are invited to submit proposals and an
appointment is made following analysis
of the proposals.

The Architectural Division of the Public
Works Department commissions con-
sultant architects from an approved list
of professionals.
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The process of selection is based on a
points system devised to relate the size
of an architectural practice to the allo-
cation of Government work. The system
has been agreed with the Practising Ar-
chitects' Association which maintains
records, allocates points, checks accu-
racy of information, etc.
Quantity surveyors are commissioned ort
a similar computerised points system.

(3) Contracts for consultancy, work are not
usually advertised.

(4) See answer to (1), (2), and (5).

GOVERNMENT GUARANTEES

Wundowkc Charcoal Iron and Steel Industry
549. The Hon. D. K. DANS, to the Leader of

the House representing the Treasurer:

I refer to his reply dated 3 June 1982 to
my question 70 of 6 April 1982, and
ask-

Why was it the case that the lia-
bility incurred by the charcoal iron
and steel industry board relating to
services provided by the State
Energy Commission, was not re-
vealed in the balance sheet at sale
date?

The Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF replied:

The liability to the State: Energy Com-
mission was not included in the balance
sheet at sale date (31 December, 1974)
because the work undertaken by the
State Energy Commission was com-
menced in October 1974, and not com-
pleted until September 1977, due to de-
lays in supply of transformer equipment.
Accordingly, an account Was not ren-
dered by the State Energy Commission
until February 1978, several years after
the sale date.
Legal opinion was sought which con-
firmed the State's liability f&- the debt.

MEAT: LAMB MARKETING BOARD

Throughput

550. The Hon. A. A. LEWIS, to the Minister
for Labour and Industry representing the
Minister for Agriculture:

(1) What-

(a) weight; and
(b) numbers of lambs;

have been handled by the Lamb Mar-
keting Board for each month since
August 1979?

(2) What tonnages have been purchased
from interstate in each month since
August 1979?

(3) What was-

(a) the average cost per carcase; and

(b) the Lamb Marketing Board's
administration cost per carcase;

in each month since August 1979?

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS replied:

(1), (2), and (3) (a)
tombs pro- Inter-

cessed cobi per tate Imports isle
Car- Put.

Mo ot Weight case, chase
No 1Ikg) S Tnr

1979
August
September
Ociober
Noveer
December

Jauary
February
Marcht
April
May
June
July
August
Septemnber
October,
Nover
December
1951
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
1952
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

(3)

230917
351 391
352 057
165 1 20
45973

50757
43 736
48 7$9
46 423
42234
42957
78 469

202 650
307 760
317844
1354 560
71606

62687.
63 140
68 047
60 397
58819
SI 195

87616
193 659
210950
123 324
81 45

70819
61L076
56 542
60476
58926
56 993
56 759
90935

3070757 5.50
4810820 6.52
5446 2 37 7.72

2407520 6.29
720363 1 1.10"

721 654
632 239
676 235
660 534
610007
614963
I 058 307
2813094
4 372 023
4 686352
2 256477
I 076 117

919 50)9
905461
975 858
950 7 70
$17 308
69 5634
674 838

1 131092
Z 557 845
2 934 475
1749470
1155 163

997 424
846 717

112 512

847 050
803 074
805 594

1 229 754

5 09
7.83
6.70
7.39
6.45
7,80

6.55

6.99
7.33
9.46
5 22

9.32
5.96
7.15
7.36,
6.117
6. 56
6.64
7.02
6.56
745
7.96
8.61

9.80
9.60
9.22
9.20
0 4

7.38
8,25
7.51

1 623

I626
134
97

101
98
7

102
692
log
239
121
167
199
100
197

247
113
190
215

1 54146
166
64
141
148
118
191

162
52

1 57159
102
18
115
68

Tommy ..

July-Dec 356

JartJuiie 170

July-Dec -

iou-June 163

July-Dec 191

J.n-iune 95

July 171
Aug 137

(b) The administration cost per carcase
is not calculated on a monthly
basis. Administration costs per car-
case on an annual basis are:

1979-80
1980-81
198 1-82

$0.59
$0.74
S 1.20

* Includes cost of processing, storage.
freight and handling.

4* Includes back payment for killing
charges at non-export abattoirs and ar-
rears for storage.
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These lambs were purchased by the
Lamb Marketing Board for direct ship-
ment from Eastern States ports. The
Lamb Marketing Board has not
imported lamb into Western Australia.

SImported by various firms. The actual
figures are collected as carcases but
have been converted to tonnes for this
exercise (average carcase of 14.0 kg as-
sumed).

RAILWAYS

"Australind' Service

554. The Hon. FRED McKENZIE, to the Min-
ister for Labour and Industry representing
the Minister for Transport:

Referring to question 312 of
Wednesday, 12 May 1982, concerning
the future of the Ausiralind passenger
train, the Minister indicated that a firm
decision would be made before the end
of the year. As we are now approaching
the end of the year. will the Minister ad-
vise the date on which an announcement
will be made?

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS replied:

As indicated previously, an announce-
ment will be made before the end of the
year but the Minister for Transport sees
no reason to be tied to a specific date.
The Commissioner of Railways advises
that his report and recommendations for
replacement of the Australind are being
finalised. However, because replacement
is still some years off the Minister has
not asked the Commissioner to meet a
specific target date.

ROAD: FREEWAY

Beech boro-Gosnelis

555. The Hon. FRED McKENZIE, to the Min-
ister for Labour and Industry representing
the Minister for Transport:

(1) When is it likely that the Becbboro-
Gosnells freeway will be constructed
between Hardley Road and Great East-
ern Highway?!

(2) When it is constructed, will Hardley
Road be closed to traffic at any point, or
will it continue to be used as a
"through" road between Great Eastern
Highway, Leach Highway and beyond?

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS replied:

(1) No date has been set for the construc-
tion, although it is hoped to commence
in 1984.

(2) Hardley Road will be closed at Towie
Street and will not connect to the new
highway.

EDUCATION: HIGH SCHOOL

Como

556. The Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Chief
Secretary representing the Minister for Edu-
cation:

(1) Has the Education Department received
the 24 August letter from the Principal
of the Como Senior High School on the
question of an alternative access way to
the school?

(2) If so, what action has the department
taken, or does it intend to take, on this
suggestion, which has now been
endorsed by the P & C association?

The Hon. R. G. PIKE replied:

(1) Yes.
(2) The suggestion has been accepted in

principle and the Principal of the Como
Senior High School has been asked to
submit a 'lob request" for minor works
to the south-east regional education
of fiee.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

INCOME TAX: AVOIDANCE

McCabe-La franchi Report: Investigations

129. The Hon. PETER DOWDING, to the At-
torney General:

(1) Did the special inspectors appointed by
the Victorian Government-namely,
Messrs McCabe and Lafranchi-visit
Western Australia during the course of
their inquiry into the matter concerning
Navillus Pty. Ltd. and 92 other
companies?

(2) If so, what was the extent of their
investigation in WA?

The HaIn. 1. . MEDCALF replied:

(1) and (2) I have no idea, and as I did not
receive any notice of the question, I
must ask that it be placed on notice.
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INCOME TAX: AVOIDANCE

McCabe-La franchi Report: Investigations

130. The Hon. PETER DOWDING, to the At-
torney General:

(1) Is he aware that in June 1980 McCabe
and Lafranchi visited WA for a period
of about a week, during which time they
made inquiries into the liquidation of a
WA company, Keirad Pty. Ltd.?

(2) During the course of their investigations,
were the inspectors granted special
powers similar to those granted whilst
conducting their inquiries in other
States?

(3) If not, why not?

The

(1)
Hon. [0 . MEDCALF replied:
to (3) I have no idea, and I ask that the
question be placed on notice.

INDUSTRIAL ARBITRATION ACT

Operation

131. The Hon. FRED McKENZIE, to the Min-
ister for Labour and Industry:

Has the Minister received a report from
the Chief Industrial Commissioner
which relates to the operation of the In-
dustrial Arbitration Act up to the last
preceding 30 June?

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS replied:
I presume that the member is referring
to the Chief Industrial Commissioner's
report that was tabled in this House for
the operation of the commission for the
previous year.

The Hon. Fred McKenzie: Yes.
The Hon. 0. E. MASTERS: If the member

is talking about the one I tabled in the
House, yes, I have received a report.

INCOME TAX: AVOIDANCE

McCabe-La franchi Report: Government Action

132. The Hon. PETER DOWDING, to the At-
torney General:
(1) Was any action taken by the State

Government subsequent to the
investigations by Messrs McCabe and
Lafranchi in WA in 1980 to examine
the extent and nature of apparent non-
compliance with the Companies Act and
its connection with tax avoidance and
evasion in WA?

(2) If not, why not?

The Hon. [0 . MEDCALF replied:

(1) and (2) I must ask that these questions
be placed on notice. I cannot possibly
answer them off the cuff. I have no idea
what the member is talking about.

INCOME TAX: AVOIDANCE

Companies Act: Non-compliance

133. The Hon. PETER DOWDING, to the At-
torney General:

(1) Is the Attorney aware of any action
being taken in WA in relation to non-
compliance with the Companies Act re-
quirements in WA and the connection of
such non-compliance: with tax avoidance
and evasion in this State?

(2) To the Attorney's knowledge, has any
action been taken in relation to those
matters?

(3) If so, what action has been taken?

The Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF replied:

(1) to (3) The Commissioner for Corporate
Affairs is co-operating with the taxation
authorities in this State in relation to in-
quiries being made by the Taxation
Office in respect of breaches or possible
breaches of the Commonwealth taxation
Act. I do not know of any other specific
matters, but if the member has any in-
formation on which he desires further
details, I will obtain that for him if he
gives me the information.

The PRESIDENT: If the honourable mem-
ber has any further questions relating to
this matter, I ask him to place them on
notice. It is out of order to ask the same
question twice.

INCOME TAX: AVOIDANCE

Companies Act: Non-compliance

134. The Hon. PETER DOWDING, to the At-
torney General:

(I) When did the Attorney become aware of
any action taken by the Commissioner
for Corporate Affairs in relation to the
connection between non-compliance
with the WA Companies Act and tax
evasion in this State?

(2) When was the first action taken to his
knowledge?
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The
(I)

Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF replied:
and (2) 1 do not quite understand the
import of the questions. I do not follow
the connection between tax evasion and
the Companies Act.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: You would be the
only one in Australia that does not.

The Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF: If the member
likes to be more specific and places his
question on notice, I shall endeavour to
answer it.

INCOME TAX: AVOIDANCE

Mr J. W. Doussa QC: Inquiry

135. The Hon. PETER DOWDING, to the At-
torney General:

(1) Will the Attorney make representations
to the Prime Minister to ensure that the
terms of reference of the inquiry by Mr
i. W. Von Doussa, QC, include
investigations into the financial
transactions involving the sale of
companies by Mr H-organ to a Mr
Wynyard, or companies associated with
Mr Wynyard?

(2) If not, why not?

The Hon.'. G. MEDCALF replied:

(1) and (2) I think we can expect that the
Prime Minister and the Federal Govern-
ment will make all proper arrangements
in relation to Mr Von Doussa's inquiry.

INCOME TAX: AVOIDANCE

Mewar Holdings Pty. Ltd

136. The Hon. PETER DOWDING, to the At-
torney General:
(1) Is the Attorney General aware or is it a

fact that the Western Australian Cor-
porate Affairs Office is to institute ac-
tion against Mr John Walker Wynyard

in relation to the purchase of shares in
Mewar Holdings Pty. Ltd. which was al-
leged to be contrary to section 67(3) of
the Companies Act 1961 ?

(2) Is the Attorney General aware that
gentleman-that is, Mr John Walker
Wynyard-is alleged to be a major tax
avoidance promoter and reported to be
greater in stature than the notorious
Brian James Maher?

The Hon. 1. G. M EDCALF replied:
(1) and (2) 1 am aware of certain proceed-

ings which are pending in the courts and
I do not propose to comment on them in
view of that fact.

INCOME TAX: AVOIDANCE

Mewar Holdings Ply. Ltd.

37. The Hon. PETER DOWDING, to the At-
torney General:

(1) Is it a fact that action is to be taken by
the Corporate Affairs Office concerning
the sale of the company Mewar Hold-
ings Pty. Ltd. to Mr Wynyard in 1979?

(2) Is it also a fact that, at the time of its
sale, this company was a wholly owned
subsidiary of the Metro Industries Ltd.
group and subject to the directorship of
Denis Byrne Horgan, a past chairman of
the Liberal Party fund raising com-
mittee?

The Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF replied:
(1) and (2) i have already answered the

question. I do not propose to answer any
more of these questions.

The Hon. Peter Dowding: You would think
you did not read your portfolio!
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